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Nurse Admits Trunk Slaying
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Police Nab
Molester Of
Two Girls

A 32-year-old graduate nurse has told of how she spent
over 18 hours in a bedroom with the body of her dead
lover before putting it into a trunk and shipping it to
Memphis, Tenn.
Unfolding the tale to Lt. james McMahon, head of the
Chicago Homicide Bureau, was
Mrs. Marjorie Andrews who was chased a ticket to Memphis and
arrested Thursday night in Cin- had the trunk checked on the ticcinnati after being sought by po- ket. Because the trunk weighed so
lice for over a week, in the Wall much she had to pay an overshooting of Eddie Jenkins, an auto charge.
agency employe.
The following day, the nurse
In her confession the nurse, who who is a graduate of Grady hosSt
at
job
a
had just applied for
pital in Atlanta and the wife of
Frank Andrews, an Atlanta undertaker, said she moved from 4943
Lake Park to 4665 Lake Park
Where she stayed until Feb. 15
when she drove to Cincinnati.
Police expect to extradite Mrs.
Andrews here within two weeks.

Complete Stucff
Of Murder Trurai
Homicide police yesterday under the direction of Lt.
James McMahon completed a study of the trunk used by,
Nurse Marjorie Andrews to ship the body of her lover, Ed.
die Jenkins, to Memphis 26 days ago.
The trunk was shipped here by Memphis police taut

\
•
EDDIE JENKINS

A full-length film made in AfriMary's hospital in Cincinnati, said; Friday. The shipping weight, ac-ca. and, which features Africans
A 58-year-old white guard at the Jenkins came to her room at 4943 cording to a freight invoice, was
from all parts of that vast contiEly Walker Drygoods warehouse, Lake Park on the night of Feb. 162 pounds. Chicago police had state's attorney whose stall .wAl
nent, entitled "Freedom," will be
who was being sought for molest- 9 and asked her to go on a double , to pay $13.34 express bill. The prepare the case against the 32.
ing two small Negro girls, was date uith him and a couple of his , actual weight of the trunk was year-old confessed murderess.
shown zt the Daisy Theater, at
arrested last Sunday night at hisl relatives.
329 Beale st., on Wednesday and
not disclosed.
t
(See TRUNK. page 2
home, and bound over to the grand
Thursday, March 19 and 20. at
1 Once regarded as a highly imreshe
when
that
explained
She
jury on a not guilty plea on Mon7:30 p. in. There's no admission
the trunk is now of
fused a quarrel, ensued and he portant clue,
day.
fee.
less value to police since Mrs.
Arrested was John M. liousdan,. struck her, knocking her to the kins.Andews has confessed killing .JenSpecial arrangements have been
of 1060 Chatwood who disappeared bed. While on the bed. she said,
made for matinees on both days
shortly before the two children's he began choktng ner and she The Chicago nurse and estranged
at 3:20 p.m. for the benefit 'of
.
Open house and dedication cerefather swore out a warrant for reached under her pillow. grabbed wife
performances before parliaments
of an Atlanta undertaker is
a gun and shot him.
the mar's arrest.
high school students and ethers,
being held by Cincinnati police monies will be held at the Carver
a
shortly
Speaking
to
reporter
High
school at 1951 Pennsylvania
free of charge.
extradition to Chicago
The nurse then said she felt a
after the incident, the children's his pulse, found it weak and ran for trial. She was indicted here at., on Sunday, March PI, aith
Sponsored by the Moral Rearmfather, a postal worker, and a out of the room to a neighbor's for murder Monday.
E. C. Stimhert, superintendent of
ament movement, the film was
part-time employe of the Mem- where she drank a coke, and then She was arrested Thursday In the Memphis City schools delivershown fur the first time at the
phis Housecleaning company, said
Egyptian Theater in Hollywood a
came back and waited for police the Ohio city where she fled after ing the principal address.
minister of Bokondo, mythical
two, wearing iodise costumes,
The dedication ceremonies will
that he had been working at the to arrive. (She explained that she shooting Jenkins to death in her
MRA FILM STARS — Two
year ago. Since then it has been
will
film
The
African
nation.
(left)
Amata
Ghale
are. Ho
establishment for some time, and thought someone had heard the apartment Feb. 9.
be held in the school's gymnaswi
of the stars in the MRA film
ated in 23 countries, with
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be
Mutanda,
of
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who
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March
The4, shot and called the officers
that on Tuesday evening
stand in front of the Gem
15 nations.
The murder was discovered Feb. ium, and the members of the
Daisy theatre on March II and
a natiopalist revolutionary and
as was his custom, he called the
atre in I.ittle Rock after showwhen freight handlers in Mem- Board of Education will be specrIm ed by Walt Disney, the openshe went V
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From 4 to 6 p in.. the first
in
been unclaimed and from which
jestic rocks of Abeokuta,
until
body from about 9:30 p.m.
way.
annual tea, sponsOred by the Parthey noted a distasteful odor.
Nigeria, where the king assembled
Mrs.
day.
following
the
2- 30 p.m.
POP TO DRINK
v
/Lt. McMahon said that although ent-Teacher Assiciation will be
with 2,000 of his chiefs and people.'
The goard, he said, told him to Andrews declared, when she went the trunk is no longer important given in the cafeteria.
Traditional rulers led more than
trunk
a
purchased
and
downtown
bring his children along, because
as a clue, it is a valuable piece An invitation to vist the school
6,000 persons in the water festithere had been an "Open House" at Sears for $30.
of evidence for use in the prose- has been extended to the public
vals held by the banks of the Niger;
deand
up
at
the
place
it
the
celebration
during
picked
A friend
by R. B. Thompson, principal of
I
cution of Mrs. Andrews,
river.
day, and that he had managed to livered it to her home, the young
It is to be turned over to the the school, and the members of
A West African monarch permit.'
that
added
but
explained,
woman
police custodian for use by the the teaching staff.
ted cameramen to come into his
(See POLICE, page 2)
he d d not see the bod y because
palace, and take scenes from his
bed.
the
behind
was
it
represociation of South Africa,
elaborate garden.
By CLARK PORTEOUS
She stated that the body was
senting 10,000 teachers, a Negro on
The film has been shown before
Philipthe
India,
too heavy for her to lift, so she
Defender)
of
the opposite side traditionally in
presidents
(Special to Tri-State
the
tilted the trunk on its side and
the race split in South Africa from
piner and Liberia. After having
I twice saw the Moral Re-Armament Movie, "Free- the Hofmeyer's stood beside them I F
Ur
shoved Jenkins body into it and
seen "Freedom" President Tu.
then locked it.
man, of Liberia said, "The film is dom," which will be shown free in Memphis March 19-20. and told his Ciry.
destined to remake the world by
So did J. Ifoghale Amata for.
Later that day a moving man
It was a thrilling experience.
shaping the lives of all who have
mer president of the Student's Uncame to take the baggage to the
things
saw
time,
second
the
more
even
it
enjoyed
I
Many educators, church workers, and civic leaders
ion of lbadan university, Nigeria, Prof. Floyd M. Campbell, prin- railroad station, and the landseer) it and all who will be able
cipal of Melrose High school de- lord's son helped him to carry it will be present next Sunday, March 16 at the New Bethel
I hadn't notice the first time.
a Negro star of the film.
(See MOVIE, Pagel)
Little
I saw the movie recently in
nied emphatically Saturday that down, Mrs. Andrews declared. She
1yhooff their
t
The four told
•
noiiimusb000sontionannotoonnoationiontatontousaanontootononnootoottotosnottaiimmil in color made in Africa with a different backgrounds
he ordered teachers on his faculty added that she accompanied him Baptist church in Germantown, Tenn., when Appreciation
siiP
having
photographer
Disney
Walt
had pledged life together to build last week "not to support,subvers- to the station where she pur- Day will be held for Miss Mary Bradford.
•
•
been in charge. It runs 97 minutes. a new world, through Moral Re- ive organizations such as the
A retired school teacher, Miss Bradford has given
I saw the movie recetly in Little armament.
NAACP."
many years of faithful service to
Rock.
The 'Fri State Defender had been
'
NEED FOR CHANGE
the community and to the church.
teacher from her heart,
A highlight of the presentation is
advised by several sources thatlMrs
.
They told of the need for a
As a church worker, she has In the field of education, she
four persons who stood calmly on
Prof Campbell had placed a notice
bitterness
eliminating
change,
deep
has done her part.
on the bulletin board at Melrose
the stage and told their stories.
become almost a permanent fixand hatred from human hearts.
ture at New Bethel, where she She worked hard with the boys
The same four probably will come
(AN EDITORIAL)
to start the announcing the instructions to the
having
of
told
They
Memphis.
the picture to
and girls each day.
has served as secretary for more
last week with
change within themselves before teachers.
Mrs Betty Gill-Williams, widow
Mrs. Agnes Hofmeyer, whose
than 30 years, and worked with She has worked in many eases
When Comr9issioner Henry Loeb suggested
When confronted with the statethey could attempt to change anyCounpopular
(Shelby
Williams,
Earl
late
the
of
Farm
Mau
the
by
alive
Penal
buried
the
was
father
to
for very little Par.
many of its auxiliaries.
ment, Mr. Campbell declared:
that "we ought to go out
suitable locations Mau in Kenya in 1954, told her one else.
photographer, died Monday even"We have to tackle the proh- "No! The report is not true."
ty) or Ensley Bottoms ... to find more
GRAD OF LANE
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appease
to
self-respectsaid
She
story.
every
Gill
Mrs.
stroke.
a
had
Asked if he had
someone ing suddenly of
in people's hearts," Mr. Hoffor Negro homes," he not only insulted
vividly his their gods, the Mau Mau selected meyer said. "Any other approach post such an order, he said: "Not was the daughter of Prof. and A native of LaGrange, Tenn.,
ing Negro in this community but showed quite
Miss Bradford came to Germanthe white man who had been better
have
I
not!"
'is so superficial it won't succeed."
Mrs. J. W. Whitaker. Professor town as a child, and received her
estimate of-our people here.
to them than any other. It had to
When asked if such an order
two of
a
have
Amata
and
during
Moerane
made
was
proposal
at
instructor
Hofmeyan
is
early
Mrs.
Whitaker
education in the public
be a good sacrifice.
• Mr. Loeb's ill-advised
would be an invasion of personal
delegation of er said she had to remove all bit- the leading roles in the film out of rights,
he stated it would, and that LeMoyne college. Funeral ar- schools of Shelby County. She atmeeting of the City Commission at which a
the heart of Africa, written in the
prowork
and
Briggs,
heart
tended
her
Tuskegee Institute in Alafrom
Sam
at
terness
he would appreciate the public rangements were incomplete
some 150 white citizens, led by Atty.
bama, Tennessee A and I univerthe area lo- to eliminate what calmed the nain
press time.
(See THRILLING, page 21
knowing his position.
Negroes
for
development
housing
a
tested
sity, and received her bachelor
southwest of lives to turn Mau Mau.
cated east of Bellevue, south of Norris and
of arts degree from Lane college
CHANGED HIMSELF
Depot.
Memphis General
in Jackson.
he Her husband, Bremer HofmeyMr. LOeb's statement conveys the impression that
• During her 35 years teaching,
er, whose ramily hes held six
lepers;
social
and
Miss Bradford served as one of
Africa which has had one of
thinks Negroes of Memphis are moral
dumb South
the early principals of Melrose
the world's worse race problems,
that they are not an asset to the city; that they are
himself
school when it was located on
driven beasts who can be corralled anywhere: that they told bow he had changed
Spottswood ave. in Orange Mound.
to change the world. He
would be in a fine location in the county, adjacent to the in orderRhodes
Unicin
from
Scholar
She taught for several years at
was a
convicts, or herded back into the river-washed wilds of of
the Germantown High school in
South Africa.
slev Bottoms.
ane, vice presMoe,
Shelby
Mannasset
county, served on t h •
beresistance
least'
He bluntly suggests a course of
;teaching staff of the old Kortrecht
ident oft he Afric- • Teacher's As.
of
delegation
Grammar school, and was teachcause of pressure brought to bear by the
ing at the Leath school in Linden
whites. Not in evidence is the reserved and astute qualwhen she retired a few years ago.
ities of statesman-like leadership.
MRS. MARY BRADFORD
The daughter of the late Mr.
Mr. Loeb might not be fully aware of it, or may be
and Mrs. Ed Bradford, she has In her church and community
as
injustice
grave
a
smugly indifferent, but he committed
three sisters living in the Memshe has done her best
a public official, and further undermined good -will between
phis community. They are Mrs. As a principal, teacher, aaa
According to a financial report
the faces in this community.
Annie Cash, who operates a succhurch worker
sum of $1,474
Hundreds of indignant Negro citizens here are ask- released last week, athe
cessful business in Orange Mound; She has stood the test.
production
was raised through
Mrs. Katie Cooperwood, a princi- Today she is looking back me
Would he have had the brazen effrontery to suggest of
"The Negro Sings from Auction
pal in one of the Shelby County the years
144tit whites be relocated near the Penal Farm, OUT IN Block to Glory."
schools, and Mrs. Mamie Hooks. And all they have meant,
ThE COUNTY, or in Ensley Bottoms?
A breakdown of the figures show
AIDS PASTOR
The many friends she hat.ttseg
- This quOtatiOn from Galsworthy may be the answer: that $94.40 was raised through
in life
As secretary of the church, Miss
"Politicians are marvelk of energy and principle when they wards and precincts; $445.20
by churchBradford gives assistance to Rev. And the happy hours
are out of office, but when they get in, they simply run through sales of tickets
spent.
•L. J. Peppers, the present pastor
es; $80 by clubs; and $275 through
behind the machine."
We are honoring her today,
of New Bethel.
contributions by individuals
anall
are
efforts
political
Mr.
Loeb's
It appears that
On next Sunday, the following Because she has helped so essay
The expenses for the producalong life's way.
()gips to jet-propelled acceleration. For quite some time tion amounted to $260.60, which
Poem, composed in her honor by
Prof. W. M. Fleming, will be Long may you live Miss
, after his election he was held in high esteem by many on was taken from the grand total
Bradford to enjoy
because I wanted a home In ;read:
ANOTHER BLOCK on GlenCarnes in Orange Mound, parboth sides of the fence (no particular reference to racial of $173460.
a decent neighborhood.' He
The good you have deco,
chased this house at 1601 Glen.
Issues), but in recent months rumblings have been mount- Leading out in the sale of tickets view became integrated last
and his wife plan to move into "MISS MARY BRADFORD,
May Geel bless and keep Mr:"
week when Rev. R. W. Norsview for $13,000. Rev. Nomamong the church were the Pente.
THE LADY OF THE HOUR"
the residence within the next
until your life't race
worth , pastor of tbe Mt.
worthy told the Tri-State DeGRAVE BLUNDER pace 2)
costal Temple and the Mount OlMiss Mary Bradford is a
two weeks. (Photo by Withers)
ben' m.
Moriah Baptist church oa
fender, "I bought the property
ive CME Cathedral churches.
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t Was A Thrilling Experience,
Said Newsman After Seeing Movie
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Students Get Guidance Police
On Careers At Porter

Thrilling

Sat., March 13, 1958

(Continued From Page 1)

(Continued From Page 1)

Grave Blunder
(Continued From Page 1)
ing against him, and not alone from Negroes. His status

save sandwiches and soft drinks among Negroes, which it is quite obvious he is not in the
blood and sweat of human experfor them.
least concerned about, has hit rock bottom.
ience, as a world answer. It is
Only four boys in the school, The young girls' father said that
By M. L. REID
It is said, it's an ill wind that doesn't blow some good. Aik
the, ideology for freedom.
one of the teachers said, listed he took the children with him, and
view on what to do with a significant portion 111,
Loeb's
Mr.
Moerane and Amata also helped There was no one present last, the ministry as their choice of a
that on arriving at the warehouse
write "Freedom." It was written Week at the Porter Junior High life's profession, and one counsel- the man came out and greeted of 40 percent of Memphis' population in housing, has bqlby a group of Africans from all school on Career Day to give
stared determination to exert more effort in assuming civic
or attributed this to the fact that them.
parts of the continent who have counsel to the boy whose ambition
He had been working there responsibilities.
the ministry is a field that is sethe
in
forefront
strug- it is to capture alligators in the
'The American Negro, like ail Commenting upon the Russian's been in the
The commissioner may not be concerned about herdlected by persons more mature sometime, he said, knew the
of his fellow countrymen, is living feat in getting a rocket into outer gle for the freedom o ftheir coun- Florida Everglades, nor to tell the than children on the junior high guard, and innocently allowed the ing a significant segment of a $200 million dollar annual
tries.
boy who wants to become a horse level.
ill "a miracle world" where speed, space before the Americans, he
girls to accompany Housdan, Negro market to the county to appease a few reactionaction, change and confusion are said that it did more to dislodge ROUSE THE CONSCIENCE
breeder what subjects he should
he went to get his cleaning
future ministers were plac- while
The
Frank
Dr.
of
that
was
idea
The
aries whose race has 80 :ercent of the decent housing. But,
the watchwords of the day," Dr. this country from a nattitude of
equipment.
take to prepare for work in that
with those who
category
the
in
ed
the
at
Buchmen
World
D.
N.
guard, he said, took the it is just such cruel injustice which gives birth among NeW. A. BLsson, director of the Die- complacency than has anything
The
field, but for the children with
wished to enter the teaching pro- children into a back room, where groes to all-out counter offensive.
son Clinic in Memphis told a that has happened in this day and Assembly for MRA at Caux, Switz- more normal ambitions, there were
fession.
erland, in 1955. He said a play
Founder's Day audience at Flori- time.
he was supposed to have had the
The highest court in the land has ruled that a citizen,
consultants from nearly 20 fields.
said, refreshments stored.
da A and M university in Tella- It resulted, he said, in a weaken- written by Africans could rouse the The boy who wants to become a One youngster, a teacher
of race or color, can live wherever he is able to
regardless
ambition
help
told him that it was his
kassee last week.
ing of the U. S. bargaining power conscience to the world and
gambler had no one from that prohome.
a
purchase
SCREAMS
CHILD
all
to
freedom
langbring
men.
"every
speak
to be able to
... As the principal speaker at the In summit talks, brought on a
fession to give him counsel, but
We need top public officials here who will not make
A short while later, he said, his
Institution from which he was downward trend on America busi- So it was first a play, shown in he could have learned something uage on earth."
8-year-old daughter came running statements which can be coonstrued as contemptous of
aduated in 1922, and where he ness charts, brought disrepute to many parts of the world.
AMBITIOUS KIDS
to him screaming, and told him
Then it was made into a color from Detectives Ben Whitney and
officials who have the
ught in the science department the American school system, and
to become that the man had been trying to any ethnic group. We need public
want
you
mean
"You
Marshall,
to
spoke
Thomas
who
and vision to attempt to eradicate by the warmth
courage
fore entering medical school, he gross criticism to the President movie, fidmed in authentic set- the children who are interested in a linguist," the teacher explained.
that when he had
maid that those persons who failed and the top military officials in the tinge in Nigerit, Africa, with a becoming policemen and law en- "Well, whatever you want to call molest her,,and
of true Christian love the mental fixation that varilued
tried to take her into a storeroom
few scenes in Switzerland at the
go get in step with the moving Nation's capital.
pigmentation is a brand of inferiority.
—
replieer
child
the
officers.
It,"
forcement
escape.
she managed to
times would be swept away in the
Noting the progress of the Ne- time of the Suez crisis.
The first step in that direction is to relziove the prejThe boy he. aid, told him that The man ran to find his other
The production unit was drawn SECRETARIAL SCIENCE
backwash of progress.
gro in recent years, Dr, Bisson
he intended to become a world , child, and the 11-year-old girl told udices brought on by tradition and mores. Once the inner
.- After noting the progress that said that the "fight for first-class from 12 nations. It included Rich- Among the girls, secretarial scitraveler, and during his journeys him that the man had fondled her, conviction is changed to wholesome regard for all persons
bad been made by the school in citizenship" must continue. He ard Tegstrom, Swedish camera- ence vias the most popular career,
converse with ev- and had told her that if she said regardless of race or color, then the outward expression
years, Dr. Bisson said that said that "It is a fight for humani- man; and Alma Joderhold, a and 114 students were eager to lis- he wanted to
tmowledge has increased to the ty, a fight for the dignity of man top Finnish cameraman. Tegstrom ten to Mrs. Earnestine Guy and ery man he met in his own lang- anything about it he would "half- will reflect it.
kill" her.
point that "the fate of the world ... a fight to save the guilt of had just spent two years making Mrs. Cattle Stevens tell them what uage.
If the commissioner is interested in being a valuable
One young girl told him, he said, He said that he took his children
Today seems to rest more on the segregation from the conscience Lapland color films for Walt Dis- courses they should select in high
she wanted to become a teach-1 home, and on the next morning asset to this changing community, he should take the step
tboulders of the men of science of the yoting white Amehlcans of ney Productions.
All of the cases are Africans, school in order to prepare for work or, and teach those children "that reported the incident to the gen- — embrace the struggle to change his inner self. He has
,.. than on the cross of Calvary." tomorrow."
In that field.
eral manager of the firm, who blundered grievously and certainly unnecessarily.
0- The speaker said that, "We are In preparing for first class except Mr. Roland, representa- Nursing was the girls' next most no one else wants to teach."
He said he told her that she immediately had Housdan fired.
In for a future of marvels and citizenship Dr. Bisson said that tive of an imperial power, who is popular choice, a n d 87 girls
future inventions and discoveries the Negro should seek to improve really Lionel Jardine, for 34 years packed two rooms to hear Misses would have to have some special $1,000 BOND
in
preparation to teach handicapped
Before he had had an opportuthat will outshadow Aladdin's won- his standards which have suffered a British government official
Jessie Venson and Selena Watson,
derful lamp . . . and make this on account of segregation. Crash India who was greatly changed both registered nurses, speak on children, and asked her why she nity to file a complaint with the
wanted to teach the difficult pu- police department, the man said,
life fuller, satisfying, enjoyable, programs, he said, should be de- by MRA.
There also were some white the advantages of working in that pils.
Housdan's wife asked him to talk
find colorful."
veloped to eliminate juvenile depzofession.
She told him that she had a the matter over with her first,
j Rapid communication and trans- linquency and alcoholism and its diplomats in scenes of Geneva —
.
the
For
girls
58
Interested
in
portation has eliminated the isola- derogatory influences. Efforts real diplomats.
brother "that no teacher wants to and begged him to not have the
cosmetology, Madame G. S. M. teach, but he's
tionist from this world, he said, should be made, he said, to develop 10,000 IN FILM
learning some- man arrested because he was
to
helped
Young,
bead
Africans
the
of
10,000
Gorine
ColSome
"sick" but that he ignored the
end what happens in one part of moral strictness and the moral
thing."
Funeral services for Mrs. Hel- the Oklahoma State Teachers. arcscene
opening
The
film.
lege,
the
make
and
inc.,
Mrs.
Myrtle
Young
,
request.
globe has its effec upon peo- discipline which characterizes the
THE
6,000.
ASSEMBLY
scene,
closing
the
were
2,000,
has
on
to
hand
offer
them
enWhile the man was being sought en M. Hewlett, former teacher , sociation, the Harrison Art and
ple thoustnds of miles away.
members of other minority groups.
All are amateurs — not a profes- couragement.
At a program before the consul- as a fugitive, his son came to the and agricultural extension super- the Faculty Women's clubs,
sional actor in the group. I believe In charge of the arrangements tion, Jacqueline Gibson sang "My children's father and asked him visor for the state of Oklahoma, Mrs. Hewlett is survived by a
were held last Saturday at the daughter, Mrs. Gloria V. Hewlett
that had something to do with the for Career Day were the members Task," and the consultants were to drop the charges.
charm of the film. Expert camera- of the mathematics department, introduced by Mrs. L. V. Bond. Housdan was arrested at his Centenary Methodist church, with Glover, a member of the Clark
African
men photographed real
with Mrs. A. W. Turner acting Guests were presented by the prin- home on Sunday evening, and de- Rev. D. M. Grisham officiating. college faculty, in Atlanta. and
natives, catching them in their na- as chairinan of the vocational cipal, M. N. Conley. Remarks were nied all of the charges in Beneral Mrs. Hewlett died
on March one grandson, Charles H. Glover.
tural activities with great skill. guidance committee. Other mem- made by Harry Sharp, assistant Sessions court where he appeared 5, after a long illness.
Interment was in the Mt. Carmel
It was done without a lot of bers of the committee were Mrs. City schools.
native
A
Mississippi,
of
Mrs. cemetery. R. S. Lewis and Sns
on Monday.
,
expensive re-takes. as is done in G. L. Gossett., Miss, M.
Hewlett began her teaching career Funral home in charge of arHis bond was set at $1,000.
Reeves, Also William Parker, in auto
Hollywood. I asked Moerane and William Hawkins, G.
in Menasha, Ark., in 1917, and from rangements.
H.
Tuggle,
mechanics; Luke Weathers, In
Amato about this.
1924 until 1927 she served as prinC. Williams, and W. F. William- aviation
and navigation; Mrs. Leo"We simply were inspired," Am- son.
cipal of the Rosenwald school in
da Gammon, in home economics;
ato said. Moerane nodded agreeMemphis.
W. F. Owen, in civil service; Otis
ment.
After teaching for two years at
He
convinces
Mutanda
and
helps
SCENE
Brown, in trades; and William J.
OPENING
Manassas High school, she returnchange
Mutanda.
Meanwhile,
his
throne
the
In
opens
picture
in
Gilmer, the field of engineering. (Continued From Page 1)
The
ed to Mississippi, and was home
room of the King of Bokondo, play- wife helps change Mrs. Mutanda. For children interested in redemonstration agent at Gulfport
ed by Matthew Elesbesunu, Ni BY GOD'S WILL
search science, Sam Goodloe was to see it."
and Biloxi until 1936, when she
geria, a chief's son and a senior Adamu also changes the very present to tell them what prepara- In this country, the governor of was
appointed to the post of State
official of the Nigerian Posts and British Mr. Roland, who repre- tion they should make, along with Mississippi arranged for a special'Supervisor of
5xtension Agents in
Telegraphs His queen is Elsie Chi- sents "Imperia" in the movie. Per- Jesse Turner to counsel future ac- I showing for the members of the
Oklahoma, with headquarters at
wuzle, a Nigerian teacher and wife haps the changes comes a little countants. Miss Mildred Keith was State Legislature, and the governLangston university. She retired
of a leading educator. Both had too quickly, but Adamu convinc- the consultant for future commer- or of Kentucky was the host at a
and returned to Memphis in 1952.
beautiful smiles and simple digni- es that he intends to be ruled by cial artists; O'Ferrel Nelson in special performance.
Mrs. Hewlett attended Mississipty whick made them act like a what is right and by God's will drama; Dr. W. Speight, jr., in
Everywhere it has been shcwn,1
pi Industrial college and Rust colnot his self-will. ,
king and" queen.
medicine; and Miss Clarice Sykes the film has received special lege in Holly Springs, Miss., and
All of the dialogue is in English. The King and Queen soon note in laboratory technology.
praise. It was acclaimed at interThe country was in an uproar, the change. Some of Mutanda's Lunch was served for the visitors national film festivals in Berlin, was graduated with a bachelor of
with Mutanda, leader of the Rena- were just using him and trying by the members of the home
and San Francis- arts degree from Tennessee A and SPELLING CHAMP — Minnie
eco- Rome, France,
I university.
Louise Thompkins, seventh
scent Africa Party, heading the re- leaders, apparently communists, nomics department.
co, and was shown exclusively
to force the revolution anyway.
volting element.
PLANNING MANASSAS TE4
to which came viewers from as Active in many social and civic grade pupil at Hyde Park Eleoceanic& ?Ant Wrens and
But
Adamu and Mutanda finally
His rival political leader is John
— Making final plans for the
far as 200 miles behind the Iron organizations, she was a member mentary school, was the winner
alumni of Manassas are exof Delta Sigma Theta sorority, of a !peeling bee conducted
Palaver, played by Dr. William convince even Palaver of their
Annual Manassas PTA Tea to
Curtain.
pected to be in fell attend.
Sincerity
to
physiserve
their country.
be held Sunday, March 16, at
ante. Seen left to right are Mikomo, South African
The film was financed by thous- the National Federation of Color- there recently. Her two nearest
Then Roland withdraws his prothe Manassas Library from
ands of people who gave large ed Women, the YWCA, and the competlors were tripped on the
Mrs Rills P. Smith, Mrs. can and founder and first president
4 to 6 p. m., are some of
of the militant Youth League of posal to raise the taxes, confesses
Edna Haywood, Mrs. Katie
and small sumc, and the members National Association for the Ad- and "extraordinary." Students
the members of the steering
from the fifth through the
Sexton and Mrs. .1. T. Smith, the African National Congress. His he was pushing it only because it
of the cast sacrificed time from vancement of Colored People.
wife, leader of the market wom- was his own idea.
committees who have planned
During her residence in Okla- eighth grades participated in
the latter the Manassas PTA
to participate in the producjobs
The
Tennessee
A
and I Tigers
an enjoyable program for the
en, really holds that position. Pa- HOPEFUL NOTE
homa, Mrs. Hewlett belonged to the contest.
president.
ton.
The movie ends on a hopeful note came one game closer to the N alaver and his wife, with their quarOne African paper, the East NIBasketball
in
playoff
Kansas'
reling, gave comic relief to the with the idea that problems might
gerian "Guardian," said: "This
be settled throughout the world if City last week by stripping the was the mighty drama of a Naserious theme.
from
feathers
the
NXorth
Carolina
is
what
right
became more imTHE CHANVA COMES
magnificently preEagles by a score of 115 to 65. tion's rebirth,
Adamu Chief Minister of Bo- portant that who is right.
sented by the architects of a new
The
City
Kansas
games
were
was
It
in
filmed
Eastman
Color
by
skill
great
with
kcndo, played
world."
Moerane, is the buffer between the and processed by Rank Laborator- played from March 10 throu h 15
the movie More than 350 prizes are being
Grand Opening Week will last
A and I's Dick "Skull" Barnett After viewing the film,
king and the politicans, and at first ies, Denham, England. The muof the San Francisco "Call- offered this week at the grand Ifrom March 15 through March 22,
!. According to TIME magazine, that actual raciai conflict is caus- is just a politician himself. Roland sic is by James W. Owens, Negro accounted for 28 of the Tiger's critic
spestacularopening of the Quality Stamps Re- ' and a lovely carnation will be preBulletin" wrote: "A
Segregationist Southern newspaper ing the rampage of juvenile de- wants to increase the taxes. This composer from Anbury, Conn., points on 14 field goals, and made
colorful film ... not only a treat demption store during the celewho traveled 3,000 miles in West ten of the first dozen points made ly
sented to every woman visitor
leditors have been regarding the
Palaver
and
Mutanda
made
had
is
It
spirit.
the
to
brations marking its arrival at
..
in linquency.
to the eye, but
reports of rapes and stabbing
with the conipliments of the store,
angry, but they still oppose each Africa picking up authentic music. by the Tennessans.
is
Here
light.
of
Star
shaft
Big
and
brilliant
1323 Union ave.,
Funeral home in charge of sr- 2. "You cannot but admit that other. And Mrs. Palaver keeps There is music by natives on weird During the two-day play Tennes. a picture for the whole family.
invites all of its customers to par- located just East of the Methodist
a
,
3
6
to
101
Morgan
bounced
see
native
instruments,
inevithe
and
'tent" sermons against the evils of Negroes, white
children, and threatening that her market women
Sweeden, the Stockholm's ticipate in the event.
!hospital, across from the crosstable drums made of hides of eso- while North Carolina edged out In
tace-mixink in the classrooms.
Puerto Ricans get along amicably are going to demonstrate. The
"Tidninge" said: "Vivid colors, All who visit the store will en- ',town branch of the First National
chamthe
gain
to
72
to
74
Lincoln
animals.
African
teric
Recently. a three-part series on
King wishes no demonstration.
mass scenes, picturesque setting,!joy looking at the magnificent Bank.
"Freedom" is a powerful,pro- pionship slot,
the racial ,angle of schools in the in their classes.
The change comes when Adamu
the rhythm of the background displays of superb, natfonaly famVorth. was distributed to newspa- 3. "It is a sociological truth that goes to Geneva to a conference o duction and it points out one path In a consolation round, Lincoln
register for the
vic-Imusic — everything is so alive it ous quality merchandise that can! Persons may
pers all over the country by the until a person finds his place in statesmen from all over the world. to lasting freedom from false ideol- had an opportunity to taste
times as they
many
as
prizes
exchanging
by
away
carried
be
audierice."
the
grips
67.,
to
82
Morgan
defeating
by
tory
Unite.d Press. It was reported society be is rebellious."
He is alarmed that they can't reach ogy.
books of stamps which are given wish, without cost and they will
by Georgituborn Alfred Kuettner,
simple agreements on matters that
away with all purchases at Big be given away after drawings
the U. P.'s bureau chief, and it 4. The South, with segregated would help the world.
Food stores. Viewing the are made on March 22. Winners
Star
schools, also has its delinquency Then he meets two diplomats
Offered no fuel for racisits.
at the redemption store will be notified by mail, so it will
items
I After separating the wheat from problems such as vandalism, theft, who tell him things are different
a double incentive toward not be necessary to be on hand
be
will
The chaff the reporter's conclu- and knife-carrying. In Atlanta, at Caux, across the lake from
Ito get the prizes.
saving
about
where there is no integration, 50 Geneva. Ile goes and learns
sions were:
to
has
he
finds
1. "You cannot In honesty find per cent of the juveniles who ap- MRA. Adamu
peared before the courts in 1957 change himself.
A NEW MAN
were white.
He returns to Bokondo a new
Said the segregationist editor of man, bringing a music box for
the Atlanta Journal, Wiliam Ray. his young son, whom he has negwhose paper gave the series a lected. Ile gets right with his wife
big
play, but who found no satis- He almost gets killed by a revo(Continued From Page 1)
faction in the facts, "I don't think lutionist' bomb before he can do
The trunk, according to Lt. Mc- Kuettner presents the viewpoint of
anyttAng for his country, but is not
Mahon is of the "packing" or the South. I expect he has become
hurt.
"storage" variety and measures. so objective that he may have lost
He confesses to Mutanda that he
It is dark green in color with a his viewpoint.''
had really hated him and had
blue arid white lining. Mrs. Anplanned to get him banished as a
drews said in her confession she Yeast is a series of plant-like
dangerous revolutionary, the he
purchased it for $30 from Sears bodies, each little particle being
had worked with him. He said it
Roebuck and company.
somewhat less than on* three- was because Mutanda was from
Meanwhile, it was disclosed that
tribe, while he wasn't.
the dead man's relatives are back thousandths of an Inch in diameter a major
In the city after atending Jenkin's
SOUTH'S LARGEST STOCKS OF LIQUORS
funeral rites in Memphis.
Among them is Mrs. Ernestine
—WINE—GIN—CHAMPAGNE—
liVhitfield, 4523 Oakenwald, who
first made public the mysterious
disappearance of her brother and
launched the search which uncovered the murder.
Mrs. Whitfield became alarmed
the day of her brother's death
Wfl fl.
When he and Mrs. Andrews failed —
BREAKIN ALL RECORDS OM ALL POPULAR BRANDS
to keep a date with her to go night =
elubbing.
The next day. Monday. she asked =
=
Tdra. Andrews if she'd seen Jenk- 1=
Mc COWES IS SIONSORt0 151"
ins. The nurse who was at that,
time hiding the body in her apartdenied any knowledge of the
- Cu. auanc, ()OTTE!) LILES
rnan's whereabouts.
FREE
OF
SPACE
PLENTY
PARKING
After determining that Jenkins,=
had not reported for work, Mrs.'=
SIT SOUTH MAIN ST.—CORNER VANCE
Whitfield notified police who began =
the search which disclosed the
murder.

On Utopian Eve, Says
Dr. Bisson At FAMU
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Bury Former Teacher,
Mrs. Helen M.Hewlett
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Movie

A & I Edges Near
Top Cage Title

Racial Indigestion In
North, Cancer In South

Big Star Specials

FRANK'S StUARE LIQUOR STORE

1

Trunk

WHO RE
THE

BEST

FRANK BUYS RIGHT
AND SELLS RIGHT

DRESSED

"WE DON'T WAUNA GET RICH"

astfiit, ?

r,.

GO BY

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

f___,
\
...--....

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
THE

1E-7

WOMEN

MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY

as v0,11/ETTES CLUES

FRANK'S LIQUOR- CriTORE

COMPANY

LIST (1E:
NAME
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Mammoth NAACP Rally,Mason Temple,March 2
ROY WILKINS, Speaker

ADDRESS

PlooNe

( Ballot must 6e 4) ballot box al TriSlap Defender OffICG 136 So. WellinOlon,
6.00 P.M. March 15, 1958.
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STUDENT OF THE WEEK
As student of the week, we have
selected John Jacob Taylor, jr.,
the handsome 16-year-old son of
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Taylor,
Sr., who resides at 631 Jennette
ave.
Mr. Taylor, a very popular young
man around Washington High, is
in the I2-9A class, E. L. Pender is
the teacher, Mr. Taylor is president of the Senior class, Commissioner of Student Activities (Student Council,) president of Science
club, captain of Motor club, business manager of the Hi-Y, a member of the Senior Glee club, Na.
tional Honor Society, and Who's
Who Among Student Leaders In
High Schools of America.
He is an active member of the
Mississippi blvd. Seventh-Day Adventist church, a member of the
choir and Youth club.
His hobbies are singing and read"HOLIDAY ON ICE" ROYshown as she presented a bouday on Ice." during intermis.
pon graduation be plans to
ALTY — Miss Dorothy Goos
quet of flowers to Miss Magsion. Zeta Phi Beta has sport.
atmhd the University of Michigan
(left) lovely star of "Holiday
nolia Betts, Zeta Phi Beta sosored the thrilling ice spectacle
where he will make Chemical I it
on lee" show which played to
rority's "Princess of the Ice."
twice. Seeother photos on Page
gineering his major. His greates!
a capacity house at Ellis audiThe presentation was made in
9. (Withers Photo)
hope is to become a Chemical Eng
torium Sunday evening, is
behalf of the troupe of "Boil.
ineer.
Mr. Taylor has this to say on the
subject of "GOING STEADY,"
'It is a Matter of individual chows,
but only young peoole who are maure and responsible should engage
in this practice."
STUDENT COUNCIL
The students, through the Student Council's Suggestion Box, of
this school thought it would be
very ince for etch class to have an
assembly at least once, per week.
By ETHEL PAYNE
grades.
courts and the Constitution."
The suggestion was approved by
WONT COMMENT
RESENTS ATTACK
our principal. Prof B. T. Hunt.
WASHINGTON — Angry words At this point,
Congressman Hays who w a s The assemblies
Miller arose and
are meditation
marked the closing session of the
said, "If Mr. Mitchell and mem- reached later at his office told ours. The students assemble to
12th annual American Civil Liberof his organization are go- reporters: "I don't want to reply
bers
ties clearing house as a "southern
sing and have prayer.
ing to attack people like Brooks with any heat at all. I just feel
moderate," Col. Francis Pickens
of ; that Mr. Mitchell has not studied
future
the
for
fear
I
then
Hays,
Miller of Roanoke, Va., a n d
Inv statement. I respect his right
Clarence Mitchell, director of the , this country and the cause of to differ with me as to the wisWashington Bureau of the NAACP, good race relations, because they dom of it, but regret he's raised
lose all their friends. This
clashed over Rep. Brooks Hays will
is just the kind of extremism any question about motive. It has
(D. Ark.).
been my purpose throughout life
which I spoke about earlier."
Hays was not sessent during
Mitchell challenged Col. Miller to help build bridges of underthe exchange. Towards the end as to whether he believed Hays standing between the races. I
of the afternoon session on Fri- was acting in good Christian faith certainly hope Mr. Mitchell will,
day, Mitchell got the floor and In present the bill he had and read my statement."
,
said he could not keep quiet any Miller replied that while he did
After the meeting, Mitchell and
longer.
Congressman Col. Miller met out in the hallwith
not agree
Mrs. Daisy Bates of Little rtock Hays, he did not believe he should way. Miller attempted to pour
troubled
the
had just finished her remarks be castigated
as he soothing oils on
publicly
describing the current situation knew him to be a fine conscien- waters by taking a much more
modified stand.
there and was answering ques- tious person.
tions when she called on Mitchell Mrs. Bates said the eight re- He said he had tried to talk to
al to assist her with some of the maining Negro children at Cen- Hays and other Arkansas officials,
W answer%
tral high school are daily facing but he hadn't been able to get
adversities "that would discourage anywhere. He said the trouble
SCATHING REMARKS
was up for reIt was then, that the NAACP the most hardened civil rights was that Hays
to pacify t h e
official Isssed a scathing denuncia- fighters," yet they are not weak- election and had
segregationists. Miller said he
tion of the Arkansas Congress- ening.
latest had tried to persuade Hays to NAACP LEADER Roy Wilkins will
man who had just the day hefere She revealed that the
included withdraw from politics and de- be the featured speaker at a
intimidation
of
forms
Introduced a hill in the Ifnuse
mutilat- vote his time to his duties as NAACP mass meeting to be held
which Mitchell said "would turn rifling their lockers and
put- head of the largest body of Bap- at Mason Temple on Friday night,
back the clock of integration." ing their books and papers:
around. tists in the country. He said there March 21, beginning at 7:15 p.m.
The measure calls for authorising ring fruit jars of acid
that Membership campaign leaders exalso been some talk
a Congressional investigation into spitting and dousing themth had
a federal pect to report several thousand
water and punching and kicking Hays was being offered
the effects of desegregation.
judgeship by President Eisen- subscriptions at that time.
them,
His voice ottiverIng with emo- Mrs. Bates said the incidents hower.
deelneed that 'Stays have all the earmarks of caretion,
Katmai national monument in
who is nroPirlont of the Southern fully organized adult inspired
Alaska comprises almost 2,700,000
Psntist Convention. "is enemy-thy plottings.
of
renresenting
Christian The few white children w h o acres in area.
a
green." Hays is shortly In make dare to be decent and friendly are
other
relleions under attack also. When coma trio abroad with
WASHINGTON — (ANP1— FuWords of the Wise
leaders on s good will tour in- plaints are made to the principal,
neral services were held Monday
I
not
ao
do
care
much
children
airline Russia.
Negro
he tells the eight
for Dr. Micajah T. Walker, 69where, as with whom, I live.
Mitchell charged that the re- they must have witnesses or else
If the right folks are with me
year-old physician and surgeon
anonsibility for the deteriorating there must be a voluntary confesI can manage to get a good
who died at his home last Thurs.
situation at Central High school sion from the accused.
deal of happiness In the city
day.
where eight Negro children are
all,
After
or in the country.
oldest of the
Dr. Walker, who had practiced
of Ernest Green, the
the victims of a
campaign
a palace without affection Is
In Washington for 37 years, was
in June,
friction lies not so much with on eight, is due to graduate
the
and
meanhovel,
poor
a
that there
a graduate of Howard Medical
"ignoramus like Gov. Faubus nor but Mrs. Bates says
est hut with love in it la a
school. He served on the staff of
the white children who are being are all kinds of complications besoul.
the
palace for
Freedmen's hospital and the Howgoaded to ,spit on and kick at ing made with a view to block—(Robert G. Ingersoll)
ard Medical college before enterthe Negro children, het with lead- ing this, questions of grades and
ing private practice.
ers like Congressman Hays who physical fitness, character, etc.
fail to speak out and covertly as- In general, she said all of the
sists with the defiance of the children have shown a raise in

•

NAACP Aide Blasts Hays
At Aa Closing Session
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BOOKER T

HEAR
LENA
HORNE
singing
"MOOD INDIGO"

SAMMY
DAVIS, Jr.
singing
"Lonesome Road"

ELLA
FITZGERALD

0

Dr. M. T. Walker
Succumbs At 69

singing
"ILL WIND"

BILLY
ECKSTINE
singing
Want To Help
Somebody"
11.- ALSO -in
JACKIE
ROBINSON

•

and

REV. MARTIN
L. KING, JR.
In Special Negro Newspaper Week"

CASTS
RADIO BROAD
ON
WDIA --- Sunday, March 16th
from 6:30 to 6:45 P. M.
AND ON

WL OK -I- Sat., March 22nd
•

POPUI,AR MODEL, Mrs. Pauline Swayze, is nue of the
nominees for the Les Vognettes
10 Rest Dressed Wonsen of
Memphis You may vote for

her by clipping the coupon on
page two of this edition, and
by following instructions given thereon.

MRS. JOHNETTA KELSA, who
was selected by a national
publication as one of the
best dressed women of the
country. is one 01 the nominees for the Hi Best Dressed
Women of Memphis. The con.

test is sponsored by the Lei
Voguettes club, you may vote
for Mrs. Kelso by clipping the
coupon on page 2 of this edition, and following instructions thereon.

from 12:15 to 12:30 P.M.
Commemorating the 131st Anniversary of the Birth of the Negro Press

' Tete white Meehan Will pald.1 school board to refuse t• lit teens
play against Negroes, to step letThe colored teachers will peep for ting teachers meet together at infree.
stitutes, to put up a bar to keep
The consensus of the colored Negro teachers away from white
I •
•
populace is in conformity with the teachers who are teaching Nearo
opinion of Carter W. Wesley, pub- children, but put these charming
lisher of the Houston Informer.
white ladies in with Negro chilMr. Wesley in a copyrighted dren who are also black.
HOUSTON, Tex. — (NNPA) — rcently announced the board's inciti- story last week declared: There, "But it looks like the ichool
Colored citizens here are plenty genious plan which colored
are Negroes in the Houston school; board has finally outsmarted
riled up and have labeled as an zens are resenting so fiercely.
and majors inl self
It has riled the Ni
insult the Houston School Board's I The program calls for a three- system with Ph.D's
techniques and cominieety to such a pitch thi
announced plans of "compliance" year plan of up-grading calored all of the modern
Why
o
in
t
e
s
a
o
c
h
gu
education.
ined
courses
sure to insist wein
almost
are
they
with the Supreme Court's order to pupils by having white instructorstaking the case back to court, and
integrate public schools "with all teach them while colored teach none
'upgraded
t s a
"ow
to refuse any compromise at all
deliberate speed "
era observe secretly through a one- these
little funny for the on the issue"
Acting Supt. G. C. Scarborough way glass w all.

Houston's Plans For
Integration
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GRAND OPENING
EARLE,ARKANSAS CLUB —
The recently organized Earle,
Ark. Progressive Women's club
Is demonstrating interest in
the Dunbar High school, headed by Principal c. E. Draper.
President ol the club is Mrs.
Linnie Hinton. Mrs. BlondeII
, Johniean is vice president. A
- -

contest to benefit the school
library was sponsored recently by Mrs. Johnigan with the
assistance of her daughter,
Joan Johnigan, a senior at the
school and eight other girls.
The attractive young ladies
competed for the title of
"Bronze Queen of Earle," with

of Mr. and Mrs. Ark Gray, of
Whiteville, Tenn.. was recently assign to Navy Air Transport Squadron Eight of the Naval Air Station, Moffett Field, Calif.
The squadron Is a unit of the
; Herbert Gray, a viation eletrielan's mate, third class, the son Pacific division of the Military Air
Transport Service, which flies miltary personnel and their dependents in Super Constellations on the
Pacific routes extending from California to the Far East and Saudi
Arabia.
The sailor was graduated from
Alien White High school in Whitey ille in 1955, and enlisted in the
Navy later that summer.

Tennessean Gets
New Assignment

Miss Nora Colliers winhing
the crown. The girls and their
escorts are shown at the ceremony. Left to right in pairs
are: Charles Christian and An.
nie B. Baughn, Richard Whit.
field and Jean Cockerel], Nathaniel Jackson and Helen
Dancy (an attendant.) James

Simpson and Bronze Queen
Nora Colliers, Joan Johnigan
(1st attendant) and Thomas
Johnigan, Dorothy Simpson and
Zeke 1,ucy, Bettye Ann Dan.
cy and Eddie Johnson, Mary
Ann Johnigan and John McKinney and Ruth Vaughn and
William Dunn.

Are You Needing
Church Furniture?
SEE US FOR:

•

SOUTHERN
CHURCH SUPPLY

Book Author To
Visit College

LAUREN BACALL
ROBERT STACK

Ae-(90
otore
of

1323 UNION

(Just East of the Methodist Hospital)
FUN AND PRIZES FOR EVERYONE
DURING THE WEEK LONG

By LOULS LAUTIER

Men's Day To
Be Celebrated
At St. Stephen

JANA C. PORTZIR
Yes Madame,
Jack Sprat is a dependable
helper for all thrifty housewives.
The simplest meal can be made so
appetizing with the addition of
Jack Sprat's hot butter biscuits
or Jack Sprat's cone pones and
they can be made so quickly.
Take a hot delicate Jack Sprat
biscuit, butter it-add fresh sliced
sweetened strawberries and whipped cream-there you have a dessert fit for a king. Today we will
use Jack Sprat self-rising flour
for our "hot biscuits".
2 C Sifted Jack Sprat self-rising
flour
2 C. milk
1
/
1-4 C. shortening
Heat oven 475 degrees F.
Measure flour into bowl. Cut in
shortening until moisture looks
like small grains. Add milk into
center of dry ingredients, mix until ingredients stick together.
Turn dough on. lightly floured
board or wax ?arser and knead
gently. Roll out and cut in desired
shape. Place on ungreased baking
sheet; bake 10 to 12 minutes
until biscuits are golden brown.
Believe it or not, Jack Sprat's
self-rising flour makes real good
biscuits, try them.
Bye for now, Jana Porter

LIKE HAVING
Your Own
MONEY TREE —
Bring Us
COUPON No. 5
90 FREE
QUALITY STAMPS

fi
• .5

••
II.. •••
-•-••••

Chicken of Sea

29c
3 29c
SOUP .
CHILI . • • • cz.

TUNA

O

•

can

Heinz Tomato

cans

Libby Beans and

1629 e
c

Splendid Talent From St. Andrew A.M.E. Church Visits
Big Star Radio Show On 50,000 Watt WDIA

MALCO

TWO GIANT ATTRACTIONS

TEENAGE DOLL
1115.7001.,

appreAN ESTIMATED 1,500,000 personandience is the huge and
program
ciative group to whom the Rig Star- Food Store's talent
WDIA. k
is presented each Saturday morning at 11:30 over
came on a recent program
special treat for the regular his,
which featured the excellent junior choir from the St. Andrew
A.M.F.. church. Dr. H. Ralph Jackson, pastor. Pianist, Mrs. Leona
Jamison, played for the group and Directress, Dardeen Woods,
led them. The superb numbers presented Included, "I'd Rather
Have Jesus", "Sow Righteous Seed", "Beautiful Garden of
Prayer", and others. Pictured above are: First row-Mrs. Leona
Jamison, Wilma Harvey, Nancy Sutton, Hattie Williams, Dardeen

Woods, Alvin Greene ,Jr., Pricilla Hampton, Gloria Massey.
Diana Adair. Peggye Craigen, Marion Lev ison, Glenda Harvey,
Marion Pegues and Jessie Mitchell. Second row•Doris Owens,
Claudine Stansbury, Nobleani Mubia, Markum Stansbury, Oda
Mae Adams, Myrte Pattereonc Vearnealure Patterson, and Doro
thy Nubia.
Church groups from the entire Mid-South area are most cordial],
welcome to the Hie Star show. If you would like to arrange foi
the presentation of your choir, school glee club or church youth
choir, you are cordially invited to contact WDIA for an andition
,ry.out.
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Baptists Take Jackson
CaseTo Federal Court Grand Openial--March 15th - March 22nd
-7E3

ment shall be considered after the
second day of the session.
, WASHINGTON — (NNPA) — Asked to rule whether the tenJudge Richmond B. Keech, in the ure provision was valid, Dr. JackUnited States District Court here son, while presiding at the first
last week, took under advisement day of the session in Louisville
the motion of the Rev. Joseph H. held that the tenure provision had
Jackson, of Chicago, to quash the been illegally adopted, and if it
unusual writ of "quo waranto" re- was not invalid, it had subsequent.'
quiring him to show by what war- ly been 'lifted" from the constirant he holds the presidency of tution.
the National Baptist Convention, After he ruled a valid demonU. S. A.. Inc.
stration in his support broke out
• CHURCH PEWS
"Quo.warranto" literally means on the convention floor. The rule‹..
• PULPIT FURNITURE
"by what right"" The writ was were suspended, and he was re
• COMMUNION
issued against Dr. Jackson by elected to a fifth term.
TABLES & WARE
Judge John J. Sirica on tee ap- At the session of the next day, a
proval uf U. S. Attorney Oliver A. fight occurred on the floor. Four
REGULAR $3.85
ministers were arrested. After orThe 21st Annual Men's Day pro- Gasch.
12-Inch Juvenile Chairs
gram will be observed at tne St. The petition for issuance of the der was restored, the minutes
SPECIAL $2.49
Sunday,
on
of
church
the previous day's session were
Stephen Baptist
writ was filed in the District Court
March 1.6. Guest speakers during by 10 Baptist ministers, hea-led by read and approved.
FINANCING DONE
the day will be Prof. F. M. Camp- the Rev.'William H. Borders, pas- Dr. Jackson then called for a
In Some Instances
bell, principal of the Melrose Iligh tor of the Wheat St. Baptist church vote of approval of everything that
echool; and Elder Blair T. Hunt, who allege that Dr. Jackson is had taken place in the convention
pastor of the Miss. Blvd. Christian holding the office of president of lip until then. Dr. T. J. Jamison, of Baton Rouge, La., secrechurch.
the Convention illegially.
Men's Day at the church will
In his motion, Dr. Jackson also tary of the Convention, had filed
CO.
begin with B. T. La wis in asked for the dismissal of the com- with the court an affidavit saying
that the vote of approval was 5,000
3434 SUMMER AVENUE
charge cf the Sunday school. Along plaint against him.
with a sermon by the pastor. Rev.
After listening to more than two to 16.
Mr. Lawson also argued that the
0. C. Criven, at the morning serv- hours of argument by opposing
ice, MURiC will be furnished by the counsel, Judge Keech said that he plaintiffs had not exhausted their
male chorus of the church.
A RARE LOVE STORY
would take the case under advise- remedies within the Convention.
He said that they were notified by
During the afternoon service, ment
...a rare eMOtiOnai
and following an organ and piano Before the argument was clos- Or, Jackson of the meeting of
experience!
prelude, the Southern Male chorus ed, James M. Nabnt, jr.. attorney the Board of Directors of the Conwill be presented.
for the plaintiffs, withdrew a mo- vention in Hot Springs, Ark., last
W. M. Yates is chairman of the tion for summary judgment which Jan. 22 and 23, and to appear and
program to which the public is he and the other lawyers associat- set forth their grievances if they
were dissatisfied.
cordially invited.
ed with him had filed
After the country had been "stir ,
Judge Keech also told Bedford V.
Lawson, attorney for Dr. Jackson. red up by this court fight." Mr.I
judgement was also out of the Lawson said, the Board of Directors reelected Dr. Jackson to serve
case.
election," as its chairman, and voted to back
the
about
raised
him up in the court fight.
Judge Keech said
"If the court quashes the writ In his rebuttal he apologized to .
BATESVILLE, Miss. — Rev.
and sets the case down for hear- the court and to the Rev. Mr. Evthe school, Dr. D. F. Martinez,
ing, we will be satisfied, Mr. ans, who was in the courtroom.
4,000-member Central B a ptist
Judge Keech said that the reLawson told the court.
church, of St. Louis, Mo.. will be
After the case had been taken marks concerning Rev. Evans
the guest speaker at the Johnson
under advisement. both Mr. Na- having been jailed would be strickMemorial Institute here during
brit tnd Mr. Lawson agreed that en from the record.
Religious Emphasis Week from
Judge Keech will order it tried. Mr. Nahrit in his argument
April 14 through 16.
The courtroom wes crowded with stressed two poMts:
The minister is the author of a
1. Due to the noise, the confureal issues
There have been
book, "As I Saw It.- which deals
She explained that she tnougnt sioq, the violence, the lack of any
with religion in its struggle with
ministers who had come here from • action taken at the Louisville Cow
Communism, which has been transcities to hear the motion vention of qualifying delegates, failvarious
lated and published in more than
They appeared disappoint- ure to set a part of the Jefferargued.
38 languages.
that no decision was entered son County auditorium, in which
According to the president of ed
!the session was held, for delegates,
at the end of the argument.
the school ,Dr. D. F. Martinez,
‘,1 CorerneasScoctE
Mr .Lawson argued that c•en so as to separate them from spec.
COLOR by DE LUx.
the selection of Rev. Huntley as a
Dr. Jackson was a "power- tators and visitors, the cutting)
speaker during the special week,' thousth
personality," domination of the off of the microphones, and the
fvelys Rudit•Lorse Ness
is in line with the junior college's ful
was an assumption in throwing of ministers from the
Neese fro CHARLES BRACKETT
program of Christian education, Convention
platform created a condition in
court connot indulge.
the
which
•\
sn•O
which seeks to bring various exshould have been which no lawful election could be
petition
The
perts to the community for the
NOW SHOWING
he said, because the held.
enlightenment of the studerts and dismissed,
Under these circumstances, Mr
ordinary
is "an
controversy
the general public.
involving private Ii• Nabrit said, the election was a
Johnson Memorial Institetr is church fight"
damage done to nullity)and Dr. Jackson should bel
owned and operated by the AME ligation with no
ousted. Whether Dr. Jackson was,
anyone.
Zion church.
Mr. Lawson charged that Unit- 'elected or not, the election was al
ed States Attorney Gasch abused "farce and a travesty on the name
his discretion by leading the pow- of Christianity."
Storrs SUNDAY!
er and prestige of the Federal 2. No matter what type of elecMarch 16
Government to private litigations tion was held, he was.meligible,
involving an intrenal church fight because the tenure 'provision in
3 Big Days!
encinognstitution prevented him fro
and the "privae ambitions" of
some of the plaintiffs who were running
"frustrated candidates" for the po- Mr. Nahrit said that his clients
sition to which Dr. Jackson was vigorously dispute that the tenure
amendment was invalidly adopted.
elected.
Dr. Jackson was vice president
The Convention's constitution, he
argued, contains no valid tenure and presiding at the time the ten.
adopted,
provision. He said the tenure pro- tre amencl.,ent was
vision WAR illegally adopted in he said. It was a good thing, then,
1952, was legally removed later• because he was running for office,
and at the annual session of the Mr. Nabrit said. But during the
Convention in 'Louisville last Sep- next four years, while he was
JUNE ARNE!
tember, it was invalidated by the president, and as the time apFAY SPAIN
proached when the amendment
entire Convention.
ITN PRINAI II
He asserted that the 1951 consti - would bar him from reelection, he
tution, which carries no tenure'began to have "sentiments" as to
- PLUS 2nd HIT!—
provision, is valid, and it Was 'in - i whether or not the amendment
der that constitution that Dr. Jack- was valid.
THE
Mr. Nahrit told the court that he
son was elected to a fifth terMi
In Louisville.
advised the plaintiffs not to apTHAT TAMED
rhe crux of the case is the tenure pear and presere any grievances
A KILLER.
issue. A tenure provision was at the meeting of the Board of DiWEST!
adopted on the third day of the rectors in Hot Springs. He said
AN
1952 session of the Convention. It ; that there was nothing in the conA1.1110
WW1
limited the president to four sac stitution which gave the Board of
Janet CRAII •
MILLER
cessive terms of one year each. Directors the power to deal with
Starts Wednesday! 3 Big Days!
Dr Jackson's fourth one-year term taionny hmasMthearnsdle
wdhich the Conven.
expired at the Louisville convenAcademy Award Nominee!
tion.
lIe also said that he ad•Ised his
"WILD IS THE WIND"
The constitution, however, con- clients "to pay no attention" to
Anthony Quinn
Starring Anna Magnani
tained a provision that no amend I the letter from Dr. Jemisan.
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AFRICAN SAFARI REUNION
brought together Vice Presi.
dent and Mrs. Richard Nixon.

newsnien and women who accompanied them on the per.
nes and a host of other dis•

tinguished guests last week in
Washington, D. C. Among the
guests at the party and shown

in the photo at left with Nixon
are Dr. Helen Edmonds and
Miss Marjorie Brown of Bur

ham, N. C. In the center pie.
(tire, Alex Risers of Durham,
N. IC., and the Vice President

seem to be arguing a point.
Amused at the exchange is
Bernard Frazier, public rela.

tions director for the Firestone
Rubber no., and Robert Flenting, left. In the photo at right.
-- -

Mr. and Mrs. Rojo Akwel of
the Ghana Embassy are shown
chatting with Nixon.

NAACP Acts In Behalf Of Negro Rights

BATESVILLE
By REV. MATTIE WATKINS
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Waugh
and Mr. Gregory Waugh of Little
Rock visited here Sunday with
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Waugh.
Rev. and Mrs. Albert St. Clair
attended services at LaCross recently.
The Bible Band met on ThursRogers of St. Lou.
Beatrice
Mrs.
JACKSON
moth- day evening.
her
visited
at the Cafeteria of Carver High
recently
Mo.,
STARKVILLE
is.
MeVEIGH
By GEORGIA
Mr. Davie Pope visited News.
and Mrs.
school for the benefit of building
By FANNIE mpoRF:
Mrs. Martis Daughrity a nurse er, Mrs. Susie Smith
port Sunday.
at 234 Stone.
here
Rutledge
hosEthel
Mr. B. L. Robinson attended the a stadium. Admission is one dollar
Phillips
G.
STONE
Homer
C.
in the
Mr. anti Mrs. Jimmy Warren
By THEODORE
many other relafuneral of Dr. J. H. Jernagin in per plate.
pital, St. Louis. Mo., was a recent wall Street and
visited in Newport, Saturday night.
Coward
Dave
it
Picket,
made
P.
G.
Mr.
who
actions taken in the month Washington. held Tuesday. Feb.
in the home of her sister, tives and friends
Rev. and Mrs. It. C. Scribner
NEW YORK — Three legal ac- of le
Myra Hess the renowned pi- visitor
presi- and Elam Mixon are still on the
of this city. very pleasant for her while She was and Mrs. France Fryer attended
tions ihvolving the constitutional ol F. rutr'y by the NAACP Legal 25. Dr. Jernagin, was the
crowd Mrs. Corrie L. Adams
devoted
a
hospital.
attracted
local
anist,
the
at
native
!is:
fair
former
a
was
She
S. and B.
at the Oak Grove BapThe Student Council is making here.
rights of Negroes were taken this Defense and Etiocationif Fund dent of the National S.
Mr. services
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Moore visit- to her annual recital in Orchesis
to publish a hand- of this city until she married
list church in Newark.
week by- attorneys for the NAACP attorneys in behalf of persons T. U. Congress. Mr. Robinson
. of his parents, tra Hall Tuesday evening, March preparations
home
the
in
ed
.
lrsG
e
e
i
ng
ao
DR
n
a
f
n
to
rr
p
e
the
I
I
of
one
State president
A Woman's program was renderThe handbook is
Legal Defense and Educational whose constitutional rights are be. the North E. Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. Claiborne Moore be 4 and played a program which book.
lass of this city ed at Bethlehem Baptist Sunday
and was one of Dr. Jerangin's fore leaving for Camp and school contained hut tour works through requirements for a school that
mg violated,
Fund. Inc.
the
into
accepted
program
be
to
evening Mrs. Willie Flemming is
would like
rendered an interesting
In addition to the three mailers closest friends and co-workers,
One was in the Little Rock high
Roland is stationed in Texas and which she led her hearers to new
Southern Association fur Secondary at Pilgrim Rest Baptist church, president.
Mrs. Lula Smith, of Chicago, his wife is going to school at Vicks• portals of beauty and delight.
• school case and two were contin- referred to above, memorandum
Schools.
Lexington, Tenn., at '2 p. m. This The men's choir of Bethel
ruing efforts to gain the admission briefs were filed in the Nashville, Ill., spent the past week with her burg.
That Dame Mars attracts to the
The "Miss N. H. A." contest is program was sponsored by t h e AME rendered a program Sunday
of Virgil Hawkins to the Univer- Tenn., school case on Feb. 3, and mother, Mrs. Lexie Harriston, and
and
•••
down town area music lovers
now underway at Merry High. The usher board of the church. Rev. night at AME church .
in the Memphis, Tenn., bus csse her sisters, Mrs. Allie Will Robsity of Florida Law School.
musicians that one seldom see at young ladies competing for the C. H. Smith is pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Watkins
Willi- HOLLY SPRINGS
In the Little Rock case a brief on Feb. 11, The U. S. Supreme inson and Mrs. Rosie Mae
somewhat
is
recitals,
i
The funeral of Mrs. Tyler was other such
title are Hortense Smith, senior;
Walker, a retired far- visited in Newport.
Hose
Mrs.
it
was filed recently with the U. S. Court was petitioned on Feb. 12 ams.
interest
whose
one
Marian
to
amazing
Evangelist Mattie Watkins is ii
Constance Poe, junior;
Mrs. Leavie Williams Vicki, one held at Asbury Methodist church.
mer of Denmark, Tenn., died FriCourt of Appeals, Eighth Cir- to review the conviction of one
such preceedings
on Wednesday. Eulogy by the pas is to observe
Pyles, sophomore; and R o as day evening. Feb. 21, in his home at her home.
euit in St. Louis by NAACP Legal white and two Negro college youths of Oktibbena county's oldest citi- tor, Rev. I. L. Rucker Internment were strikingly revealed on this
Mr. Genipher Watkins is also HI
Brooks, freshman.
after an extended illness. Funeral
tefense and Educational Fund at. for violating the Tallahassee, Fla. zens died Tuesday, Feb. 25. She In Hill Crest Cemetery. Survivors occasion.
Last Friday, a program was pre- services were held Feb. 23 at 2 at his home.
law,
three
to
her
mourn
passing
segregation
leaves
bus
terneys. They urged the court to
and daugh. And that she plays a program sented by the Boy Scouts. The first
Mr. Raymond Herrin left Moo.
im- children, Mr. Adolphus (Deacon) are her mother, sister
p. m. from St. John Baptist
affirm a judgment of a district In addition, favorable and
ter.
part was religious, in which they church No. 1, with the Rev. A. L. day to enter St. Vincent's
in
this
were
rendered
both
of
Mrs.
Abram,
decisions
Vicki.
portant
*court which prohibited interference
The seniors of Rost and M I.
had scripture, prayer and song. Theus officiating. Interment in the hospital for treatment. He was in.
with the Little Rock's court a p. seven cases during the month of community, and Mr. Walter Vicks, Colleges have completed their
The second part of the program church cemetery. Mr. Walker lured in an auto accident recently'.
are:
n
They
several
of
grandchildre
Missouri,
high
February.
its
integrate
to
plan
proved
Rev. and Mrs. F. S. Thomas ab.
practice teaching and are back on
was based on scouting spirit. The was born in Madison County, and
(1) the Arlington county, Vs., and great grandchildren, a host the campus.
schools.
history of Boy Scouting in Amer'. was the son of the late Mr. Mose tended services at the Baptist
three
the
(2-4)
and
friends,
case,
of
cases
relatives
school
second
the
The directors of
On August 29. 1957, a state
ea and Jackson Tenn., were and Catherine Walker. Ile was a church.
•••
The Baptist Missionary Society
District Athletic Assn. met at Rocourt order was obtained by. a attacking Louisiana's law requiring
given by the Scouts. The his. member of St. John No. 2 Baptist
characmoral
good
of
PICAYUNE
certificates
Saturday.
senwald
Mrs. Clyde Thomason, a white
tory-of the U. S. flag and the prop. church for many years, and serv- met' Friday at church with Mr.
By SLEEPY PAIGE
inm 7ai..
viaTh;yienntoenrtatihnemceanmt
parent and taxpayer, which re- ter from the high school principal
er respect that is to be given to ed as church clerk and Sunday Willie Flemming presiding.
to
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dunn and
campus of
Mrs. Bertha Williams is ill at
: strained the school board from pro- of any Negro seeking admission
the flag, the American Creed and school superintendent. Ile also
college in the state in the son Henry Samuel spent last college was enjoyed by all on FriScout oath were also given. The served as secretary of Brown her home.
. eeeding with its plan to integrate a white
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. are ill at
different types of uniforms were Creek District Associatior. Ile was
and, in effect, overrode the judg-.face of another statute which mak- week end in Baton Rouge, La., day evening.
at.
. menu, and decrees of feder,w es it grounds for disbarge for a visiting relatives
A group of young people from
explained by the scouts. Scouts married to the late Temple Ger- their home on Vine
Mrs. France Fyer left Tuesday
' principal to do anything to bring
Mrs. Audrey Spanks who has Rosenwald gave several mssical
participating on the program were aid Bond. Ile leaves one son, two
courts approving the plan.
Ark.
Sunday
Bluff,
Pine
I about integration in Louisiana, (5) been confined for several months numbers at Rust college
Rielterd Slack, jr., Jimmy Stew- daughters, two grand sons, one for
• LITTLE ROCK
•• •
evening. The program in Meshart. Willie Poe, James Mays, Her- sister, one devoted daughter-in-law,
' On the same day the Little Rock the New Orleans, La., school case, and taking treatments from a
all.
by
enjoxed
was
WARREN
Hall
anic
golf New Orleans hospital, underwent
Bigby, Milton Davis, Donald one son in-law, one brother-in.law
bert
school board petitioned the U. S. 16) the New Orleans public
By MATTIE BURNETT
A band has been organized at
and (7) the New Or- a serious operation last week in
Hunt, Donald Long, Harold Ber- and many other relatives and
District Court to enjoin Mrs. Thom-1 course case,
A banquet was held at the deSwink, Robert Bowman friends survive. Bledsoe Funeral
a New Orleans hospital. According Rosenwald.
Carl
ry,
soon from using the state court or. leans bus segregation case.
On the sick list are Mrs. L. M.
mentary school in West Warren
In each of these cases, federal to her mother her condition is
jr., and Ross Chears. A film was Home in charge.
der. This injunction was grantMrs. Ford, Mrs. Ludella
M
shown after which there was a
Green of Pinson, sponsored by the Bradley County
L.
Bennie
Mr.
ed and the Little Rock High school appellate courts affirmed lower poor.
Mr.
Haynes,
Reid.illips Mrs. Hattie
court rulings in favor of Negro
question and answer period. The Tenn., funeral services were held Council of the PTA. The program
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Cousin Ph
proceeded to desegregate.
Wiseman a nd Mrs. Draper.
seniors are planning for a trip, if at 2 p. m., from Stephenson & was very enjoyable and especial.
of the Goodyear Community are
.• •
.
Attorneys for the Negro students Plaintiff,
they can find enough interested Shaw Funeral Chapel with Rev. ly the toastmistress, Mrs. P.
the parents of a little son born to
, are Wiley A. Branton of Pine
GOODMAN
MYRA HESS
to take the trip. The trip will be R. L. Drain officiating. Interment Wright'who is District PTA pre,them last week in the local hos• Bluff, Ark., and Thurgood MarBy PEARLEANE BILLINGSLEA
a three day event to Nashville, in Elmwood cemetery. Stephenson ident. She made a brief talk and
pital.
shall, director-counsel of the N.
of pure music without fan fare Knoxville, Chattanooga and to
C.
S.
Mr.
late
the
for
did a beautiful job. Guest speakHoigmhes inbocyhsarbgeea
Funeral
Funeral HomeH
Little
Ezzard
Charles Harris,
A. A. C. P. Legal Defense and
or sensationalism is an uncommon
North Carolina. The re't Chester ere were presented by Rev. G. T.
grandson of Mrs. Johnie Gibbs, Moses was held at the M. E. experience with other pianists of parts of
Educational Fund staff in Newt
at
played
was
tournament
by
County Training School 35.31 to Blackman; keynote address
celebrated this 5th birthday last church on March 2. Eulogy by this generation, she plays what gional
MANCHESTER
Merry High on the 27, 25 and win region basketball champion- Rev. J. M. Watkins, pastor of
,S. H. Shannon.
Rev.
pastor,
the
Sunday
with
a
him
given
party
hearers
Virgil Hawkins, who has been
she considers good for her
By MRS. B. M. SUTTON
by his grandmother in her home. Mr. Moses is survived by one son, and they gratefully accept it on April 1
ship. The Merry girls lost to West Bethel. At the speakers' table were
seeking admission to the School
West High in their homecoming
division of the Rev. J. E. Milton. pastor of Mt.
Mrs. Myrtle Fos- her terms.
sisters,
six
Isiah,
Fanfor
Funeral
Mrs.
services
double-I High in the girls
a
took
. of Law of the University of Florida
.
teams
the
Mrs. Janette Carson passed awa nie
games,
Merry boys were I Zion Baptist church and other outGullage; Mrs.
The
Gertrude
Mrs.
63
about
Saul,
tournament.
ter;
years-old
was
hh
e
t
ii
,
- since 1949, appealed to the United 23 in Chattanooga. She leave
.Thedreerollf h-sntofliD
anrnsocv.o
riloifnerobmyTeC
drevw
Noteworthy for incisive clarity
held Sunday, March 1, at Pleasant Bessie Brinton; Mrs. Jessie Hitpaced by p. Spann, who hit for 12 standing speakers of the city and
West
- States Court of Appeals for the her mother, Mrs. Mary PenningValley Baptist church with the chel; Mrs. Annie Bell Rainer and and digital technic, Dame Myra
points, while W. Terrell had nine out of town. The hostess and coLa.,
Fifth Circuit in New Orleans,
ton, her husband. Sam; three pee. Q. S. Austin officiating. Mrs. Mrs. Lillian Deane. Three broth- gave radience and glow to the girls
for the losers. In the girl's game hostess served the guests a very
to
points
30
of
scoring
. on Feb, 28, from the refusal
children, Mary B. Patterson, Bruce Fannie who lost one of her legs ers, Eugine. Archie and F. G.; music which her lofty program Lizzie McGee
West's Dorothy Moseley tallied 23 delicious dinner.
.. U. S. District Judge Dozier De- Allen and Clarence Allen; four a few years ago was rushed to a
lead the winners. Tollie tallied 11 markers to give her team the
Guests attending a surprise birth.
two aunts, Mrs. Sally Cooper and contained.
boys
High
West
itself
life
The
is
to
issue grandchildren; five sisters, Mrs. New
Fla.,
'Vane of
Music to Dame Myra
for the losers.
hospital where the Mrs. Gertrude Brooks. Mr. Fanpush they needed. Sadie Brown day party given by Mr. Jos
. .
. .Tallahassee,
manbut
start
concerned
slow
only
and
seems
a preliminary injunction Sr Hawk- Lue Gilbert; Mrs. Dora Chubbs; other leg was removed and she
and she
got off to a
led Merry with 19. Friday
Burns and daughter, Mrs. Ora Evnie Jordon of Memphis also atIns' latest court action so that he Mrs. Bessie Chester; Mrs. Evie never gained consciousness. She
with passing it on to those who aged to keep the lead until the Saturday nights the inter-region
ans for his wife and her mothtended. Burial in the Green Ceme- wish to hear.
finally
they
gym.
when
Merry
to
be
the
Yargia
school
admitted
Delores
quarter
and
Mrs.
could
Adams
fourth
died Feb. 24. She leaves to mourn tery. Central Funeral Home in
will be held at the
er, Mrs. Jeanette Burns. do not
. Her very approach is that here got hold of the bucket and Representing Region Four will be
two brothers. John and Garret her passing one son, Mr. Manuel
without further delay,
they have seen a hapcharge of arrangements.
IS something very high and noble scored 27 points in the last ouar- the Merry and Chester County know when
Hawkins filed his suit in the Pennington; nephews, Odin Gil- (Butcher) Saul of Chicago, two
pier face. Mrs. Burns was showerMrs. Mahalia Garland is Visit- and I've come to share it with
the losers were scoring Training boys and the Merry High
while
federal district cart in Tallahas- bert; Malcolm Gilbert; and Ed. brothers. Mr. Bert. Saul, of this
ter,
ed with gifts.
ing her daughter, Sirs. !Annie you as though her life depended
girls and also West High girls. ReSee, Fla., Jan. 14, 1958, at the sun- ward Pennington. The body was cit..,
10.
y
l'slr. Albert Said .... St. Tilman in Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Burnett, Mrs.
upon the sharing .
Clifford gion three representatives will inwith
37
59
won
West
gestion of the U. S. Supreme brought home for burial. Rev. Ed Louis, filo., one niece, Ails. Ellen
• ••
She Is a nobel artist and a noble Crymes and Marion Ingram shar• clude the Booker T. Washington Verna Hartfielci and Mrs. T. L.
court after the Florida Supreme Goins officiated. Burial in Penn- Webb of St. Louis,. one nephew,
ABERDEEN
woman with a heart filled with ing top honors in scoring 17 points and Ripley boys and the Somer- Alexander attended t h c delecourt refused for the third time to ington Hill. Ramingter Funeral James (Buster) Watkins also of
By HENRY E. CRU!VIP
Games gates assembly held in Hot Springs.
love and compassion.
each .K. Welch dropped in 12 for ville and Woodstock girls.
Issue an order for his prompt ad- home had charge of funeral an- St. Louis. All the above relatives
The Ladies Aid of First Baptist
o'clock They represented the Bradley
There are few musicians of her
losers. In pregame cere- will get underway at six
the
were present for the fu neral. Ray- church met Sunday, March 2, in
mission despite the fact that the rangements,
County Teachers Association. The
vintage nowadays and only those monies, Miss Celestine White was Friday night.
in
charge.
was
home
bus
Funeral
high Court had ruled him entitled
Mrs.
and
Mrs. Fannie McKissic
the home of Mrs. Miriam Becks like Lotte Lehmann; Roland Hay•••
assembly was quite enjoyable.
crowned queen.
Mrs. Estella Hayes was recentto prompt admission on several
for
the month es and the late and great Walter
Collection of dues
A pageant entitled "The Old Ship
to attend the
Many came to the Friendship BOLIVAR
prior appeals.
patients in the Good Samaritan ho; ly called to Paulding
was $14.40. The hostess served de- Gieseking could in any way cornof Zion" was presented at the St.
By ELBERT BOULDIN
Kitchen early Sunday morning
When Hawkins filed his notice pital at Lexington are recuperat- funeral of her father, Mr. Frank licious refreshments.
area.
her
pare in
James AME and was sponsored
for the prayer breakfast. Two new
Hayes age 95. According to Es.
tif appeal with the District Court, 1 ing.
ot
Funeral service for Wash MarThis was music at its heavenly brothers attended. Brother William
Funeral service- for Mrs. Eddie by Mrs. G. W. Smith and the
tells, her daddy had 72 grand chil- tin was held Feb. 24, at First
he Attorney General of Florida,
Feb.
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Sunday,
Myra
and
Dame
held
earth
peak
on
was
St.
Harris
senior choir of the church. The
Rilison, 45A Lincoln Court,
Mr. Dan Cardwell of Arkansas dren and 77 great grand children.
Richard Ervin, asked the court for
Baptist. Rev. James Gettys dile- the source and force through which
church, and Broth- 24, at the Greater Springfield Bap- pastor. Rev. G. W. Smith, was
of his sick mothMethodist
only
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at
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Deacen
an order staying, in effect, all furiated. He leaves a son in St Louis we were transported to the Plane
C. H. Murphy captain of the ship. The pageant
Mrs. Fannie McKissic.
has a birthday every four years and
e_r, Oscar Winfield, 211 Jefferson tist church. Rev.
' ther proceedings in the case until er•
another son and three daugh- where mortals rarely dwell.
was directed by the capable Mrs.
St. Joseph Catholic church. The delivered the eulogy.
Mrs.'Lucy Gibson and Mrs. Bell as Feb. only has 214 days this
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and
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HanCalifornia.
the Court of Appeals acted upon
tens in
The musical ministrations were men attended the breakfast and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fentress of Smith, the pastor's charming wife.
Bledsoe have returned home after year, said he was getting older nah had charge of funeral arrangeRon. his appeal. The district court grantthrough three Mozart pieces:
tsoenveral weeks vacation in Lexing- only he couldn't celebrate because
had a wonderful time, singing the Chicago are proud parents of The Spiritual Five quartet renments.
ed the order. As a result, Hawk-'
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prayer to God After which a nice at Brints hospital. tier maternal the St James AME church, sponRev. Ed Robertson and wife viadeath of Mrs. Eva Moore's Major, K. 574 and . Shubert's Sohis case to a final decision which
A. L. grand parents are Mr. and Mrs. sored by the Steward Board. Mr.
Duncan and pital last week were Mrs. Ada brother who lived in St. Louis. Our nato in A minor, Opus 42 (D. 8451 breakfast was served Rev.
would enable him to be sdmitted ited Mr. and Mrs. P.
Campbell, pastor.
McGovern, Mr. Zeek Weems, Mrs.!
John L. McKinnie and paternal D. D. Steppe, president. It was
Mr. Harrison Potter.
to
her.
out
recital,
go
hearts
the
part
of
first
'(he
in
to the September 1958 term.
Ruby Wilson, Mrs. Audrey Keys,'
grand parents are Mr. and Mrs. well attended and quite enjoyable
We are happy to know that Mrs.
She explored new horizons of
Rev. Robertson is holding revival little Allen C. Davis, Tom Stovall,
SEEK WRIT
projection.
Will Fentress.
Rev. G. S. Smith, oat pastor.
and
inspiration
again.
Ellen Gettys is up and out
musical transparency and the auIn view of this action Hawkins' here.
Mrs. Katie M. Sartin and Little
* ••
The dramatic tulld of Bethel
It was a great cultural and aeswas enormously appreciatdience
•••
attorneys have also petitioned the
Jackson.
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The second part of the recital saidA
mandamus directing Judge Dozier
shemuch
carried to Bogaltisa last week by
WASHINGTON — (ANP) — Mrs Mrs Francine Bronson is presBy HATTIE BELLE JAGOE
last piece
Mrs. Lizzie Butler who has been held the Bach's Partilia No. 1 in
106th
her
celebrated
DeVane to proceed with the case
her daughter, Mary, after becomJohnson
was
concernJulia
spirituality
ident
ill for sometime and a long time B flat major, with the Prelude, so far as
Rev Robert Browder is improv- log sick here.
nothing in mu- birthday here last week. Mrs. John The Bradley County Teachers
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Dear Mme, Chante: I am a
lonely working woman who would
like to join in meeting some nice
working man of middle age. I like
sports especially baseball and
shows. I go to church regularly.
I am of Methodist faith.
Will
exchange photos. Cosa Mee Donnelly, 3647 S. State St.. Chicago
9, Ill.

very religious and believe In holiness. Mr. Willie Frazier, P. 0.
Box 401, West Memphis, Ark.
• ••
Dear Mme Chaste: I am a widow in my mid-twenties and hae
a son six years old. I live with
my parents and have been taught
the Christian way in my home.
I sing in the choir. I finished
•
high school and took some busiDear Mme. Chante: I am a very ness studies. Would someone who
StR...NNE'VE VEEN MARRIED
AF1ER
6uESS Acaw is twiner)
lonely housekeeper
who wishes can understand a little about how
I:OWN-NINE ktEARS N LoOKIN'
to meet someone who is interested it feels to eb alone, please write.
%MARS•••
10 A LittLE DGMKG'
,......
)
in good companionship. I am 52, I am 5-6, very light brown with
fowINARD 10 A GoLDEN
SOME1NIN'
weighing 165 lbs. I would like 16 heavy hair. Hoping to get a lot
WEDDIW
meet a man 50 years or older. of mail from young Christian men
Please be kind enough to write and women who would like to
me. Anna Mae Brown, 2987 Tor- cheer- me up. May I conclude by
rington Rd., Shaker Heights, Ohio. saying I guess I'm not had to
•••
look at — at least I've been told
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a that. Mrs. G. D. Crowther, 2783
.:1-4146!
young man of 24, considered very Jennings, Gary, Ind.
•*•
nice and understanding. I am very
active in community activities, Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
politics and church work. Besides very lonely young lady who would
that I have a good job and a like to hear from serious minded
steady income. I believe in only young men between 24 and 30.
good clean and decent things. I I prefer servicemen but w fel I
would like a nice honest young answer all letters. I am 24, 5 feet,
lady between 18 and 21 to come 6 inches tall, weigh 130 lbs., dark
to my rescue. Am seeking a girl brown skin and considered f air
I can love, marry and live with looking. Miss Geneva Bess, Route
In happiness forever. She must be 1, Box 127-B, Carruthersville, Mo
Mo.
• ••
Dear Mme, Chante: I would like
to meet pen pals — men and
-women from 35 up. My height is
5-7, weight 130 lbs., and I love all
kinds of sport. Will answer all
letters and send pictures. Annie
L. Evans, P. 0. Box 123, AlexBy ETHEL PAYNE
and then ran off copies and after
ander, Ark.
that, she came down with the flu.
••*
Dear Boss:
I was beat and so was Simeon.
I just want to fill you in on
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a conWe
both
busy
were
with
our
own
the behind-the-story details of that
stant reader of your column and
work, so we wewe both in the
party last Saturday night. As of
have learned through f,r iend s.
mood
for
putting
it
away
as
a
Tuesday morning, there wasn't
that many have met worthwhile
nice
idea
that
never
came
to
life.
anything to it but an idea which
friends and companions. I am a
By GEORGE F. McCRAY
cape the concealment procedure
Now. I want to tell you that
we had dilly-dallied around with
lonely woman desirous of meeting
until she begins to wear western
•
this
building
where
I
live
—
1824
of
be
verge
ACCRA,
Ghana — Though nudity style
until it was on the
a nice man with serious, right inclothes .. , usually at night
Belmont
Road
N.
W.
—
long
has
even
in
this
part
of
Africa
is
comabandoned.
ing
tentions. A man in his late forties
in the lounge at the Ambassador
had a reputation as one of the
monplace,
the
African
woman
is
or early fifties, one who enjoys
I was about ready to leave the best maintained
hotel, on the dance floor at the
quietest nuildings
the clean, simple pleasures — one undoubtedly the most overdressed Sea View hotel, or at dances at
house to go down to the Steller in Washington.
The owners, Mr.
woman
in
the
world.
In
a
climate
whose
get-up
and
go
in
on
Mulife
has
conference
to attend the
the several popular social clubs in
add Mrs. John Carter, live on the
not yet got-up and went. Shall ap- where nobody really needs to town. But western style clothes
that Security, called by Eric John- itemises and the tenants are nice
wear
clothes,
and
where
children
preaiate
a
photo
in
first
letter
rang.
A
telephone
when
the
eon
are very expensive as African insedate people. That was B.I.C.
I am not a beauteous woman but often do not, the African woman comes go .
pleasant feminine voice at t h e (before I came!). Life ain't
been
a good, congenial woman wanting literally smothers herself in bright
end
said:
other
The average African woman's
amiss Payee This is Bessie the same since.
a companion. Please write — do ly colored cotton prints.
use of cosmetics is not only more
Right after I got that telephone
not come personally unless invitAnd the prints she wears are so unimaginative than her daily atNewton in the Vice Presidents
ed. Frances Baker, 4909 Washing- monotonous in style and cut that tire, but is almost frightful. Some
office. We've been trying to reach call, I went up to Mrs. Carters
one would think that what she of the women, fortunately a mere
ton Park Court, Chicago 15, Ill.
you for several days. . .The Vice and told her the news and wpm-* ••
ed
her
for
the
oncoming
flurry
of
wears is a sort of national female handful, dust a chalky white tal-410
be
will
President and Mrs. Nixon
' Dear Mme. Chante: I am M, 3 uniform. Yet her use of color in cum powder over their shouldere
happy to come to the affair on excitement. She was floored, to
say the least, and kept repeating
feet, 71
/
2 inches tall with brown the monotonous style is as daring and face then paint black the upSaturday at your home.''
complexion. I am a Christian girl. and arresting as the style is un- per and lower ridges of their eyeI all but dropped what's left of over and ever, "Oh My. This is
I love all clean sports. Most men imaginative.
my natural teeth, but I hung on something. Can you im a gine
lids. Fortunately these women do
say I am good looking but I dont The daily attire of the average not use red lipstick or rouge.
to equilibrium long enough to that!"
let it go to my head. I just want African woman consists of three
thank the lady before flopping on Well, to make a long shory short, FUNERAL SERVICES were
In downtown Accra last week. I
eer of the Capital who had
Josephine Pettit, daughter, and
friends that is all. No ne in his parts. The first is a sleeveless saw two enterprising women peddthe bed and letting out a big I called Sister Jo (Mrs. R. E. held at Metropolitan AME
served the church and the cornCol.
West
Ifamilton,
son,
who
fifties need write — for they are blouse with extremely high cut ling brass straightening combs
"phew!" I wondered if I had Turner) in Chicago just to let the church last week for Mrs. Jumunity for more than 70 years.
Is a member of the District
cranky and hard to get along with back and necklines. A tucked from enormous dish pans which
heard right or perhaps my imaga family know. Of course, she Paul lia West Hamilton, 90, a pionLeaving the church are Mrs.
School Board.
I am a home loving person. Miss skirt is attached to a half blouse
nation was running away with me. Revered the message around and
they carried casually on their
hadn't
had
you
never
I
saw
Thelma
such
a
mobilizeknew
Thompson, 411 N. Stiles at about the arm pits and ex- heads. The combs were having a
but then
Another Democratic legislator, St., Oklahoma City, Okla.
tends loosely downward to cover brisk sale. Some of the women
anything to make me take off on lion of Paynes in your life! There hairdressers and the manicurist 'HERH'PHEY'COIME'
and that took three hours. When
* ••
About 8:15 there was a ripple Congressman,- Barrett -0,
about half of the hips
looking who could understand my English,
a space trip into 'fantasy. So, I were more telephone calls back
Ruth was
- ''bier Mn. Chante: If there is a for all the world like a shortened said they were not buying the comb
picked myself up firmly, saying, and forth and the next thing I I got hack, General
of excitement and whispers of, rived with Russell De
having
seven
"canniptions"
be-All right old girl, np and at knew six of the clan trooped in
"Here they come," and the Vice had come in from Chicago to be sincere, single, Christian, gentle- maternity blouse.
to look like white folks, but to look
'ern.' You've got work to do." from Chicago bringing table cloths, cause I wasn't there to say what President and Mrs. Nixon arriv- sworn in to practice before the man who'd like to fill in some Over her cute shapely hips the more like their sisters in the Unitwent
where,
bedding,
some of my African souleisure hours — just pick up your African woman wraps two or three ed States. What a crazy world!
MEETS BOOKER
ed amid popping flash bulbs. Pat Supreme Court on Monday.
Then I dashed down to the ho- venirs that I had left at the home- I never got out front anymore, was charming in a beige satin The Nixons were so busy talk- paper and pen and write. I am yards of the same cotton print,
tel and luckily ran into Simeon stead and etc! We camped out on but a uniformed cop came to the dress with a brown leaf design ing and greeting people that they 36, 5 feet, 8 inches tall, dark covering her whole body from her
Booker stroling casually along roll away beds and couches and door and informed me that he which get off her blonde hair and never had time to sit down for brownskin and an ardent church waist to her tnkles. A string is
with a eigar in his mouth. Said my neighbor down the hall, Mrs. and his men had been assigned was enhanced by a honey colored all of the hour and 45 minutes worker. I do enjoy writing and re- tied around her waist to hold this
they stayed before going on to an- ceiving mail, thus enabling me
he. -1 was just thinking maybe Mattie Shippen took in two (turn• to the block and that the guests mink stole.
first cover cloth in place
other -affair at the Stetter.
Vie should forget the whole busi- ed out she's a sorority sister to would be well taken care of. The
to meet interesting persons. Miss
Well, I must say the Nixons
Well, some of the gang stayed A. L. Jackson, 829 West End Ave. A second cover cloth, narrower
Bess for now. It would be an aw- Thelma (Mrs. Render Gray) and neighborhood was in a tizzy beare about the easiest people to en- on
and longer, is then draped around
until three in the morning, so S. W., Atlanta 10, Ga.
cause the tow truck was hauling
ful lot of work and I don't know Jo
tertain I know. They slipped right
the waist extending down to her
*•a
Next morning under the field- away the cars parked on our side into the informal jovial free air I guess the party was a howling
if we could get good response, this
thigfts, and is then tied in a loose
I tarshallship of Thelma and the of the street where no parking of the occasion, The Vice Presi- success.
late."
Dear Mme, Chante: I love readbow on the side. The whole assemWell, it's all over and I guess ing your column. Just
That was my cue to smile smug- Generalship of Ruth — that's my signs had been posted and the po- dent seemed especially pleased to
reading it bly gives a bungled, untidy im- DURBAN, S. Africa — Cattle- 41)
ly and say, "I got news for you youngest sister. Mrs. James John- lice were re-routing traffic and see so many of the faces from Simeon and I have established makes me feel good for the won- pression, and completely distorts
tics of the Durban archdiocese
Bud. The party's on. The Nixons son, the task force was deployed the report was that 80 of them the trip, and Pat was 'warmly some sort of record for organiz- derful work you are doing. I am or conceals one of the most naturhave been asked to "dissolve by
f,• action. I had already done a were on duty sip and down the greeting everyone. They moved ing a big party in four days time. seeking some cne between the
are coming:"
ally
beautiful
female
figures
in
ages of 35 and 45. I am 37, light the world.
the warmth of Christian love" the
It was his turn to drop his cig• blitz through the downtown stores streets and alleys surrounding us. about chatting and laughing and
Sr. That was the end of normal and gotten a rug. occasional chair, I guess 1824 was just aboet the admiring things.
complexion; black hair, brown
idea that "a dark-colored skin is
This
latter
requires
statement
building
in
Washpeaceful routine for a lot."if pen- lamps, giasses, and sundr is s. best protected
eyes, 150 lbs. I am a very love- some explanation. The African the mark of inferiority."
The V.P. was impressed with
pie. By nightfall, Simeon's wife, Then in a rented car Thelma ington that night.
able person, like all sports, danc- woman naturally walks erect and
that frames' wee's! mar which I've
Granton
had
and
Fannie
I
and
another friend, John
Thema, and
Our glamorous hostesses including and music. I like traveling her stride is smooth and graceful In his Lenten pastoral letter
dotted with pins marking ms
Archbishop Denis Hilrley, 0.M.L.
put in approximately 40 telephone Stewart, who lent an able mama ed Mervell Winzer and pretty
and working. Will make some nice at all times. They acquire these
wanderings. .'at commepted on
eats and the acceptances w ere line assist to the eperaatiens. zoom- model Thelma Elmore whose
man a good wife. Those only in- characteristics at very early ages of Durban said that although the
the- rug: "It's so beautiful. Is it
current racial situation "is the reed all over Washington picking gown was a conversation pieeii in
rolling in.
Oriental! Did you get it in Mor- CHALESTON, S. C. — (ANP) terested in marriage need write. when they learn to carry and bal- sult of histcrical circumstances
You see i.t alt started when I up things.
itself. Don't- ask me to describe rocco when we were there?"
— The 77th Negro Roman Catholic Please send photo in first letter. ance on their heads heavy pails . . . we cannot turn our back on
thought it might be nice to round NEIGHBORS HELP
it. I don't know. Photographers
I had to chuckle because all I priest in the United States was I will exchange photos. Miss C. of water and other objects while it in the hope that it will solve
My neighbors from the building arrived and Lois Taylor who was
up all the newspeople who went
M. Wilson, 5130 S. Kenwood ave., walking long distances or runcould think of was those Ency- ordained at
itself."
Washington, D. C., re- Chicago, Ill.
\ to Ghana to cover the Indepcnd• really pitched in to cooperate. doing a piece for United States In- clopedias mashing down those
ing in a school game called Re••
prelate said that Catholics-,
ence ceremonies last year and ac furtains were hung and glasses formation Agency. What a turn stubborn edges and I didn't say cently.
be,cca. The diet is not well balanc- The
companied Vice President a n ad stashed. Mrs. Ruth Taylor, who out of the press gang there was! it was an "H" St. special!
He is Father Paul M. Henry, Dear Mme, Chante: I wood like ed, but not many Africans have must ask themselves: "What can Mrs. Nixon on their gcod will tour lives next door, just turned over The''included Pete Lisagor of
to have female pen pals. I am a a chance to do much over eating. we do as individuals to influence'
Pat went next door to visit with 0. F. M., who was ordained to
of eight African countries. March her apartment, and we pet food the Chicago Daily News, Richard
station- I am certain the clothes worn public opinion in the matter of the
and the Vice the priesthood at the National U. S. Army paratrooper,
the
folks
over
there
I would he the anniversary of the and drinks over there and it work- Wilson of the Cowles Publications,
ed at Fort Campbell, Ky. I am 27, by African Negro women were not racial problem?"
President
littlelater
t
Shrine ot the Immaculate Concep- height 5 feet, 11 inches tall, designed by a native of Africa. "The duty of each one of us„ —
ed out just perfect with a steady Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mazo of the,
day the party left the states
too and Mrs. 'faylor was just tion by His Excellency, the Most
CASUAL AFFAIR
flow of traffic between the two New York Herald Tribune. Earl
-weight 170 lbs., back hair, brown The whole thing Is just too unreal- is to take up the struggle in his
thrilled.
They
both
came
back
to
Rev. John M. McNamara, D D., eyes light brown complexion, sin- istic. In
Simeon thought it was a tine places.
the apparent desire to own personal life," he said. "I
few hack from a California as- zreet His ExcellencyM
SI.
auxiliary
bishop
of
Idea and maybe we ought to ask
Wasaington. gle. Wohld like to hear from young cover up everything completely, I would say that as far as persons
Meanwhile. Fannie had done a signment just especially for the
the
Ambassador
from
Tunisia
The
following
day
people.
including
the
Father
Henry ladies between 23 and 33. I am see the guilt conscious hand of of the white race are concernall of the
magnificent job on getting t h e occasion. Pretts black ha ired
celebrated Solemn Mass in the Ca- a high school graduate. Hobbies some long dead missionary who ed, the main objective is to disNixons and those in the official hors d'oeuvres made and a hun Mrs. atm had on a red satin O'HARA, DeBOVV
thedral
of
Dr.
Theodore
Francis
Green,
John
Sen.
the
Baptist
in are travelling and parachute jump- was deeply troubled by the erect solve by the warmth of Christian
party.
dred other things. My nephew and dress that really brought out a
the intrepid party goer arrived, Charleston, S. C. His Excellency, ing. Raph L. Allen, Troop B, 17th statue and the graceful curves of love the idea woven into them by
Where should it beg Well, my his wife. Jean Samples, and inv glow.
and the Vice President paid tribute the Most ey. John Russell, D. D., Abn., Recon. Cav. 101st ABasi Div. the African Negro woman.
their upbringing that a dark-colorplace is more centrally located, so niece. Janice Samples, did lb e
Bernard Frazier, the public re- to him as a "forever young." bishop of Charleston,
preached Fort Campbell Ky
that woud be a good spat. Of polishing and vacuuming. Crisis
The African woman does not es- ed skin is a mark of inferiority."
lations man for Firestone came
course. I had only moved in two arose. The living room rug was
down from New York as well as
weeks before and I still was us- curling at the edges. John said
Mr. and Mrs. Moneta Sleet jr.
1610a1 qOU'gb
t2D /v1E
(7:IN Al's INE REASolii 14E CIL WRVS WECO2S
packing. no curtains up, more the way to flatten it was to wet it breathless from the rigors of getPiIgASE....`PASSING OF l'Oe
A SIOVE PIPE MODEL?
. rugs and stuff to get — you know and mesh it down with some aea- ting a baby Fitter and dashing
COULD ter BE-MAT...
how it is.
vy %%eights, so we battened down for a plane. I was particularly
Well anyway. Simeon suggested the carpet and the Encyclopedia glad to see him becaese he's the
that I write a note to the Vice Britannicas were given the un- one whose names so confused the
President telling him shoot the scholarly assignment of weighting authorities in each country we
idea and inviting him and Mrs. down the moss' We took turns stopped that they took it for a
Nixon to be our guests. Well. I sitting on top of knowledge to (etre le name and assigned, him
did with the thought in mind. Of speed up the flattening process.
as my room mate!
course, they're busy and I really
Well anyway time was march
Cf course, all the guys just loved
don't expect them to take time ing on and the telephone w a s that and they have never stopout. hut anyway it was a nice einging like mad and Ruth picked ped kidding me about my roomidea — for rounding up everybody it up to answer and the darn thing mate. Well, ,Julius and Savannah
from the African safari.
kept on ringing and then we dis- Walker arrived. Savannah is a s
Maybe a week went by and covered that Sister Jo, in her ex- honey blonde hair and a chestnut
we toyed with the ins nation Idea. citement ever a previous call of brown' streak she has added in
Jo Lowery. treasurer of the Cap- acceptance from Howard K. Smith, She is most attractive.
ital Press club, was pressed int. had pulled the jack out.
Julius is the state department
eervice. She painfully sketched MIRACLES HAPPEN
press officer who acted as liason
out a map CI Africa on a stencil
So anyway, I was off to the on the trip

so... This Is Washington
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IN NEW AFRICA

Says Women Of
GhanaHide Charm

African Prelate
Denounces Color
Inferiority

77th Negro Priest
Ordained In U. S.
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looked to themselves and their own
NEED HELP?
Several people have been heard resources for building their churchto wonder out loud whether or not es and maintaining them . . . and
$3 SO. (21,w special Subscription mite. $10)
the burned-out congregation of the for helping fellow "Saints" in disSubscription rams; One veer, $6; six menthe.
Temple Church of God In Christ tress.
The Tel-State Defooder Does Not Take Responsibility fog unsolicited Manuscripts of Photos.
(corner Georgia and Lauderdale) The annual Convocation which
needs general community financial the denomination holds in Memassistance in getting another phis is one of the best yearly fiPublished Ryer, Thursday by the Tri.Stete Defendet Publishing Co. Istered as Seamed church edifice built. It's been a nancial shots in the arm this comlong Ow since a church has burn- munity receives. Delegates from
Clem Metter et the Memphis Post Office Me rch 20. 1132, Under Act et Merch 2. I5711.
all over the nation spend a- lot of
ed in Memphis.
There have been times in some money freely.. bring a refreshAREA
TRI-STATE
ing
THE
communinote of religious emphasis to
IN
whole
the
NEGROES
when
places
SERVING 1,000,000
ty rallied to help an individual the city over a period of weeks
or institution when such misfortune . . introduces visitors to the
and
or digester struck. It's long been town in a favorable light
a good old American custom to otherwise does Memphis good.
display the good neighbor spirit to And all is done without taxing
fellow citizens in distress. That's the community for help. Instead
one of the brightest features of a the community is helped.
The tradition, plus other feademocratic way of life. It is a fine
gesture for the majority to rally tures of the Church of God in
Christ organization and policy
to help the few in ueed.
Grim headlines about youth make no- nile delinquency. But it does give children Of course, whether or not the may be the reason no interested
of the Temple Church Memphians have come-forward
body happy. We worry about the next gen- a sense of "belonging". It gives them, too, congregation
Of Christ needs any help, warts with a suggestion that a city-wide
Won but sometimes forget that young- many opportunities for achievement and any
help, or would welcome any campaign be launched to rebuild
era in headlines are "off-beat." More typ- recognition.
outside help are matters to be con- or help rebuild the Temple Church
We are happy to note that tie Scouts sidered. It's a widely known fact of God in Christ.
ical of the youth of the country are the Girl
Scouts who are celebrating the 46th anniv- have struck a positive note in their anniv- that members of the Church of Still, it Is not sufficient reason
ersary theme "You Can Count On Her." A Christ denomination have a tradi- Why the aid of the community
ersary of their organization.
should not be offered. The Temple
There are nearly 3 million girls in this Girl Scout is a girl who can be counted on to tion of self-help. The denomination
founded by Bishop C. H. Mason. of God in Christ was one of the
organization. Roughly, this means that one be ready for emergencies, to help pther peo- one of the nation's most respected most
historical
interestingly
out of every seven girls in the United States ple and perhaps most important, to serve religious leaders, is a closely-knit churches in Memphis. It was a
there
wish
We
community.
and
country
her
organization
Scout
Girl
The
Scout.
famed
by
late
Girl
selfthe
anlm ark. Begun
is a
organization. They are pretty
sufficient. Most of the orgtniza- Baptist minister and author, Rev.
makes no claims that it can prevent juve- were more of them.
tion's church groups have made Sutton E. Griggs . . . requiring
names for themselves by the fact many years and thousands of dolthat they refrain from conducting lars to complete . . . the scene
of many conventions and important
No other aspect of the "pass" system "begging" campaigns to put over meetings,
Unrest among South African natives
its imposing structure
their programs. Rarely does one
over new apartheid (racial segregation) has aroused such bitter resentment among see a "Saint," as people often call added much to Memphis's reputafor
passes
of
question
the
as
natives
the
rioting
in
result
may
laws is mounting and
members of the "sanctified" con- tion as a "city of churches." Such
on an increasing scale. Thus warned Dr. women. This new application of the Regis- gregation, going around with a a church was a community asset
Afriamong
unity
bringing
is
church envelope in his hand, but- The congregation which sustainRichard Ambrose Reeves, Anglican Bishop tration Act
people for donations. ed the institution should have been
of Johannesburg before a municipal com- cans on a scale that is alarming to South ton-holing
Africa's white rulers. It is making possible The "Saints" have traditionally proud of it. No doubt, they were.

I

ARITTA J. POLX, Clraututlom Man.loa

Our Opinions

You Can Count On Her

Unrest In South Africa
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mission which is inquiring into the causes
of: riots in the near-by native township of
Dube, last September, in which a heavy loss
of life was reported.
Bishop Reeves rejected contentions that
riots had been caused by Zulus who
wanted to liquidate those among them who
have failed to support the movement for
militant opposition to white arrogance and
supremacy.
He said that .the real causes stemmed
from enforced racial segregation, the Bantu Education Law, which relegate the Africans to a permanent status of inferiority,
and the plans to compel African women and
men as well, to carry identification passes
— violation of which incurs severe punitive
measures. Under the Population Registration Act, the passes are compulsory.
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Adventures
In Race Relations

United States because of action taken or
threatened in defiance of such rights,"
Virginia's Attorney General, Kenneth C.
Patty, who petitioned for a Supreme Court
review, said that the appellate court order,
in effect, "eliminates the discretion" given
the district courts in segregation cases.
The petition declared:
"It is important that this court now reestablish that area of discretion. Otherwise
in large areas of Virginia and perhaps in
other states public schools are now in their
last session."
The petition for review was denied by
the Supreme Court without comment. The
denial means that the Supreme Court sustains both the logic and the spirit of the
decision of the Court of Appeals. This
represents a significant landmark in the
rocky road to desegregation. The inference
is unmistakably clear that the High Court
will not be intimidated into reversing its
action under threats of closing the public
schools to evade the integration order.
Five other Southern states have enacted
into law, through their legislatures, measures to abolish their public school system
whenever they find it necessary to resort
to that means to avoid compliance with the
order to integrate. Though this evasion by
legislative fiat has not yet had a legal test,
because no state, so far, has abolished the
public school system, it is doubtful that a
state can thus evade its educational responsibilities to the citizens. When such a test
comes, as it may, it will open a new chapter
in the whole field of states' rights, for better or for worse.

Is one who translates every "special sales representative"
personal experience In terms of he would have you believe race
race.
Is no consideration In his job.
Whatever he Is deoied. he exHe may concede Isi the facia
plains as race prejudice reof overwhelming evidence that
gardless of whatever other obhis assignment includes convious reasons might exist. The
tacting Negroes, or the Negro
shortcomings he has, be traces
press or Negro schools or NeIn some devious way be race
gro churches, "But," he always
prejudice.
insists "that Is just a small
which to others area of my operations. Why
Situations
have no racial complexion are just the other day I had lunch
tun of hidden racial implica• with Mr. Moneybags of Moneytions to him. He yells race
bags and Moneybags, you know,
prejudice so often and so loud the big Wall street firm. . ."
that eventually his cries go unInstances of racial prejudice
heeded even by those concern- brought to his attention are used about such problems.
ually brushed off with the reBut in spite of his thin skin,
mark that "I think you're a
useful
a
serves
frequently
be
little toe sensitive. Now y o u
purpose. Certainly nothing can
take me, why T. . ."
be done, or no decision made
He tries to convince you that
in his presence without all the
racial aspects being considered. he lives on a plane where race
Now this thin skinned gentle- is not a factor.
"Truthfully," be Iles knitting
man's antlthisis is the new
"integrated" Negro, one so lib- his brows, "I can say that I
erated from considerations of don't recall having encountered
race that he doesn't recognize racial prejudice. Most of my
friends are white, and my
Pm crow when he sees it.
He is the one who always daughter, ha ha, she gave a
says "now let's don't jump to party the other day and I was
conclusions. Let's look at this surprised at what few Negroes
thing objectively. Let's give she knows."
He leans so far backward In
some consideration to the white
man's point of view, after an effort to be "fair and nnbiased" that he fails to take
all. . ."
Usually he's northern born, advantage of opportunities preeducated In Northern integrat- sented him to correct some of
ed schools where be vows "I the abuses that exist or render
his race and the people at
didn't know I was colored."
He holds a prestige position large a service.

SO WHAT?

And it's natural that people outside the congregation should be
interested n the congregation's future. Perhaps the ball has already
been started rolling to help the

group with the voluntary contribution made by a white man, Wit.
lis Ayers, jr , who his sent his
check. Who else will follow his
lead? Ilunh! •

LANGSTON HUGHES

ENOC P. WATERS, JR.

High Court Denies Va. Appeal
The Supreme Court denied a petition for
a„,iew of a lower court order that Prince
`Wdward County in Virginia make a "prompt
and reasonable start" toward ending school
segregation.
Virginia had given the court a blunt
warning that the order would result in the
abolition of Prince Edward's public school
system. The county is in the center of that
section of the state where resistance to racial integration has been fierce and unabated.
The Prince Edward supervisors have voted
'to abandon their pubic schools rather than
allow any Negroes into white buildings.
A corporation has been set up, with
pledges of $200,000, to operate a private
school system, in the event of an unfavorable court decision. In its 1955 opinion, the
Supreme Court left.to the Federal District
courts tie primary responsibility for determining the pace of ischool integration.
A Feder,a1 District Judge in Richmond,
Va., interpreted the opinion as giving him
discretionary power to allow an indefinite
stay as was prayed for by Prince Edward
unty. Judge Sterling Hutcheson w h o
ard the case, rejected a motion, last year,
y Negro children in the Prince Edward for
a deadline for beginning integration.
Judge Hutcheson was reversed by the
United States Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit. Its per curiam, or unsigned
opinion said:
"The fact that the schools might be
closed if the order were enforced is no reason for not enforcing it. A person may not
be denied enforcement of rights to which
he is entitled under the Constitution of the
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for the African Congress to swell its ranks
in areas which heretofore had resir.ted and
ignored the appeal to join in the movement
for eventual liberation.
Though some ninety-nine members of
the Congress are awaiting trial on a charge
of "treason," the leadership of the program
for racial equality and freedom has passed
into firmer hands, though less radical. Its
success depends on the extent to which it
can rally to its banner the overwhelming
weight of more than nine million Africans
whose necks are bent under the yoke of
THE 'INTEGRATED' NEGRO
white oppression. They have a grievance.
with some Bilge corporation
a moral grievance which will be redressed
At the pole opposite the superif unity, legitimate and peaceful action in- sensitise Negro is the ''inte- which he is convinced hired
telligently directed are brought to bear grated' Negro. tive Negro, him on merit alone.
The super-sensi
Even though he may base a
against the infamy of apartheid.
for those not familiar with him, title like "minority advisor" or

And no doubt they are right now
intensely jnterested in building another church to carry on the traditior and history of the "Temple Church" of their faith.

Week By Week
more before I married her, and they don't have much in the
better known after I married her. punch."
With me taking care of the pay "What you like, old man, is fun,
"I used to go with a girl," said check, the wardrobe, and the ice- not culture," I said.
and
cute
both
was
"who
Simple,
box, Isabel really got around town. ''But in a woman, I do not like
smart,. but her papa was one- Fact is, she got around so much, too much fun," said Simple. "I
legged."
she were sometimes not even had rather Joyce be s friend for
"How did her father get to be home to get my dinner when I culture, than a friend for fun.
one-legged?" I asked.
came from work. That worried me, Leave the fun for me — but also
"His old lady cut at him with also I were hungry. And you leave me be — and Joyce would
a cleaver and only got one leg." know, she got mad if I spoke to be a perfect wife.
"A cleaver?"
As it Is, of all the women, in
her about it.
"My girl's father were a butch- "Womens! Womens! Womens! I my life, Joyce is the best, the
er. In Virginia when I was a kid love 'em, but sometimes they can finest, the smartest, and the only
they had colored butchers."
bug your soul. But in my past I one who ever managed to keep me
"Well, how did the fatheei one
have known many I regrets not on a budget. After all, daddy -0,
leg affect the daughter?" I asked. knowing now. There were Lucille, the best woman is always a wife,
"I don't get the connection."
big fat and fine, with bossoms ain't Me?"
"The daughter were bow-leglike a Simmons mattress. Where "I agree," I said.
ged," salcI Simple.
could Lucille be now?
"You better," said Simple,
"Du you mean from birth?" I
And there were Lillylou from "when I am talking about Joyce.*
askt.d. "Was the daughter born
color of a plum,
Florida,
Tampa,
Incicleaver
the
after
before or
and sweet, oh, myt
dent'?"
Hazel I met
"Before," slid Simple, "but she And there were
come to Harlem, who
turned out bow-legged anyhow. A when I first
had money and whence she
one-legged father and a bow-leg- always
I never knew, and
ged daugbter! But she sure were got it from
but she loved to spend
a pretty girl! The only reason I did not care,
didn't keep her for my own was It on me.
lucky in womens, daddythat I couldn't afford to dresi that I been
had pretty womens, ugly
girl in the style to which she were o. I have
ATLANTA, Ga. — Seventeen
womens, short womens, tall wornaccustomed.
of Emory university's
professors
womens,
young
womens,
old
ens,
One-legged as he were, her fawho had no business Candler school of Theology, a
ther kept her dressed fine. And and womens
at all, but were Methodist school here, have enher mother taught her all She wearing slacks
Fine, fine, fine! dorsed the "Ministers' Manifesto"
needed to know about life and FINE otherwise.
all womens, ex- on race relations issued last fall
such. They were smart people." But the best of
is my now by 80 Protestant clergymen of
"You were the only simple one cuse me for boasting
Joyce Atlanta, including 20 Methodist
Agaist
Joyce.
wife,
present
In the bunch," I said.
that pastors.
except
had,
nothing
say
can
I
I
"But
Simple.
"I were," said
too Pointing out that they were
after
craves
sometimes
she
I
girl.
that
from
learned a lot
"acting individually and not as a
culture."
much
womens,
smart
like
always did
group," the Emory professors statwith
wrong
nothing
is
"There
liva
for
work
that
also womens
ed in a public announcement:
said.
I
culture,"
home
setting
be
won't
ing so they
"While we have individually ex. "No,"'said Simple, "except that pressed our appreciation for the "
all day whilst the man is away.
Work keeps women out of mis- it is most over my head. However, courageous leadership which the 80
all Atlanta ministers exemplified in
chief. It also helps the budget. I do not mind Joyce having
con- the statement of principles which
Tbe trouble with my first wife, the culture she wants — from
but
they issued Nov. 3, 1957, on race •
Isabel, is that after we got mar- certs to Town Hall lectures —
ried, Isabel up and stopped work. I wish she would not try to drag relations, and while no effort has
especially
been made to secure the endorseAnd Isabel were too pretty just to me through culture, too,
it. And ment of any of us, we wish to .
be setting home all day whilst I when beer do not go with
afternoon
take
Sunday
this means of showing our
was out working. She had to get the only kind of
support and encouragment of the
around and show her beauty off. teas I like is the kind where they
even, if position which it represents.
She were well known in Balti- sell ticker in the kitchen,

Simple On Women
In The Past

Professors
Endorse Race
'Manifesto'

Dope And Data

LOUIS MARTIN

Industhat and produce for man's welfare."
lost. The consumer is a little re- sociation of Commerce and
Last week Harry S. Truman nation made it very clear
Proposes New Council
and
luctant to spend. More slowdowns: try. the State Street Council
to our necks in all of our troubles were due to The governor warned further:
up
were
we
said
businessTo Mayor Daley
must develop a new sense
more lay-offs. The consumer be- other key neighborhood
a hell of a mess and Her bert Republicans and the way to end "We
associations, the City Counworld purpose
Dear Editor: The American comes apprehensive; spends even men's
Hoover declared we were only our troubles is to kick the Re- of national and
and
county
appropriate
which, with
velocity drops rapid- cil and
up to our knees in it. Thus the publicans out of office, It was a and develop proposals
economy is a very delicate bal- less. Dollars
economists
and
officers,
state
ly. Dollars are not working in
two living ex-presidents joined give-em hell epeech and, person- our leadership, will fire the imagance of forces. During some per- remedial fashion. They are corn- from the city's fine colleges and
the recession chorus, each sing- ally, I think the Republicans de- ination, create new opportunity.
s an optimistic tone prevails. parativey idle. Fringe or margi- universities. Further, and at this
for all and rout the destructive
served it.
ing in his own key.
sugunorthodox
an
make
I
point
bankruptinto
spend
willing
to
speaking Another man who wanted to he forces of fear and base emotion
nsumers are
nal businesses go
Hoover,
Mr.
was
It
the advertising industry
as they earn. They make longer cy only increasing the alarm and gestion,
before the Chamber of Commerce president made a speech touch- in the world.'
mass media should be
range commitments for homes the pessimism deepens. Bankers and the
New York, who came up with ing on the state of the nation last In Washington at his press conin
and automobiles and furnishings. exercise increasing caution in represented.
a comic opera touch. He said: week which merits notice. I have ference, the President for t h e
counWith a strong functioning
Products move swiftly off pro- loans — another decelerator. And
"Just for your comfort I may reference to an address by New first time used the word "depresduction 'lines to vie for the high lo, the creative strength of the cil, men with the powers of ecomention that even as a partly York's Governor Averill Harri- sion" in referring to the economvelocity consumer dollar. Dollars giant ebbs away.
free economic system proceeds man before the American Jewish ic situation. His ungrammatical
nomic decision will be more condown the highway of progress it Committee which is constructing statements were all hopeful, but
work very hard. They represent
Is it not possible that the Amen- scious of far-reaching influences
occasionally bursts into a joyride all Institute Of Human Relations they were coupled with the folmany transactions In a compara- can genius for foresight and plan- from their acts. Mgai and women
owing warning:
of excessive speed. Then a tire in New York City.
tively short period of time. Every ning could be better applied as a di our labor "pool" will be more
Gov, Harriman declared that a "It will take some time to stop
leaks and we have a bump.
irrespective of race
segment of the economy, shiputilized
fully
to this apparentThe spectators engage in ex- "continuation and worsening of the recession even though you fiping* warehousing, retailing Pnd counter balance
and their incomes will assure the
treme pessimism. In terms of the current economic recession in nally begin to note certain phases
servicing, reflect the optimism ly 'ungovernmental' cycle? I hould retailer of steady buying power.
time the bumps come about every this country may bring a sharp as beginning to wane. So I would
think that the the men who have Advertisers will focus their sales
and share the tempo.
seven or ten years. Seldom in our .incretise in discrimination, as say that by midyear we hope the
Then the highly geared econo- the most to gain and loge by busi- stimuli on areas of slow-down unhistory have the bumps developed well as in group tensions and situation is going to be much
my begins to meet head on with ness cycles should be called upon til other corrective measures can
better along the line."
hostilities."
into a depressiea."
areas of commodity saturation. to serve the wider economic com- he taken.
Nothing any of the distinguishAccording to Mr. Hoover's state- Ile added:
Sian Matthew
Excessive inventories begin to munity iE a special council as
ment, life would be beautiful if "Here I might emphasize I am ed Americans :lid last week had
appear. Advertising and s ales an adjunct to the present governit weren't for the bumps. I gath- not talking about the problems any effect upon the pr esent
Juliette Gordon Low was more
promotion no longer induce buying ment. We have relied too long
ered from his speech that these for the future arising out of the "hump." The Labor Department
at the same rate in certain key upon the old standards of unem- than 50 years old when she started
bumps are just something we new scientific revolution. I am announced that "unemployment
industries, e.g. autos and major ployment compensation, public Girl Scouting in the United States.
Americans must learn to live with stating the need to achieve the among wcrkers covered by Ouil
Girls enjoy the Girl Scout proappliances. Price - cutting is a works and defense spending. These
like toothaches and taxes. II i a greatest good in our economy with unemployment compensation sysmporary remedy as is easier are important but they are artifi- gram of activities as members of
view can he summed up simply, the tools we have now. We must tem rose to A new record."
edit but the slow-downs have be- cial.
"troops." Each troop has its own
achieve this now, if there is to be If we don't get some action soon,
beware of the bumps.
un to bring industrial lay-offs.
A council should be formed by adult leader and at least one asusually "I eon tell when a wolf's tryin' to pull the wool over my Plain speaking Mr. Truman in any hope in the future of titiliz• this bump is going to be the death
Now a pessimistic tone begins to you, Mr. Daley, with the help sistant leader. There are
his comment on the state of the ing these new forces- to create of us,
eyes ... He has a shimpish grin!"
prevail. The delicate balance is of the AFL-CIO, the Chicago As- 30 girls In a Girl Scout troop.
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Coffee For
Prospective
Librarians
In Atlanta
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SCHOOL of Library Service
at Atlanta university, Atlanta, Ga., entertains 30 selected students at a coffee hour
during registration for a
two-day conference on "Professional Librianship As A
Career." Students, who were
selected by committees on
their own campuses, came
Southeastern
from
eight
FRENCH ACTRESSES were generally overlooked by states.
Hollywood in favor of busty Italian beauties until they
spotted Etchika Choureau, star of the French screen.
The 23-year-old Blonde was brought to Hollywood by
Warner Brothers and soon appears in film, "Lafayette
Escadrille." A fisherman's net forms background in
photo.

•

Claims
She's
All
Washed
Up!
411*onsimew

•

NOT FOR REAL, of course,
just for laughs. Chicago's
Ruth Phillips, who wants to
be a school teacher, says she
has nothing against water,
either. The 5 feet 2 inch lass
Is a devotee of good jazz
records and likes bowling and
skating, too. Statistics: 112
pounds, and 3322-34. Photo
by Elroy

•

Enjoying The View?
JILL ST. JOHN and John Saxon, two members of Hollywood's younger
set, take a look at the scenery while water skiing on location at Lake
Arrowhead, near Hollywood. They're making Universal-International's
"Summer Love," and setting could hardly be more appropriate.
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13 Males
Wanted Me,
She Says

CAROLYN SCOTT, 19, model
and exotic dancer, sits in Hollywood Receiving hospital
.after she accused 13 men-7
adults and 6 juveniles—of attempting to kidnap her on
Hollywood blvd. She holds
shoe she says she used to
heat off one of her attackers
when he attempted to drag
her into an automobile. INP
Soundphoto

Can You Beat 'This?

•

PRINCESS MARGARET, sister of Queen Elizabeth II, admires some of
the home-made musical instruments on display at the Trent Park Training college for Teachers, Barnet, England, (hiring her visit there. Princess Meg Is trying out a drum, made, by stretching a piece of leather over
a jar mouth,-1NP Soundphoto

THE TWO LOCAL CHAPTERS of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority — Alpha
•Eta Zeta and Pi Alpha — observed Finer Womanhood Week here
March 2 to 9 with an impressive array of activities. Emphasized
In each activity was the sorority's theme: -Guiding Youth Through
Richer Educational, Social and Economic Opportunities." Photo

LOS CHEERIOS DAY — Spreading cheer, this group of smiling
Zeta morors spent an hour of song and story telling at Crippled
Children's hospital March 7. The chairman, Mrs. M. Stanback is

HARD WORKERS — These twelve lovely ladles, all of course
members of Zeta Phi Beta sorority, are members of the "Holiday
on Ice" ticket committee. It was through their diligent effort in

ON RADIO STATION — The Zetas Finer Womanhood Week Project Day interview was held on Radio station WDIA Sundas, March
2. During the program Soror Helen Waterford .presented a dona•
We to the Teen Town Singers Scholarship fund. The donatioo

highlights of the celebration are shown on this page. Pictured
above are members of the "Holiday on Ice" steering committee,
which presented the second annual spectacular show on March
P. The group of sorors worked untiringly for the mammoth our
cess they gained with the thrilling even.
THIS GROUP of sorors are shown at the Lelia Walker Club house
on March 3 after they rededicated themselves, during re•pledge

services, to every aim and regulation of the sorority. After the
services a heart-warming social hour was held-

FLOWERS FOR PRINCESS — Mine Dorothy Goo's, charming star
of "Holiday on Ice" cast which thrilled hundreds at Ellis auditorium last Sunday evening Is shown second from left present.
Mg • bouquet of flowers to Miss Magnolia Betts, the Zeiss'

"Princess of the lee," In behalf of the lee show's staff. Looking
on at extreme left is Mrs. Herten! Dixon. mother of Miss Betts
and Robert Dillard (right), president of the Gersoppa Dukes club,
the group which sponsored Miss Betts. (Withers Photo)

large measure, that a capacity audience witnessed the fascinating
ice show at Ellis auditorium on March 9.

LOVELY PRINCESS — The local chapter of Zeta Phi Beta Soto.
rity added a new feature to their presentation of "Holiday on
Ice" this year. A "Princess of the Ice" was named at the gala
"Blue Rendezvous Ball" held at Club Tropicana on March S. Win-

fling the honor was Miss Magnolia Betts (shown front right of
center holding lovely cup). Runner-up for the honor was Miss
Beverly Truitt, standing in front row center. Looking on are sorors
of Pi Alpha and their escorts.

was accepted by A. C. Williams, director of the group. Mr. Williams and Mrs. Waterford are shown in extreme right of photo.
Nat D. Williams (In. right foreground) conducted the interview
on activities of Cue sorority.

ACTIVITY COMMITTEE — The group shown is the Finer Womanhood Week Activity Committee of the local chapters of Zeta
Phi Beta sorority. This top unit steered the various events promoting the ideals of the organization. The activities other than

those already named included: Charm and fashion, dineer.party,
Amicae Affairs and LOS Cheering. Throughout the activities ea.
Oasis on enhancing the welfare of youth was stressed.

shown presenting books and toys to Mrs. O. C. Knight of the
hospital staff. r
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The month of March came in THE VAN DETTES
Mrs. Maud D. Bright, tele.
rector, Miss Harry Mae SiYWCA COMMITTEE — Shown
Ilk, a gamboling iamb . .. and
Mrs. Alma Booth, principel of
secretary; Mrs. Ruth Reeves,
mon. Miss Dora Todd. Mrs. E.
are members of the cotrimitquickly asserted its temperamen- Keel School for Crippled Children,
residence director; Miss Rosa
tee on administration of the
Campbell, Miss Jim Ella Cottal repute by giving Memphis a was the guest speaker at the reRobinson, Mrs. Russell &MVance Avenue Branch YMCA
ton, Mrs. Etta Boyd, Mrs.
gigantic dose of torrential 1120.
cent meeting of the Van Dettes,
They are: Front row, left to
armon, sr., Mn, Devil PhilMary Collier, Miss Mary F.
stirring up a mighty tempest, to a sub-deb club, which was feted
right. Mrs. Laura Tyus, Mrs.
lips, teen-age program directLacey, elecutive director of the
be sure. Despite the mighty Cea- by Crystal Strong, at her home
A.
W.
Jefferson,
Mrs.
P.
F.
Memphis YWCA, Miss Geneva
or; and Mrs. Eddie 0. Rogers
sar's proverbial warning .....Be- on Keltner Circle. Mrs. Booth
Caruthers, Mrs.l. E. Brown,
Williams, Mn, Henritta Crai.
Those absent at time of picware, the Ides of March" ... we spoke to the group of young girls
Mrs.
Hollis
Price,
Mrs.
Marie
left
to
right:
gen.
Third
Row,
ture were: Mrs. Annie L. Higall know that spring is just around who have taken an active role in
L.
Adams,
Mrs.
Cooper
TayMrs.
Cornelia
Sanders,
Miss
gins,
Mrs. Mary E. Murpny, -the corner .. . and the finery of civic activities in the city, on her
lor, Mrs. Carlotta Stewart,
Winnie Lou Hill, Mrs. J. H.
Mrs. Leslie Taylor and Mrs.)
Eastertime overflowing our de, recent trip to Washington, D. C.,
Mrs. Lois Greenwood, Mrs.
Seward Mrs. Eleanor Ogleshq,
Rebecca Biram.
partment ateres are reminders to atterd the President's CommitGeorgia Quinn and Mrs. Gothat the "Queen of Seasons" will tee on Government Contracts and
and fluffy eihke doughnuts.
rifle M. Young, Second Row,
curried cheese sauce over hot
soon fill our days with the ether- about job opportunities available A LENTEN MENU — For a
Lent is the time for easy to
buttered rice, a crisp cool
left to right: Mrs. Addie
during the Leneal beauty of springtime.
to Negro youths who are prepared delicious meal
butter,
and
fix
meals.
rolls
salad, fresh
Owen, branch executive diThe social pot is boiling with Miss Strong was aseisted by her ten season, serve shrimp with
anticipated events of the near fu- mother, Mrs. Martha Strong, in
ture ... and there are the day- the serving of a tasty chicken dinto-day events of this mad world ner. Following the talk, a question
which make life forever interest- and answer interlude provided the
ing. What happened? Here goes. young women with much informaThe Committee on Administra- Baptist church.
ALPHA GAMMA CHI sorority's tion concert unique vocations, salMrs. Oglesby is the principal
tion of the Vance Avenue Branch
its
held
chapter
Delta
Alpha
aries andhetter jobs for youths.
at Riverview Elementary school.
of the YMCA elected its new ofmonthly meeting at Tony's Inn THE J-U-G'S
She is the wife of Mrs. Charles
ficers for the year 1958 at the Oglesby and she served as seemSaturday night, March 1 ... which
Having written "fini" to the hard
was highlighted by the formal in- works of their recent *lying - Aid
monthly meeting last week. Those tary for two years of the Commiti 2 tablespoons chopped green
By DEBORAH GRAHAM
troduction of Mrs. Bernadette Charity Ball, members of the
elected were the following: Miss tee several years ago. She is a
pepper
Hayes as chapter sponsor. Mrs. J-U-G's relaxed for the time beMenu
for
Lenten
Harry
Mae Simon, chairman; member of the Branch Teen-Age
tempting
A
1-2 cup diced celery
Maxine Driver and Mrs. Vivian ing at the lovely party given by March is as welcome as the flow- 1-4 cup chopped green onions
Mrs. Marie L. Adams, first vice- Program committee. As the other
both
were
Ford, the hostesses,
The Better Homemakers' club Mrs. Shirley B. Watkins, secre- chairman: Mrs. William Tyus, sec- ladies, Mrs. Oglesby is also active.
member Delores Lewis at her ers in Springtime. And here is a 1-2 teaspoon curry powder
beautifully dressed in lovely cock- Park ave., home. Barbecued dinnertime suggestion for a meal
of Whitehaven was organized re- tary; Mrs. Ada Gibbs, assistant ond vice-chairman; Mrs. Eleanor
(more if desired)
She is a member of Centenary
cently at the home of Rev. and secretary; Mrs. Rosie Lee King, Oglesby, secretary and Miss Jim- Methodist church.
tail frocks . . . and had chosen chicken was the tempting main that is not only nourishing and 1-2 teaspoon ggrlic salt
a detectible menu for the occa- dish of the repast . . . and en- colorfully attractive, but a real 1-8 teaspoon pepper
Mrs. R. L. Jones, of 295 Falls rd. treasurer; and Mrs Betty Gipson ella Cotton, assistant secretary.
NEW MEMBERS
sion which was served by the com- joying the evening were Sarah timesaver too.
After discussing the purpose of and Mrs. Marguerite Flowers, re1-2 teaspoon salt
Miss Simon is principal of MagMiss Cotton is principal of Klonpetent staff of the well-known spot. Chandler,
officers
elected
for
the
club,
were
porters.
Josephine
Bridges, For your mtin
course, serve 1-4 cup flour
nolia Elementary school. For over dike Elementary. For several year
Members present to enjoy the gay Gwendolyn Nash, Marie
the
present
year.
They
were
Mrs
Mrs.
Redden
is
the
founder
of
Bradford, shrimp with curried cheese sauce 3 cups milk
a year she has served on special she has been a member of the
proceedings were Mesdames Flor- Nodean Thompson,
Velma Lois on hot buttered rice, a crisp cool 2-3 cup coarsely grated process- Hathway Redden, president; Mrs. the club.
"Y" committees. The Y-Teen club Branch Residence committee.
ence Williams, president; Sadie Jones, Erma Laws and guest,
Frances Jones, vice president;
ed
American
cheese
vegetable 'salad, fresh rolls and
at her school sold the largest too is active in other Civil orgaBli.
Anderson, Louise Hama, Christine Pearl Gordon.
butter. Lent is the time for light 2 tablespoons chopped pimiento
amount of potato chips in the nations. She is a member of ColCox, Jean Harris, Ruth Hendricks,
24
1-2
oz,
cans
deveined
shrimp
here
is
and
desserts,
easy
to
fix
SCHOOL SOCIALS
southern region and was award- lins Chap church.
Daisy Paige, Rosa Pittman and
Melt butter in fry pan over low
iust
one
that
for
IN
THE
NEWS
suggestion
a
ed $100. Last Spring the Magnolia Three new members were electMisses Eunice Gordon and EarNext Sunday will witness sev- couldn't be much easier, quality heat. Add vegetables, and cook
club was awarded $50 for having ed to the
lene Lewis.
Committee to fill the
slowly, stirring frequently, until
eral
doughnuts.
cake
outstanding
school
socials
topped the elementary schools vacancy created
THE MS DEBUTANTES
when the truns
cook book tender, but not brown. Stir in spicwhite
which
fluffy
merit
the
These
attention
of
alumagain.
She
is
active
in
many
other
The annual Debutante Ball of
of Mrs. Mary E. Murphy, Mrs.
available from the es and flour and blend. Add milk
la
ni,
friends
doughnuts
are
and
patrons
of
Manescivic
groups
and
brings
to
the
Y.
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity
Eddie 0. Rogers, and Mrs. Winnie
sas, Douglas and Carver high grocer's ready-to-eat cake depart- gradually, stirring constantly, and
M. C. A. a vast knowledge of Lou Hill
slated for May 2nd . . and this
expired.
These were
schools. Under the dynamic lead- ment, so all you need to do is cook until mixture has come to a
working
with
groups.
She
is
a
the:
of
the
supervision
Year, under
Mrs. 0. C. Criven, Mrs. C. C.
ership of Mrs. Smith, elanasas' take them out of the package and boil and thickened slightly. Add
of
member
Collins
Chapel
church.
something
.
.
.
Silhouettes
Kappa
Sawyer, and Mrs. Bernice Thomremaining ingredients and allow
newly elected PTA president, who serve.
RETIRED TEACHER
new is being offered the 21 lovely
as.
With. Spring "just around the
with her co-officers and members The only recipe needed is the cheese to melt and shrimp to heat.
Mrs.
Adams
is
a
retired
teachdeb' who will be presented to 4oAppointment was made of new
of the Manasas PTA have revital- one for shrimp with curried cheese' Serve on hot buttered and seasoncorner" the ladies are anxious to er. For three years she was vice- chairman for the ensuing Year
ciety. A charm school will be conhere it is:
ed rice. Makes four generous serviced
and
North
sauce
Memphis
into
active
Paint opcAs on glues est he
join the Easter parade with a new chairman of the Branch Com- These were the following: Mrs. A.
ducted by Mesdames Lolwry and
ings.
support of the Manasas PTA, the 2 tablespoons butter or
mowed with hot'imam
mittee en Administration and re- W. Jefferson, chairman of the
Pitts for the select lovelies, who annual
figure.
margarine
Manassas
PTA
Tea
will
linquishes her position as chairman membership committee; Mrs. Holexemplify everything which is de- be
held in the school library, this
Any woman in the region who is of the
toof
committee after serving lis Price, chairman of Teen-Age
airable in young womanhood
coming Sunday from 4 to 8 p.m.
dissatisfied with her weight or ap- five years. She too is active in program
day. Announcements of the names Plans
committee; and Mrs.
have been made for an outpearance is welcome to enroll in many civic organizations and it Cooper Taylor, chairman of Pubof the '58 Kappa debutates will be
standing program and beautiful
was
under
her
leadership
that
mad, beginning next week,
the
lic relations committee.
the "Calories Anonymous" weight
decorative appointments, to make
brancb participated in the buildtLES VOGUETTES'
this the most outstanding event of
reducing program at the Wooding exponsion drive. She is a
TEN BEST DRESSED
the school year. Assisting Mrs.
lawn Center YWCA, 1170 E. 63rd
Members of Les Voguettes are
member of Collins Chapel church
Smith will be Mrs. Edna Haywood,
at.
appreciative of the cooperation they
Mrs. Laura Tyus is the wife of
Mrs.
Rita
Porter
Smith,
Mrs.
foruniversity,
and
urday,
March
7,
in
the
home
ecoGeorgetown
every
Thursday
Carolina
colClass
is
held
reNorth
DURHAM —
Mrs. William Tyus. She was one
Cr. receiving from the public
Katie Sexton and many other cornfor
the
nomics
building's
conference
room.
correspondent
staff
"Co-ed
weekmer
annual
Fashninth
Charity
lege's
garding their annual
p.m.
of the first Y-Teen Advisers and
mittee chairmen. The public is end" will be observed this year Cairo Broadcasting co., and Mrs. In addition to providing under- afternoon from 1 until 3
ion show, Sunday, March 23, when
The program is directed by Ger- served on the original study Corn
cordially invited to attend the tea, March 7 8 and 9.
George Padmore, wife of the graduate women with an under'
they will present to Memphis its
mittee for the formation of a
which has as its purpose . .
standing of ways and means for ry Moynahan and Rosa Conway, Branch YWCA in 1940. Mrs. le us
"Ten Best Dressed Women." The
"Charnels of Communication — Ambassador from Liberia.
popular
Chicago
fashion
stylist
and
"Building
a
Better
Manassas."
affair, which will he held at Club
the theme.! Anna Joyce Newkirk, rurham personal improvement and prois a member of the All AssociaAt Carver high, our newest ad- Highways to Peace" is
model.
Ebony, promises to be one of the
tion Finance committee and was
Dean Louise M. Latham and the senior, will serve as coordinator fessional development, the ohdition
to
the
ranks
of
our
city'
Besides
gaining
a
lovely
figure,,
servance
also
seeks
to
stress
the
outstanding events of the season.
"Women's Student government are ' for a panel in Otete auditorium
chairman of the 1957 Nominatine
high schools, their Dedication and
Les Voguettes wish to announce
Saturday. Each of the foreign importance of understanding the the result of thinking, as well as committee at the Branch. She is
sponsors.
Open
House
ceremony
will
be
held
role
United
States
in
world
of
the
exercise,
and
good
health
rules,
ballot
audience
that the names sent in by
women will speak to the
also active as a volunteer in a
at 300 p.m., at which time Mr. This year's eartideants inthe ladies are taught figure con- number of civic organizations
are merely nominations and sub"My People to Your People." affairs, Dean Latham said.
E. C. Stimbere superintendent of elude Madame Lillian Evanti, the on
trol
and
good
who
has
sung
A
carriage,
skin
care
Evanti,
discussion
ject to the decisions of the judges.
period
follow
Madame
wdl
She is a member c,f St. Stephens
schools and members of the board famed soprano of Washington,
The decisions of the judges are
in the world's musical capitals the charm session and the pane, and personal grooming, hair stylof education will be special guests. D. C., who eel conduct a charm
discussion
on
a
featuring
the
ing
and
coordinate
foreign
hair
care,
poise
building
will
experts
in
From 12 to more than 12 million!
At Douglas, also next Sunday, school; Mrs. Jewel Mazyck, also
All names sent in are placed in
at the opening session Sat- international communications.
factors, cosmetics and colors, The first Girl Scout troop
the Father-Son Banquet will be of Washinpon, unofficial consult. charm
was
one of the following categories!
A
special
luncheon
is
slated
for
fashion,
wardrobe
planning
and
formed in Savannah„
held at 5 p.m. with the Honorable ant to the U. S. State Department,
Ga., 48
Professinnal man's wife, business
Saturday
in
the
college
cafeteria
accessories.
seminars
of
for the residential
years ago (on March 12, 1912) with
ca. Mayor Edmund Orgill present.
woman, businessman's wife,
followed by a fashion show and lec- Some of the ladies who
just a membership of 12. Since then,
We here sign off until next week world affairs at Lafayette collegee
reer girl, professional woman or
ture featuring Mme. Evanti.
finished
a
Pa.;
course
lost
. in a dither over the expecteas much as more than 12,500,000 girls and wohousewife. "The Best Dressed
The home economics building 24 pounds in the eight weeks.
Mrs. Martha de Garcia, wife of
lion of witnessing the second anmen have belonged to the orginizaTen" will be chosen from these
will he the scene of the annual Mire information may be obtain- tion.
nual presentation of Holiday on Ice, the ambassador from Argentina:
categories.
reception Saturday afternoon. A ed by calling the Woodlawn 'Y' at
at Ellis Auditorium's North hall, Mrs. Una Marson of Jamaica, torAll proceeds from the show will
dinner for consultants and special Hyde Park 3-8781. The new class VISITS WINDY CITY
which was sold to capacity before mer staff member of the British'
benefit the proposed home for
guests will be held in McLean Hall. will start on Thursday,
the week ended. That it is an ex- Broadcasting co.:
March 20. Lawrence Wright, 2725 Peabody
children. Help the Les Voguettes
Delores
Miss
—
Miss.
JACKSON,
travaganza of sheer beauty, has Mrs. Leila Tewfik, wife of the
Three niusical features will be
at,, Dallas, Texas was a special
to select the women of your choice
Jim
graduate
of
1956
Simpson,
a
already been pronounced by local cultural attache of the Embassy
held as part • the prOgram. Miss
guest at Greater Bethesda Sunday.
by casting your ballots today! Reelected
was
school,
High
Hill.
One
out
of
every
critics
seven
girls
in
Arabic
at
He is a member of New Hope Bapof Egypt, professor of
Celia Davidson, organ instructor
member, to keep these points in
Jackson at NCC, will present a special the United States is a Girl Scout, tist church.
at
Popularity"
"Miss
mind when selecting your candiState college in a contest staged "coed weekend" recital Sundae.
dates: Appropriateness of occato raise funds for the Eastern tour March 9, in Duke auditorium in
sion, grooming and neatness,
of the Jackson State college con- the first musical part of the weekunity of costume, color co-ordinaend.
cert choir.
tion, awareness of size limitation,
And at the annual coed weekA sophomore majoring in liberal
over-all simplicity of costume,
arts, she is a member of the "Co- end supper in the gymnasium,
correct seasonal wardrobe planEds," a popular singing group at Howard A. Roberts. assistant proning, and fashion awareness.
fessor of voice at NCC and a well
By MILDRED SCHROEDER that.
the college.
FABULOUS EVENING
As a token of her victory, she known composer and musician who
"Mothers feel there's too much
OF SPRING FASHION
SAN FRANCISCO — The vocal
emphasis on things like fancy accompanied the choir to New has performed in shows featuring
The Henderson Business college
sex is complaining it has a voice buildings and teacher
training and York City, where they were sched- Harry Belafonte and Earths Kitt,
night organization, of which Mrs.
Beatrice Oby is president, is spon- everywhere except where it mat- not enough on the basic substance uled to sing at Town Hall. Miss will sing with his wife, known prosoring a "Fabulous Evening 'of ters, on the White House staff. of what's taught in the classroom." Simpson also visited Lincoln uni- fessionally as Doris Galiber.
Dean Latham, Miss Newkirk,
Spring Fashions," to be held Sun- And the California Federation The determined campaigner ad- versity, Hampton Institute and
and Miss Johnnie Mae Correll,
day evening, March 17, from 4 of Republican Women is agitating mits that President Eisenhower Washington, D. C.
to
place
a
president
of the women's assembspokeswoman there. has given more prominent jobs to
until 6 p.m., at the Abe Schaarf
Miss Dorothy Nell Walker, secBranch YMCA, Linden and Laud- -Mrs. II. G. Kenyon of San Mari- women than has any other presi- ond winner in the contest, will ac- ly, will direct presentation of citations
to
more than 150 coeds.
no,
reesident
of
the
40,000-woman dent, but:
erdale sts.
company the choir on its MidThere will be lovely models cith group, explains it this way at a "He has said he owed his elec Western tour beginning March 30.
The first Girl Scout troop for
a beautiful array of fashions for San Francisco meeting:
tion to the women voters and She is the daughter of Ed S. girls with
handicaps were started
every occasion. Everyone is in- "I don't think one sex is better we feel there is discrimination in
Bonita.
Walker
of
in 1917, when two troops for the
vited to see what the well-dressed than the other, but each has some- the White House staff without a
Harris blind and one for the deaf were
J.
T.
graduate
of
A
1955
thing to contribute and both view- woman presidential assistant."
are wearing this season.
High school, she also completed established. Today there are more
points are important."
THE COTILLIONS
The President — and the coun- her sophomore year in the junior than 10,000 girls with handicaps in
The Cotillions met in the beauti- She feels women should have
try — will hear more about this, college division there. Miss Walk- Girl Scouting.
fully appointed home of Mrs. Julia achance to say something about
Mrs. Ker.yon adds, when the Na- er is majoring in secondary edu
Hooks Gordon, for their recent etonamics, foreign policy and edmeeting, where they enjoyed the ucation an "one out of two voters tional Federation meets this month cation.
in
Washington, D. C.
Miss Rosie P. Sanders, a 1957
cocktail hour which began during is a woman."
graduate of Broad Street High
their busiress session . . . follow- This civic-mind mother of three
More than 09 1-2 per cent of the school in Greenwood, and Miss
ed by a delicious dinner. Three sons and proud grandmother of
rounds of bridge were played with three grandsons believes strongly 727,000 men and women n Girl Nide E. H. Harris, a graduate of
Scouting
are volunteers, who con- St. Francis in Natchez and a
the following prize winners: Mrs. in the need for "some woman
Larsenia Cain, who took home six thought in White House policy- tribute their interest, time and transfer student from Tuskegee
talents, to teach girls to be good Institute, Ala., finished third and
beautiful hand-painted metal serv- making" and explains:
ing trays; Mrs. Celeste Hamler, "We need a woman who is used citizens.
fourth respectively.
who won a brass magazine rack, to working with women and woand Mrs. Edna Swingler, who was men's groups all over the nation.
delighted with a pair of hand- "She could gather thc thinking
painted bon-bon dishes. Other of the ceuntry's women, not just
members present were Mesdames Republican women, bue all women
More filters? Yes—more than 20,000 filter
Cera Blackmon, Ruby Jackson, and carry to the President the
traps in every tip. Thousands and thousands
Maggie Coleman, Floye Johnson, domireant thoughts of the majomore than any other leading cigarette.
Beatrice Matlock, Fannie John- rity "
As wives, mothers and managers
son and Cleora Neale.
More taste? You'll never know how much
TENNESSEE SOCIAL CLUB
of households, Mrs. Ken, en claims
Cultured
more
%her
you light a Viceroy. The greatest
The Tennessee Social club met women now have many unvoiced
chem.it
tobacco. The greatest filter. That's sill
March 6 at the home of Miss Eve- concerns about policies "that 3flyn Herber, at 244 Wisconsin ave. feet tl.e verv life of the family."
If yok haven't discovered Viceroy, buy a
DRESSING
. . . and the meeting was rue of. In the field of education, he ofcarton
today!
the
of
season
highlights
for
the
fers as an example the "grass
the club. Mrs. E. Joees, at 1211 roots mothers whose children are
IOW ••••••
•
Tabdrowalill.
&Ryer, will be the next hostess. going to school today," stating
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Group Elects Officers
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Slim Figure
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Lillian Evanti To Conduct Charm
School At NCC 9th Coed Weekend
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SATURDAY NITE
IS FAMILY
SHOPPING HITE

Jackson State
Elects 'Miss
Popularity'

AT SEARS

SHOP 'TIL 9
Doors Open 9:30 A.M.

Weaker Sex Wants A Say
.At Nation's Capital
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Discover—

Viceroy
Gives You
More Of
What You
Change To
a Filter For

Make delicious
party dips
with...
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CMEWives Aid In Easter
Project For Children

102_

The natioial Greek letter organization of beauticians, Alpha
Chi Pi Omega sorority and fraits 13th naternity, will hold
tional convention in Boston. New
York City, Philadelphia, and Wash-

By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke

, Last Sunday afternoon at 5 p. m.T promptly at 2 p. m., on Sunday,
Li this Lane collage chapel the March 16 in the Merry High school
7th anniversary of the founding gymnasium. Commissioner Quill
gr Lane College was celebrated Cope, State of Tennessee Departa program. Speaker for the ment of Education, will deliver
*ith
..
occasion was Mrs. Essie Mae Per- the dedicatory address. Open house
t, educational coordinator of the will be from 3:30 to 4:30 p.
t
liege. Lane is continuing to pro- The public is invited to View this
se under the administratiob of new modern school building. There
aident C. A. Kirkendall.
are many who remember Merry
le This year, leading up to Found- High school from its beginning on
Day,firs
the college participated the site where the first building
,Nt the Danforth Foundation match- wag recently torn down for highfund at which time a goal of way improvement.
This is the third site for the
0,000 was set to be raised to
A party was given by the memmatcher by the fund. The col- dear name sake, being named in
bers of the Southside Sweetheart
lage Was very happy to report honor of the first principal, A. R.
Social club recently at the home
that friends and alumni had con- Merry. The school has been under
of Mrs. Laura Butler, of 1643 Flortributed a sum of $17,000, topping the supervision of only two other
ida st.
principals, A. J. Payne, Sr., now
the goal set.
retired and the present one, C. N.
Among the guests, front the
!•,Special guests in the line of
Berry. The faculty has grown from
Triple A Social club, were Rufus
march were Miss Darlene Hutson,
(including elementary and
Thomas, Ellis Kaufman, Arthur
national president of the alum- eight
high school) to 22 for a four year
Wadell, Elbert Payne, Sydney
ni, and Mrs. Edna White, local
DEBUTANTE AND ESCORT—
DEBUTANTE AND SPONSOR
New York City's swank Utilimade by modiste, Nan Perry.
high school. Progress has been
Payne, and Milton Kelly.
president. Both brought greetings
Miss Jolene Westbrook, daugh..ty Club recently. Here Miss
— Charming Mrs. W. C. HanMrs. Ilandy is seen wearing
made in subject offerings, etc., and
l'resent from the Brownskin
(„eom the Alumni Association. Redy, sr., of Westchester Courtter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Westebrook is seen with her esa Martha Washington gown,
as the years pass on and eduModeler's club were Mrs. Uonzetgnition was given to descendants
is
and
ty
City
York
the
New
David
III,
sboun
those
1109
of
Handy
which
st..
C.
Westbrook
was
cort.
to
similar
W.
cation progresses, so will Merry
ta Lyon, Mrs. Jettie M. Parrish,
ot Bishop Lane which included the
with debutante, Miss Jolene,
Memphis, was one of 32 lovegrandson of the famous comworn by all wonien at the
High school.
Mrs, Ruth Wilkins, Mrs. Bertha
The Les Debonette Social club
C. N. Berry family and Mrs. Jeff TEACHERS ATTEND MEET
Westbrook, whom she sponly debutantes presented to
George Washington ball A
poser.
Palmer, and Mrs. Queen lioskin. will begin its Spring activities with
Hayes.
sored at the, recent ball. Miss
Colonial head-dress completed
Mrs. M. M. Hughes and Mrs. Eastern Seaboard Society by
Members of the Key 12 Social the Annual Four Seasons Tea on
Westbroek's gown was design' Mri. Howard Golden and her B. C. Lucas, home economics inthe costume.
club who came were J. W. Wright, Sunday. March 30.
ed by Mrs. Handy, and was
. lovely little daughter, caughter-in- structors at Merry High school,
J. T. Lyn, Martell Evans, nisei! The two-hour tea, which will belaw, and the grand-daughter of attended an advisors meeting of
Green, Furtis Clark and John II. gin at 4 p. m., ail' be given in
Mrs. Essie Perry were here to the New Homemakers of AmeriBrinson. James Castleherry, of the the home of Mrs. Bernice Broomwitness the occasion.
ca, Inc., last week end in MemMillion Dollar Social club, was also field, of 1645 Ely at
t Members of Delta Sgma Theta phis, Tenn. The meeting was held
present.
Club officers are Mrs. Lucille
sorority, Beta Omega Sigma chap- at the home of Mrs. Doris Bodden,
All of the members of the Sweet- Rainey, president; Mrs. Myrtle
ter were guests of Sorors Willie home economics instructor in the
present.
hearts were
Niekelberry, business manager;
- Bell Rawls and Crane Barksdale city school of Memphis. The meetMrs. Margarette Butler Is the Mrs. Kathryn Stewart, secretary;
at the Palm Garden Dinner club ing was for the purpose of planclub's
reporter.
Mrs. Josephine Berkley, assistant
The Ole Acquaintance Bridge were very fashionably dressed in
On last Sat. Plans were chang- ning the talent section from the
secretary; Mrs. Bernice Broomclub met recently in the lovely the newest shades of blue and
'ed for the abberwock date which West Tennessee area to be reprefield, treasurer; and Mrs. Karnes.
Palm Room at Tony's Inn with very flattering black dresses.
ad previously
been set for sented at the State meeting of the
tine Flemming, chaplain.
Mrs. Loretta Crutcher acting as A number of birthday gifts were
March 14. Due to the scheduled N. H. A. to be held later this
Joe Flemming has been electthe hostess.
presented to Mrs. Hunt by memWith LEODA GAMMON
appearance of Adam Clayton Pow- spring.
ed as the club's sweetheart. \
Mrs. Crutcher graciously receiv- bers of the club, and she happily
, ell on the campus on March 14.
Don't forget the Fashionetta on
DISH 1 2 tablepoons flour
ed her guests attired in a beige accepted them.,
the Jabberwock will be held on March 21. The Ten Best Dressed A VERSATILE SEAFOOD
More than 30,000 men are reofchemise dress.
Meatless meals can be made in- Few grains pepper
Cocktails were served, and the
Thursday, March 13 at 8 p. m. Women in this area will be prefered members of the Girl Scouts
milk
Members of the club who were members were served their choice
Make plans to be there. At that sented by Alpha Kappa Alpha so- teresting and even memorable, 2 cups
of the U. S. A. They serve as
cubed American Cheddar present included Mrs. Geraldine of shrimp or chicken during the
time Beta Omega Sigma chapter rority in the Merry High school but sometimes they require a bit 1-2 cup
FAIRFIELD Ala. — The Teach- council presidents, directors, conHunt, Mrs. osie Flowers, Miss dinner.
will present a high school senior auditorium at 8 p. m. I'm sure more imagination. The addition of cheese
the
for
program
Year"
the
of
er
sultants, or volunteer "muscle
cup diced pimiento
After several rounds of bridge,
Elsie Robinson, Mattie Fugh, Jac' with a scholarship to college, and you want to know who they are cheese, herbs or other seasonings 1-2
tablespoon prepared mustard queline Flowers, Dolores Purnell, prizes were presented to the win- Fairfield Public School system was men" who help with the heavy
the young lady will be crowned from a poll taken in the communi- can add just the touch needed to 1
9,
March
afternoon,
Sunday
held
for Girl Scout projects.
work
seafood
ners. To Mrs. Josie Flowers went
make an ordinary dish unusual. *2 1-2 cups flaked
and Mrs, Dolores Alexander.
"Mies Jabberwock." The Jabber. ty.
Industrial high
Among the guests were Mrs. a bottle of Faberge perfume, while in the Fairfield
A generous amount of flavor-rich P2 cups cooked elbow macaron.
lock skits will be under the di- JACKSON P. T. A. COUNCIL
Cleo Jones, who was welcomed Miss Robinson won a beautiful school auditorium.
dairy foods will add their share of 1 cup soft bread crumbs
' rection of Beta
Chi chap- TO BE HOSTS
Mrs. Mabel L. Neely, sseistant
,
Words of the Wise
into the club as a member, and El- bracelet and earring set.
mealtime pleasure too; in addition 1-4 cup melted butter
ter.
was honorThe State Parent-Teacher AssoThe work an unknown good
Melt 1 tablespoons butter over sie Thomas.
a A lovely silent butler corn - principal of the school,
The Civic Pride club had two cia(ion will be the guest of the they give added nutritive value to,
and
students,
citizens,
the
man has done is like a vein
in flour, salt
low heat; blend
The club members and the guests pact was won by Mrs Cleo Jones. ed by
very inspirational meetings dur. Jackson PTA Coupcil at Merry casserole dishes.
friends aa the "Teacher of the
of water flowing hidden unand pepper. Add milk stirrini,
- ine the month of February. The High school April 23 through 25. Deviled Seafood may be made
derground, secretly maldng
Year."
with any of a number of variet- constantly. Cook until smooth and
-• beautiful home of Mrs. Myrtle The theme is "There Is Need for
the ground green.
This program was sponsored by
thickened. Add cheese, pimiento
seafood.
or
of
ies
fish
water
salt
—Macaw Oariptal
Monroe on Hale St., was the scene Growth in The Home, School and
the Fairfield Negro Teachers'
and prepared mustard. Mix well.
sole
or
whiting
codfish,
Cooked
- of the meeting on Feb. 13, when Community." The Friday afterassociation.
Add seafood and macaroni. Pour
your
if
Or,
choice.
your
be
may
m.
p.
6
at
gathered
18 members
noon session promises to be most
buttered fish mold. Mix soft
A lovely two course menu was interesting when a panel of young aim is a party dish, you may pre- into
crabmeat, bread crumbs with melted butter;
served and each person was pre- people from Merry High and West fer to use shrimp or
sprinkle on the fish mixture.
or a combination of the two.
ilented a gift by the hostess.
High schools will appear and speak
NASHVILLE — Mrs. Rosalyn chapter's president, Mrs. Mabel W.
Bake in moderate oven, 350, 30cheddar cheese
Mrs. Ovlley Goodrich, the pres- on the subject. Mrs. Catherine Mustard and
Louise Foster,
40 minutes. If desired garrish with Wright, wife of Fisk university's Leathers, Mrs.
make
to
touch
flavor
extra
the
add
ident, presided.
Springfield is president of the this an outstanding seafood cas- sauteed shrimp and parsley. Makes newly elected president Dr. Ste- Mrs. Grafton Looby, Miss Mary
When the members gather they Jackson PTA Council.
phen J. Wright, was 'feted last Knowles, Miss Will Ann Daven6 servings.
serole.
never fail to mention how they
Visitors in the city of Jackson DEVILED SEAFOOD
*Seafood can be cooked cod, week-by her sorors in the Pi Sigma port, Mrs. Mabel Love, and Miss
miss 2 of thir beloved club sister: are former Jacksonians, Mr. and
whiting, sole, shrimp, carbmeat or chapter of Delta sigma Theta Rosetta McKinney.
Mrs. Sarah Golden who has been Mrs. John Reeves who now re- 1 tablespoons butter
sorority.
Pi Sigma chapter officers also
any combination of these.
salt
teaspoon
1
eonfind for some time, and Mrs. side in Milwaukee, Wis.
The Delta "Get Acquainted Par- Include Miss Wilhemlna Bradford,
Long Terns Loons up to $2,500.00
Lessie Spann, who is unable to
ty" was given In the spacious vice president; Mrs. Ethel McLenattend due to the illness of her
new home of Mr. and Mrs. J. K. don, recording secretary; Mss Bethusband. Their prayers go out for
Petway, on Gardner lane, where ty Stewart, correspondent secrethem.
more than 50 sorors gathered to tary; Miss Ethel Bane, financial
Mrs. Sadie Garrett was the deformally extend welcome. For the secretary; Mrs. Forrestine AlPlenty of Fre* Parking
lightful hostess to the Civic Pride
occasion the affable and lovely bright, treasurer; Miss Helen
%embers on Feb. 27. At that time
Mrs. Wright wore an after-five Work, journalist; Mrs. Anna
,airman of the social activities,
powder blue. She was introduced Ilymes, sergeant-at-arms; and
eommittee, reported $23 from sale'
by Mrs. Grace Johnson.
Mrs. Ruth Powell, chaplain.
d
ba
deflated
elf tickets on a quilt
A stylized arrangement of red
BALTIMORE, Md. — Dr. Mae
Mrs. Bessie Gordan. The winner is
carnations and white tariffs formprofessor and act•
to be announced on March 13 Pullens Claytor.
ed the centerpiece of the white
department of
when the meeting will be with Mrs. ing head of the
lace-covered dining table where
colState
Morgan
at
Savannah Randolph on Otis at. psychology
Mrs. Petway presided, and from
school
Members were pleased to have lege, is making a study of
which canapes and frappe wer
children
typical
—
a
for
programs
. Sub sister, Mrs. Estella Tyson
which canapes and frappe were
for
Society
the
from
grant
a
firesent who always seems to bring on
served and enjoyed throughout the
enjoyment to the meeting. The fine the Promotion of Psychology and
evening.
Issues.
Social
group of women is to be comThe other Delta sorors serving
mended.
as hostesses for the evening in
The organization is one of the
, MERRY IIIGH TO BE
addition to Mrs. Petway, were the
divisions of the American Psycho. DEDICATED
logical society.
The dedication ceremonies of the
The Girl Scouts of the USA
In her study, Dr. Claytor hopes
Sew Merry High school will begin
is one of the handful of organizaand
extent
to determine to what
tions which operate under charters
seafood with macaroni is an
A SEA FOOD DISH — The adhow discriminatory facilities and dition of cheese, herbs, or
issued by the Congress of the Unitexcellent dish to serve during
of
area
the
in
procedures operate
ed States. It was granted its Conthis season. Any seafood may
other seasonings can add just
gressional Charter in 1950.
special education.
be used.
the touch to make an ordiShe is including in her study
nary dish unusual. Deviled
such groups as deaf and blind chil
dren, children with other physical
with mayonnaise or aspic are
and mental defects, and delinquent
served as hors d'oeuvres. Serhamchildren.
bled eggs or omelets are brought
She also hopes to uncover, Dr.
to the table in between the soup
Claytor says how state laws vary
and the main course.
in providing educational programs
By serving eggs before the enfor a-typical children.
tree, of course, smaller portions
When completed, the study will
of meat can be used and meat is
By VIRGINIA KACHAN
be published in the Journal of The
much scarcer, and so even higher
If you are planning meatless priced in Europe than it is in the
Society for The Promotion of Psychology and Social Issues. This, meals or budget meals, use a United States.
Dr. Claytor said, is in accordance tried and true French filler-upper
Generally, said Blouet, eggs are
The little foil dishes that cons*
with a requirement of the grant —eggs.
with frozen pies can be used to
served whenever fish or seafood
that the Society be given first "The French eat eggs as a sep- are the star meal attraction, The
form decorative and waterproof
consideration in publishing results arate course," says Max Blouet, eggs add to that "comfortable, containers for small plants in *cativo
*aware pots.
Frenchman, who is major domo well-fed" feeling, he explained.
of the study.
with at swark Chicago hotel chain.
Bloute, who until recently, ran a
luxury Parisian hotel, says a typical French lunch or dinner plays
up eggs in some form or another
before the main part of the meal.
"Lysol" stops odor!
Eggs that are deviled, coated

Sweethearts
Social Club
Gives Party

r

office
Reeves,
s Rosa
11 SagIi

of pie.
L. Higlurpny, —
d Mra.
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ty school.
. Charles
as seem! CommitShe is a
Teen-Age
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Leo active.
Centenary
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Cr of the
ittee.
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ere electo fill the
the truns
hy, Mrs.
s. Winnie
ese were
s. C. C.
cc Thom-

le of new
ing year
: Mrs. A.
of the
Mrs. HotTeen-Age
nd Mrs.
of Pub-

ington, D. C. The organization will
be the first to hold a convention in
two or more cities in the United
States,
In 1954, the group's convention
carried them to New York City,
Paris, and London.
This year's convention dates are
April 27 through May 5. The first
meeting will be held in Boston,
and the convention will be closed
with an educational meeting and
a diplomatic reception in Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Marjorie Stewart Joyner,
the national supervisor, announced that this year's annual gift to
the Bethune-Cookman college, in
memory of Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune, will be
the largest gift
made since her death.
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Les Debonettes
To Give Four
Seasons Tea

Bridge Club Meets At
Tony's; Gives Prizes

Fairfield
Picks Teacher
Of The Year

*

Deltas Fete Mrs. Wright,
Wife Of Fisk U. Prexy

MONEY NOW
00
$1500 to $100
SHORT TERM LOANS

I

KING FINANCE

Professor To
Study Physical
Handicapped

888 Poplar

JA. 6-0651

'why Ancient Age can.sayr

7 Don't trust
to luck—
•
use

Kills odor germs on contact!

•

Science tells you vinegar
douches can't do the job
the way that "Lysol" can!
"Lysol" really cleans you
inside. Stops odor at its
source. Kills the very
germs that cause odor.
Keeps you nice inside.

Use it regularly. "Lysol"
, brand disinfectant is mild.
It can't hurt you.
Try it. Look for
the new bottle.
Free' Booklet on
douching. Write to
"Lrol." I incoln,
Ill., Box N-361.
rft

6 •••• 6 1166 611•66•6

•

Wifi7Presentw

For Meatless Or
Budget Meals
Use Eggs

or vinegar

Shrimps In
Pepper Case
For Lent

fi green peppers
3 tablespoons chopped celery
2 tablespoons chopped onions
3 tablespoons butter
1 teaspoon salt
2 eggs
2 tablespoons 16 teaspoons) golden brown prepared mustard
I cup soft bread crumbs
1-4 rut milk
2 (ups Cooked, deveined shrimp
1-4 cup grated cheese
Cut. off tops and remove seeds
from peppers. Place Peppers in
boiling water 5 minutes. Drain.
Saute celery anti onions in butter; add salt and pepper. Beat
elms ilightly; add golden brown
prepared mustard and blend. Add
bread erumhs, milk and shrimp
Combine with celery mixture and
fill peppers. Sprinkle top with
grated cheese and hake in a moderate oven 375o about 30 minutes.
Make's A servings.

rOU

LOANS
SIGNATURE
AUTO.FURNITURE
There is a F•011011 why peopl• hike
to do businest with us. You, too,
wilt lik• our courteous treatment
and desire to help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 800 P.M.
Closed All Day Saturday

DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
152 MADISON AVENUE
- Herne cs,...e
H..,,. Operated
Phone JA 5-7611

WENERS
Bootery
Nationally Famous
SHOES FOR LESS
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1070 on your dial Ammi
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IF
YOU CAN
FIND A BETTER
BOURBON
...IVY IT!"

All we distill Is Kentucky straight
bout bon,
We know that bourbon of the finest
quality requires choice grains. That',
all we use. We know, it calls for the
greatest skill in distilling. The men
who guide the making of Ancient Age
are the most experienced in the industry. And it takes lots of time. That's
why we wait six full years for careful
aging to bring the quality ingredients
to their peak of maturity.

And to safeguard the uniform qual.
Ity of Ancient Age, we distal it at ono
place only... at the Ancient Age dia.
finery in Frankfort, Kentucky,..the
heart of the bourbon country.
Nothing has been spared to make
Ancient Age the greatest bourbon of
them all. We invite you to try it to.
night. After one taste, you'll understand why we can make the challenge:
"If you can find a better bourbon...
buy id"

mienitage
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY • 6 YEARS Oil so Proof 1955 ANciiNT AGE DISTILLING CO.,RANK40r,111/.

DEFENDER

Davis
Sammy
,
Vaughan
liasie,
Cotmt
so they say_
Put Chicago On Torrid Rock'Kick
Sat., March IS, 1958

By AL MONROE

IF YOU SAW plat "Lost Boun- who looms a comer of class. —
daries" on ABC-TV Tuesday night DAKOTA STATON who closed
you must have wondered IF successful cafe date in Detroit last
WHAT HAPPENED at end was week is headed for recording stutrue picture of how the experi- dio (Calitol's Broadway branch) in
ment actually eneded, THE NOT New York. — BIGGEST COMPLIunusual experience of a "Passing" MENT on Nat Cole's periormance
family having its true racial ident- of "W. C. Handy" in pix, "The
LORAY WHITE, now Mrs.
ity exposed finally as was brought St. Louis Blues" came from guy
Sammy Davis, Jr. isn't sitting
who
EVERhasn't
and
won't
perhaps
see
out in the film. — WELL
pretty waiting for her hubby
THING told on your screen was the flicker. — THAT WOULD be
to complete rehearsal as you
correct until the very end. — THE Handy himself now carrying on as
SON DID not visit Harlem, wit- "blind genius of the blues." HANness a murder and after being DY'S COMMENT after listening to
cleared return to his father and soundtrack recording "Guy gives
finally the family, as the pix would the tune the thing it was meant
have you believe. — WHAT AC- to have when you sing the blues."
TUALLY happened is the son, TIME MAGAZINE's comment on
joined by a white youth, crossed Johnny Mathis' singing: "His
the continent to stay with his Col- phrasing was fresh, his diction irored aunt and entered a West reproWehable, his dramatic sense
Coast university as "white" all the unfailing." — AND MATHIS' detime concealing his aunt's identity cision on Mathis (in same publiby refusing to take any of his cation) "I could make one film
and Vegas and have it all." SAM class mates to his new home.
FIRST AND ONLY white to know M YDAVIS, Jr., is leaving the litthe truth was the kid who hitch-1 tle matter of "working" entirely
hiked across the country with up to his wife, the former Lothe youngster. — FINALLY, AT ray White of atagedom. IF SHE
the insistence of the aunt who fig- CHOOSES to work, sing or dance;
entirely up to her. Sammy is
ured all along that the other boy
was white, the latter became lost offering no suggestions either
her
SON,
THE
— THE GAL DOESN'T have
—
way
In Los Angeles.
nephew, gave up "passing" and to work unless she wants to, of
returned to his parents, in New course. —
"GATEMOUTH" MOORE, the
Hampshire.
JOE LOUIS, JESSE OWENS and famed blues singer turned preachlater
er is back in Chicago after somethe other Alabamans who
became nationally known stars will what stormy session in Alabama
In
appearances
personal
where he served as, radio-preachmake
Montgomery, Ala., March 2fi to 29 er and disc jockey for two seawhen Negroes In the sector cele- sons. —HE'S CURRENTLY operbrate the 75 anniversary, "Teach- ating a cleaning establishment in
ers Association." — STARS ARE Evans hotel while awaiting a spot
being assembled by J. Warwick to return to the radio via a ChiHardy who was in Chicago last cago station. — HIS TWO CADILweek. — LATEST ARRIVALS on LACS are glamourizing the boule"sock row," Johnny Mathis and vards on Chicago's southside in
Sam Cooke, are well on their say meantime. — HEART TELL LARto million record sales WMI ONLY RY STEELE is concentrating on
FEW months experience support- offer to take his Smart Affairs to
Mg their debuts on big time. — Europe and several other foreign
FRANK SINATRA, broke twice — sectors before summer has set
before he made first dime and In.
after squandering many — is back
MAE ELSTON BROWN back
In chips with pix assignments that from her trip to Los Angeles is
million
five
him
bring
looking as fit as a Hollywood star
figure to
In next two years.—ONE OF TIIE and has some new items for her
RARE sights in pictures is one , clientele.
that ails:we Louise Beavers shootMae takes this trip annually
ing to death an errant cowboy,' and it seems to ready her for the
(oW') currently running on screen big season ahead.
"James Boys, Jesse and Frank" FINIS HENDERSON is seen at
— CHICAGO MAY SOON the Chez almost as often as SAM ▪
get a series of dramatic shows on MY DAVIS shows up their being
order of the old "Lafayette Play- such good friends.
to be housed in a near-loop
•
ETHEL GAVIN STEWART Is so
VOI
theatre. SHOULD DEAL JELL, busy these days with the musical
Arthur Peterson will he managing life that she can ah hardly find
director of the productions.
time to attend South Side affairs.
ANSWER TO LETTERS receiv- Working with the new committee
By LES MATTHEWS
ed department: Earl Basie is a which is boosting sales for the
O'Clock
dancer and not "Mr. One
ALLIED ARTS CORP's presenta- NEW YORK — A statuesque
Jump" who of course is Mr. Count tions.
mother of nine, who is active in
Basic, the orkster and piano pluck- CLIFFORD EATON Is mighty Hoboken, N. J., politics has notier. FROM NEW YORK comes re- happy over the success of the fied her attorneys,
Eugene K.
port that former Chicagoan
concert of the HAMPTON CHOIR Jones and Morris Somers, to start
Treyv
Wxxis who bought Savannah
at Dunbar Sunday afternoon. Sev- proceedings against the City of
Churchill to the attention of sing- eral persons attending the affair New York,
ing-talent agents is 'managing' an- observed -that the program ma- Mrs. Fula Thomas charged two
other "hopeful"(femme of course) terial was a bit too heavy.
police officers with abusing her
when she turned to them for
aid. The officer arrested her and
charged her v•ith disorderly conduct but the case was dismissed
in Magistrate's court
•.•
Al Nibbler cancelled his Bird'
land date because he would have
to fly to Europe to fill his en"Swing into Spring," the NBC-' Goodman, added an outstanding gagement. nibbler, who said
TV musical show starring Benny' pops vocalist and two jazz mu- Monday „hat if he was born to
sicians to its cast. Singer Jo Staj, fly he would have wings, will
ford, vibes player Red Norvo and sail.
pianist Teddy Wilson — are the Lionel Hampton, due hack from
additions.
The show will be colorcast Wednesday, April 9, 910 p. m.
Wilson started on the road to
fame in the mid-1930s and Norvo
in the early 1940s. Both Wilson
and Norvo played in Goodman's
trio, quartet and sextet units.
The cast of headliners for • Swing
into Spring" also includes six other top showbusiness personalities
— Harry James. Ella Edger.
ald, Dave Garroway, jazz musician Ralph Burns and dancers
Bahim Linn and Rod Alexander.

Loop,Southside
Box Office Set
Merry, New Pace

Mrs. Sammy Davis Before Marriage
might suspect here. Rather
this is one of the scenes from
last season's play, "Joy Ride"
when Mrs. Davis was more in-

terested in preparing herself
for appearance on stage and
not for role of being a housewife.

Sarah Vaughan before nightly
Jima that are setting records for
club
night
and
theatre
Chicago's
the cozy wine and dine spot. Sacircles hit a new high the past rah, always a favorite in Chiweek and there are a trio of cago is slated for a return theatre.
good reasons. Count Basic, Sarah date here later in the year.
Vaughan and Sammy Davis, jr.,
She is also scheduled to sail for
were on the menu.
concerts in Europe this Spring.
Of the trio of attractions only
This trip abroad will be Sarah.
Basic departs as the new week
first in many seasons. Likewise it
begins. He was only one of trio
will be her longest. Bookings alplaying a theatre engagement, the
ready set will keep her abroad
only "flesh" theatre show in town.
several months. She will also be
As for Sammy Davis' role he
a television program over
was, and still is, star of a fast offered
which she may not be able
moving floor show at the exclusive there
to inter-continental
Chez Paree night club. For Sam- to accept due
my it is his annual round of most committments.
But back to the story. Chicago's
exclusive nightery and hotel cirseldom
cles. The other spots he'll play entertainment stem has
as it is right
include New York's Copacabana, been as congested
at Rein
'em
packing
Basic
the Eden Roc in Florida and Ciro's now.
wowing patrons of
or one of the other very exclusive gal, Davis
comcafes in Hollywood. His stay at Chez Pane and Sarah Vaughn
local Chez is limited as are most pleting a limited engagement at
more
What
Kelly's."
of his engagements since so many , "Mr.
enter.
places seek his talents whenever can one ask for in way of
tainment? Who else would do as
available.
The popular "Mr. Kelly's" on well on menu at this time when
Chicago's northside is presenting money is not in abundance of old?
By ROB ROY

•

MANHATTAN MEMO:
EVANSTON - to - Chicago - to - hands of athlete's wife Who is
training
Lake Meadows should be fitting' with hubby in spring
PART about
title to last week's flare up on camp? — TOUGH
only Nosey and the playtriangular kick. STORY IIAS TO if-is that
er's wife have this information
do with that Evanston cutie who
has not been shown
letter
since
came to the city in search of third
party who was "nosing her out" the player. * If •
KNOWING THE third party lived
"WILL SOMEONE Please re
in Lake Meadows but not certain
mind I,ois Wayman that she's not
of which building she searched 'em
to turn dye
all until right name turned up on the right paint (???)
hair blonde?" says this week's
bell in building Number 5 ?. — her
ANOTHER
STILL
FINALLY GAINING entrance by mail bag. —
letter asks Nosey to Inform poputo
went
she
bell
another
pushing
Mocks from the hospital and legMary Brown that she was
the floor and door of lady whom lar
ged it to his wife, Delores, at
"visited" by strictly "informal" in those cockbeing
was
knew
she
Sydenham hospital "The red light
tail pants she was wearing at Blue
her own boy friend whose car
lingered too long," Dale said.
Tiger formal 'tother night. — N.
stood outside. — SHE KNOCKED
Tommy "Dr. Jive" Small disc
at bottom of letter says "same
ON door but was linable to gain B.
Jockey show will be heard in
outfit was objected to at another
entrance. IN PROTEST SHE anrecently." — IS THAT
Chicago for 13 weeks according
nounced her intentions to re- formal
Mary?
to his nec, sponsor a hair tonic.
main outside the apartment until true,
ARE wondering about
Small, a native of Atlanta, now
someone opened the door. — 'THEN IF YOU
blackeye certain R(senwald housea resident of Jamaica, L. I.,
SOME NEIGHBOR horned into the
owns NOSEY CAN solve your
Is one 1 the favorite record
picture and blue coats arrived to wife
— SEEMS THE HOUSEspinners in New York.
CART THE Evanstonian away and curiosity.
WIFE let something out of the
permit the sportsman inside to
bag while hubby was listening on
leave the building. —
phone. — BEING A SWITCH•••
BOARD operator she had calling
IF CHANCE COMES see the pic- hubby to hold on while she atture "St. Louis Blues." Nosey has, tended boss' wishes on another
AND SHALL NEVER forget the line. — NOT KNOWING elle had
sterling performance by Pearl failed to close switch hubby heard
Bailey, the sex-spilling of Eartha her say to the boss (and hubby,
Kitt and W. C. Handy role as incidentally) "Gee, but you have
essayed by Nat King Cole. — THIS sweet voice." — THAT WAS ALL
By HAZEL WASHINGTON
IS merely a part of the sock pic- hubby needed for him to connect
ture offers. — THERE W NS LOTS "the boss" with his own wife, and
HOLLYWOOD — From here it
of "would like to whistling'. ast air.
looks like Harry Belafonte and lus
add a blackeye to her collection
port last week when wife of SamHarbel Productions company with.
when she arrived home from
my Davis, ir., left her plane. —
Sol Siegel co-producing are really
work. —
GAL, HAS LOTS to offer adla Kitt
serious and going ahead with their
THOSE GUYS AND gals who
and Dandridge. — BOBBY JOHNfirst big one. Harry and Sol have
rushed purchases (down payment)
SON is no longer a member of
borrowed Swedish actress leger
"The Three Rhythm Kings" hav- on homes in Hyde Park district
Stevens as the leading lady for
ing been replaced by Bobby Mur- hoping to sell 'em to slum clear"End of the World." (row Parahoofer. ance hoard at a profit are in for
Broadway
ace
phy,
mount through MGM.
"MITCH," ANOTHER member of surprises. — THE PROPERTY IS
The production of this spine chillthe team is hubby of Chicago's being evaluated on basis of "worth'
ing story will start around the midace model VIVIAN PRYOR. — and not what they promised to
dle of March and deals with three
McKIE FITZHUGH, the WGES pay for the homes. — ONE THING
survivors of a nuclear atfack on
disc jockey and owner of D. J. TO admire about present "had"
New York City. Just the thought
lounge is in hospital very sick. — weather is that it keeps off street
of what could happen, when and if, ETHEL "BLONDE" FITIPAT- NOSEY JOINS ethers in wishing cars THE ODD FIGURES who
a nuclear attack took place, not RICK's night at 377 Club on 75 McKie a speedy recovery — board the bus and cars with canes
only in New York or any city, street Thursday attra( tee a host CHARLIE FARRELL is home but and pails of
"bait" looking like
yours or mine, is enough to of spot's patrons and Ethel's ad- may return to hospital for operabackwoods farmhands. — KILLER
make your flesh crawl. The possi- merers. Here popular Ethel Is tion soon. — BILL "LITTLE WILbilities of this picture are tre. shown as she rose to move for LIE" Driver has about recover- 'ARCHWAY" JOHNSON, one of
mendous.
center of the stage and accom- ed from attack of "Ile that had Sugar Ray's managers, also man•••
panylnl Introduction to guests, She him bedded for several days. — ages sta.e talent. — HEAR TELL
one of the artists on Basic show
I wearing the latest in "sack"
Miss Stevens hasn't been around is
QUITE OFT-EN the corner gro- tact "-en's was 'here on ASSIGNtoo yong, but she has certainly sr- gowns for the occasion,
cer can, without knowing, cause MENT from Killer's "stable." —•
rived, in so far, as haying had
a rift with ranks of a home as IS IT TRUE that one of the
some good parts. Her first was a's • •
- /
happened Saturday. NOSEY IS nightly big time ringsiders at
Mr.
with' Der Bingle (Crosby) in "Man
THINKING about the housewife Kelly's" listening
to
Sarah
on Fire." and with Yul Brynner
who went into store at 47 and Drex- Vaughan vfas
interested in more
in "Buccaneer" soon to he releasel to do her weekly shopping. than her
singing of songs?—WILed and "Cry Terror."
WHAT THE LITTLE lady did not
ARD
COLF:
of
playground setup
Johnny Mathis, whom I predict
know IS THAT HUBBY also shops is
recinient of bonus from World
has as wonderful a future as any
for groceries in the store and for
War I which means he s been al.
moment, has a strong desire to •1
another apartment. — ANYWAY
most 40 years collecting the someplay dramatic roles, and based on
JUST AS she started to leave
HOLLYWOOD — (INS) — Harry butcher asked if she wanted her thing like 8700. — MY, MT, BUT
this desire and with the encouragement of Mrs. Lillian Fontaine, Belaforte's leading lady in "End calf-liver the husband had order- THEY did good job of hushing
up" shortage in certain real estate
mother of Joan Fontaine, Johnny
Of The Wcrld" is blonde Swedieh ed "as he does every week." THE
will ,enter the New York Actors
mam LAD KNEW well that if hubby office — WONDER why? Nosey
Inger
Stevens
been
has
who
hocStudio in the fall, taking an actbong t meat every week they nev-1 would like to know.
rowed' from Paramount by
YOUSE GUYS wishing to move
ing course.
er showed up at "home." —
S's
for this Sol C. Siegel drama. I BUT SHE ACCEPTED the calt-i Into Lake Meadows, hut actually
Young Mathis' first contact with guess the word "drama" is an im- liver took it home and said noth• do not belong SHOULD THINK
picture making, was his singing derstatement, it's a chiller about Mg to hubby about the purchase twice before moving in. — PROOF
MI. — HUBBY ATE THE -liver and THAT MANAGEMENT means
of the title song of "A Certain the only three survivors of
Smile," which is being made at Clear attack on New York City.
said nothing but understood where business about "no foolishness"
20th Century Fox.
Siegel is joining forces with she had found it because HIS will be seen in the total of 21 evie•
Rumors were 'red hot' that GreBelafonte's own independent set- GIRL FRIEND had informed him Bona carried out this month. —
ta Garbo who had visited the MG up. 'ailed ilarhcl
Productions, and that the mistake had been made. YOU GOTTA be right and "live
M lots last week, would be signed he and
Harry will he co-producers. — WHAT HE SOESN'T KNOW, right" to move in and STAY IN
to play the role of the Mother Suhowever, is that wifey also knows Lake Meadow's.
perior in "The Nun's Story,'. but it, About Inger, you remember she and is waiting for chpnce to break ON SUBJECT of "tickets" link
for
now developes that Garbo's corm' is the girl who made her acreen the news. — NOSEY'S SUGGES-1 a big test case as result of blue.
mitments will not permit he rto debut with Bing Crosby In "Man TION to hubby is that he either coats stopping and
searching car
On Fire" and has since done
take the part.
do wife's shopping or choose an- of a well known lawyer. — LAWNow the hopes are that Bettel "Buccaneer" with Yul Brynner other store to get groceries for his YER
SURNIFETED
to
th
M•
Davis will be well enoogh to play and "Cry Terror" also at MG
girl friend. — WONDER WHAT "search," got his license back be.
the part, which will be shot parthat certain barmaid would say if cause there was apparently no
Rally in Africa and in Belgium. in wishing her a speedy recovery she knew as Nosey does, that: traffic violation to
warrant Ito
Bette is still under the weather, and a chance to take part in this letter she sent to a certain big being held. — NOW
1,00K FOR
but on the mend, and I join others, fine story.
league ball player is now in the, fireworks as a result

Al Nibbler Cancels Date To
Air Trip; Takes Boat

Teddy Wilson Picked
For Swing' TV Show

his tour at the end of March will
leave two weeks later for a South
American aunt.
Chicago's prodigal son, Warren
LaRue, is managing the renovated
"Shack Cafe" which is fast becoming the rendezvous of the late
set. LaRue has two exciting aides
in Verdelle "Slim"
Scott and
Virginia Weikel:.
Famed Roxy Theater will abandon its stage show after 30 years.
•• •
A big battle is brewing in
Harlem's 14th Assembly district
over the Assembly seat vacated
by 41•year.old Kenneth Phipps
who was sworn in as a Magistrate Friady. Talk of a Puerto
Rican being groomed for the seat
has the District workers up in
Newsna erman Dale Wright was
so elated over the birth of his
son that he jumped out a cab six

Garner On
'Marathon'
27 Hours
Erroll Garner was saluted by
WAJC-fm in Indianapolis in a 2'7
hour marathon broadcast, which
began at 10 p m. on Friday, Feb.
28.

and Gibson,
famous producers and equally
as popular when doubling as
act and stars of their own
shows are preparing a nen hit
to be seen in several clubs
about the nation, among them
Roberts in Chicago and Flame
in Detroit.

Program had backing of the Indianapolis Jazz Club and Butler
University. Local celebrities dropped in to salute Garner throughout broadcast. Show programmed
over 9 hours of Garner recordings,'
and rounded out show wilt other'
jazz artists from Columbia catalogue. Garner highlighted program, calling for an on-the-air
telephone interview. from Boston,
where he was appearing at Storyyule, During Garner call to broadcast, over 150 persons crowded
the radio station to eat a celebration cake, baked for Garner.
Indianapolis program was second salute to Garner daring current Columbia celebration. WRCA,
New York, dedicated C hour MARATHON broadcast to Garner last
weekend.

S's

HOLLYWOOD

fieiatonte s
Leading Lady
rhosen By MGM

Event was touched off by Columbia Records Distributors there,
in conjunction with ERROLL
GARNER MONTH at Columbia.

ouvrr ?dl/LLER

This

D %ROT
STATON. famous
Capitol recording star who
ended a successful stay at De-

troll's Flame will likely be Included n a "package show"
slated to tour nation this spring.
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iSees Doby
As Spark
To Advance

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — Ken-I Houston.
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. - (INS) —
neth Phillip Adams is the seven- "We won the game tonight, and
year-old son of Coach Ed Adams you can tell Kenneth that we won Connie Johnson, the elongated
the Baltimore
of the Texas Southern basketball 1 the game for him. You can also righthanded ace of
can beat
team. Kenneth's favorite sport is tell .him that the boys are de- Orioles, believes his team
basketball, and whenever the Ti-,(ermined to win the final game the New York Yankees in the
sedan.
gers play in the home floor, Ken- for him."
talk,
neth is usually sitting on the, The Tigers won the final game, This may sound like high
it can
bench with the players. There 103 to 91, but there were times but Connie is confident
have been times when Coach Ad- during the game when it seemed be done.
con- "I'm expecting the Orioles to
SIMS took Kenneth on trips with as if Adams would have to
the sixhim. Whenever Kenneth is with vey some sad news to Mrs. Ad- finish first or second,"
declared.
the team the Tigers have won, so anis in Houston. The two teams foot-four inch pitcher
neck-to-neck in -We've got plenty of potential if
Kenneth has become a symbol of were running
that final period, and it was not everybody comes thrbugh and now
victory with the players
Kenneth was unable to make until the Florida team lieed under that we've got Larry Doby there's
we cawelo."
e 750-mile trip from Houston to,the terrific speed of play that the no telling how high
Ilahaisee, Fla., last week when, Tigers were able to gain a sub- EDGED BY TIGERS
Everybody knows the Orioles
e Tigers came out here to play I stantial lead.
and were
Florida A and M university to de- "I didn't feel safe until I notic- finished fifth last season
beginning
termine the winner of the NAIA ed the Florida players
knew
district 6 title and the right to to tire," said Adams. "I
bench
compete in the national NAIA tour-, then that I had a stronger
than Oglesby, and I also felt that
ney in Kansas City, Mo.
we would win the game.
The Tigers lost the first game,
"The Florida team, during the
IM to 91, and that Friday night
entire three games, fought with
when Coach Adams called his wife,
determination. We have a better
In Houston and told her the sad,
go to OglesYour left , team, but credit must
news, she replied:
by and his team for the great
your luck piece at home."
they made to win the ser"Yep. We didn't have Kenneth fight
here with us for this game," came lea.DORY
two games
JOHNSON
back Adams in a mournful man- : The victory in the
the Texas
ner. "But we'll get started tomor- in Tallahassee gives
first division
a
for the season. just edged out of
row and try and win the next two team a 24-4 record
berth by the Detroit Tigers — but
of
champions
visitation
Florida,
games for him."
ate Ath- hardly anyone expects them to go
The Texas Southern team won the Southern Intercollegi
year all the way in 1958 — especially
the
finished
Conference,
lete
and
103,
Saturday night, Ill to
at the expense of the champion
mark.
22-4
a
with
to
call
Adams made another
Yankees.
The 35-year-old Johnson, who ha
OLD HAT T0 ADAMS
a 14-11 record last season, beat the
brought
Tallahassee
Yankees three times. Johnson
' Playing the national NAIA tour- The trip to
to Harvey, showed he was Paul Richards's N,
y is not a new experience for back some memories
in
made
here,
1 hurler by leadiats the staff in
dams, who is in his ninth year of his first trip
had taken
as head mentor at Texas South- 1916, shortly after he at More- innings pitched (242,) complete
coaching
games (14) and strikeouts (177.)
ern. Last year his team defeated over football
from Col- "I expect to win 20 this year,"
Mississippi Vocational college, Ala- house after graduating
Johnson said matter of factly.
bama State to win the sixth dis- gate.
trict crown, and then went to thel "We came down here to play "This should be my best year.
quarter-finals at Kansas City be- the Florida team, and at that time I'm at my peak physically and
fore they were eliminated, 91-72, there were only a few frame I think I have developed enough
by Pacific Lutheran. The Tigers , buildings on the campus," he said. pitches to keep the hitters off
lost to McNeece in the 1956 N. A. "The late J. B. Bragg was coach- stride."
ing the Florida team and his son, Doby, of course, has been the
I. A. final.
to friends as center of attraction at the Oriole
In 1956 Texas Southern captur- J. B. Jr., known
.288 and drove in 79 runs for the
was the quarterback.
at
Jubie,
tourney
tip-off
NAIA
the
ed
and were White Sox in 1957, is expected to
Omaha, Nebr., defeating Wiscon- "We scored early
at the half. The Flori- supply the team with much needed
sin State in the final game. B. T. leading, 13-0
touchdowns, power.
Harvey of Alabama State col- da team scored two
The Orioles are going to shorten
of the but missed the extra point, so we
lege and commissioner
their home field fences at BaltiSIAC, would like to take a rest, were ahead. 13-12.
efbut he's headed for Kansas City "Florida had marched the ball more's Memorial Statium in an
after the torrid three-game sir- down to our four-yard line in the fort to give Doby a better home
last two minutes of the game. run target.
es here last week.
Doby is a left-handed swinger,
line had
"And I just left the SIAC tourna- After two attempts at the
faded back but Manager Richards, a fellow
ment which was one of the best been stopped, Jubie
that was inter- known for his platooning, says the
in the history of the meet," said and threw a pass
be kept in
instance, there cepted by one of our players, 33-year-old slugger will
Harvey. "For
ball until the lineup against all types of
were three games decided by one and we held on to the
pitching.
point, two by two points, one by the final whistle blew."
Although Harvey has been in "Doby stays in for it all, wheththree points, and one by five.
50 years, er it's right or left pitching," Rich"There was one big upset during athletics for more than
enthus- ards declared. "We'll need all the
the tournament. Alabama state he still has the vigor and
his ju- power we can get while shooting
was leading Florida by 19 points iasm of a man 40 years
for the first division."
at the half and then lost by one nior.
Doby says he's yen,happy in his
come
to
more
point."
new surroundings.
"I feel we've got a first division
club," Larry said. "I don't care
where he plays me. I just want to
play. I feel I have a big year
coming up."

DOUBLE CHAMPS — The
powerful North Carolina A &
T Aggies really put the whammy on CIAA cage titles taking

if you don't
VERO BEACH, Fla. — (INS) — "You can't hit well
Smith
It's like anything
Rube Walker, understudy to Dod- play regularly.
it
at
work
to
got
ger catcher Roy Campanella for else. You've
six seasons, has his big chance every day."
the No. 1 Dodthis year to become the No. 1 As of now he is
ger catcher but he's running into
backstop on the baseball club.
competition from a couple of reWalker, 31, hit only .181 last
ceivers, Joe Pignatano, 28, and
games
60
only
in
played
but
ear
John Rosebora, 24.
Campy
durable
usually
when the
Roseboro is rated a great prosindisposed.
was
pect but he may not be ready yet.
major
The top-ranked small college in
Walker has a lifetime
Fresco Thompson, Dodger vice
little
league batting average of .230 in president in charge of farm clubs, the nation this season was
(Ohio), and
10 years. He sent four years with says Roseboro may turn out to College of Steubenvilie
the outstanding small college playthe Chicago Cubs before coming be the top Dodger catcher but he
er undoubtedly was Jim Smith, the
to Brooklyn.
adds:
Barons' great center.
Everyone in the Dodger camp "I'm not saying that Rosebore
In fact the rise of the Barons as
at Vero Beach concedes that will even stick with the Dodgers a basketball team to be reckoned
Walker is a capable receiver but this season, but he's got a great with has been attributed
largely
they worry about his hitting.
potential.
to the 6-6, 230 - pound senior
Campanella, however, who lies "If it develops that he needs from Homestead, Pa.
semi-paralyzed in a Long Island
more experience I'd rather see In his four-year career at Steuhospital after a crippling auto achim back at Montreal, playing benville, Smith compiled a total
cident, to be frank was not any regularly than sitting on the bench of 2,048 points, a record pergreat shucks as a hitter over the
formance.
at Los Angeles."
past few years.
hit .273 for Montreal Steubenville completed the regRoseboro
last
and
.219
hit
In 1956 Campy
last year and got seven homers. ular season this year with a 24-1
season he hit ,242 somewhat below
He was called up by the Dodgers record, including a skein of 23
.276.
of
average
his lifetime
in late season and hit .145, appear- consecutive wins. The Barons dethat
There are some who say
clined an invitation to the NAIA
ing in 35 games.
headed
tournament at Kansas City this
Campy, at 36, has already
had
have
month, hoping that it would receive
r the hill and might
first
the
for
an invitation to rhe National Infight on his hands
a
took
He
vitational Tournament in New
string job this season.
York City.
pay cut when he signed early this
There is no doubt Smith will be
spring.
soug'.t after by the pros. Already
Walker, a sincere sort of a guy,
he has been tapped to play in the
Is determined to prove that he can
mnual East-West all-star game in
hit if he plays regularly and also
New York March 29.
to prove to the skeptics that he is
He has been the Barons' breadnot the slowest man in the Naand-butter performer the past two
tional league.
years and led the team in reHe's a 210-pounder and stands
bounding in ea(' of his four years
6 foot 1 — a good target for the
of varsity competition.
Dodger pitchers.
In that span, incidentally, the
Of Campanella's accident, h
Barons have never tasted defeat
says:
on home floors, bagging 52
"I can't begin to tell you how
straight. Steubenville College does
sorry I am about Campy getting
not have its own gym and played
hurt.
home games on the floors of
"I'd much rather have things
Steubenville High school and in
as they were instead of as they
other gyms in the area.
are. I'd like to think the two of
Smith was always at his best
us could go along just as we've
when the chips were down, thrivalways done."
ing on pressure. When a ganie was
Walker is confident he will do
close, he scored anywhere from
11 right at bat if he gets the
20 to 30 points.
JIM SMITH

IR,

er

*banal to play regularly.

"1958

By H. G. DAWSON, JR.

•

Puts
Barons On
age Map

Sa

DURHAM, N. C. — A. & T. College of Greensboro added the
CIAA Tournament (Town to the
championship already won in visitation play by whipping North
Carolina College 70 to 63 in a dramatic comeback,
The finals of the 13th Annual
witnessed
CIAA Tournament w
by a tUrn-away crowd estimated
in excess of 5,000, the largest
crowd ever t- witness a CIAA
hardwood tourney.

("

CampySpot Goes
To Rube Walker

A & T Nips
Eagles In
Final,70-63

both the visitation and the
loop's tourney to select the
representative .1 take part In
the NCAA regional playoffs at

('.rambling College. From left
to right are Charlie Harrison,
Charles
Ackneil Muldrow,
Tupponce, Joe Cotton, Vinson

Miller, Bernard lInsselrig, Walter 1101(7•4111., Al Attics. Gerald Junior, Donald Edwards,
Joe Howell, and Coach Cal
Irvin.

Bucs Pin Hopes
On 6 Tan Stars

HOWELL LEADS RALLY
Trailing most of the way, the
Jot Howell led Aggies stepped it
up during the last three minutes
in a superlative display of shooting fireworks.
In taking both the visitation and
tournament laurels, A. & T. becomes the 'ourth team in CIAA
Other
history to pull the trick
double winners include West Virginia State, 1948; Winston-Salem,
1953; and Maryland Stat. College,
1946.
The Aggies won undisputed
rights to represent the CIAA in
Grambling
the NCAA playoffs
College in Louisiana.
In the consolation opener, the
Shelton Matthews coached Virginia State College Trojans dumped
the Morgan Bears 67 to 60.
1ST TOURNEY TITLE
In the A. & T. winning cards.
Howell, an All-Conference forward
from Philadelphia, poured in 23
points, including 7 field goals and
9 of 10 free throws, giving the
Aggies their first tournament
championship in the 13-year-old
history of the event.
He was edged out in the voting
by teammate Joe Cotton, a 6'4"
Garysburg, N. C. pivot man. who
was named the tournament's most
valuable player.
Cotton was the tourney's highest scorer with 74 points in three
games.
For bringing the unseeded North
Carolina College Eagles from
sixth place in the visitation standings to the finals, Coach Floyd H.
Brown was named the Mornss'ent's most outstanding coach.

and is one of the hardest gatters
in the NIL to walk. He received
The
—
CHICAGO — (ANP)
only 13 bases on balls in 1956 and
Pittsburgh Pirates, hoping for im- was issued only 23 last year.
proved fortunes over their 1957 DANIELS MARES RID
seventh place finish in the National
Daniels. a product of American
league, will have six tan players on Legion baseball, has been in the
their roster during spring training. Pirate farm system since 1951
Upon one of them, Roberto Cle- Manager Danny Murtaugh thinks
mente, rest a great deal of these he's ready for the majors.
hopes. Upon another, Bennie Dan• With Hollywood in the Pacific
iels, rest some hope that the Biles' Coast League last season, Daniels,
pitching staff will be gilren a need- compiled a record of 17 victories
ALL CIAA SELECTIONS
ed lift.
FOR 1958
and eight losses. He hurled 31 consUpon still another, Gene Baker plete ,games, tops in the league.
Brightful, Morgan State
Charles
rest the hope that he can come He struck out 116 batters, but
College; John Syphax, Howard
through with a truly fine season, walked 121, another league tops.
University; James Sligh, Nsarth
perhaps at third base
His earned run mark, however,
Carolina College; Wilfred John.
Other tan players Jim Pendle- was a nifty 2.95.
WInston-Salem Teachers College;
StevC.
R.
ton, Roman Jejias and
Daniels' best season in baseball
Joe Howell, A & T College; Ronvaluable
contribute
might
ens —
was with Lincoln in the Western
ald Garner, Mocgan State College.
bits to the 1958 fate of the Pi- League in 1956. He turned in a
rate..
performALL CIAA TOURNA1FENT
remarkable 15-won-3-lost
Young Clemente — he won't be ance.
SELECTIONS FOR MS
24 until August 18 — was the third
Baker, the veteran infielder, was
Cotton, A & T College; Al
Joe
highest batter (.311) in the NL acquired by the Pirates in a big CLEVELAND WILLIAMS, Touga- Attie', A & T College; James
by
year
last
in 1935. But harassed
deal last spring with the Chicago loo Southern Christian College Siigh, North Carolina College;
a back ailment, he was some- Cubs. This will be the 32-yearold cage captain, closed out a brit. Charles Brightful, Morgan State
batHe
ent.
disappointm
a
thing of
Davenport, Is., native's fifth full tient collegiate career here against College; Frank Keitt, Shaw United only .253 in 111 games.
Mississippi Industrial college scor- versity.
season in the majors.
In 1956, he drove in 60 runs.
With the Pirates and Cubs, in ing 30 points. Thi 30 point outCOACH
Last season, he dropped to 30.
123 games last year, Baker batted put ran the Tougaloo "Jumping MOST OUTSTANDING
Floyd II. Brown, North Carolina
Defensively, Roberto leaves lit- .2154 He drove in 46 runs.
Jack's" season's total to 484
topnotch
a
tle to be desired. He is
points for 2:1 games; it also ran College.
AVERAGE PICKS UP
MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
ball hawk and has speed to range
Gene has played all infield Po- his four-year regular season total
throwHis
Field.
AWARD
Forbes
spacious
except first base. Last year, to 2,315 points. These were scored
sitions
ing arm is almost the best in the for Pittsburgh he played at sec- in 96 regular season games and
Joe Cotton, A es T College
SPORTSMANSHIP
majors. In 1956, he had 17 assists. ond and third and was not greatly gives Williams a four-year aver.
If he can show- a resurgence at impressive at the plate. Then, he age of 24.3 points per game.
AND TEAM DECORUM
give
the plate this year, he can
Shaw University
got to see regular action at short
Pittsburgh quite a lift. He strikes stop (the position in which he
zone
strike
the
at anything near
starred in the minors) and his avStarling, the tackle that all teams
erage batting picked up.
decided to run against but gave
Mejias, who spent part of the
up in sheer desperation; Adrian
1957 campaign with the Columbus
Lewis, who like his brother, Ulyclub of the International League,
saes, developed into one of the
burgh. He hit a respectable .275.
truly great Tiger performers;
He filled in ably for Clemente
Wade Sutton, Hubert Ray Smith,
his
out
with
when the latter was
Coach John A. Merritt sent his Lewis Slater, and James Williams,
miseries.
football
back
Jackson State College
all dependable in the clutch, will
Pendleton's contributions last hopefuls back to work after the
replaced.
Don Hodge of Wichita, Kans., season were restricted to utility severe cold weather halted the also have to be
taken up by Mermember of the U. S. 1952 and 1956 and pinchhitting roles. In 46 games spring drills for several days. Chief action
to now has
Olympic wrestling team, has won he batted .305. He is a veteran of Merritt has to come up with cap- ritt and his assistants
big Willie
new honors as a heavyweight am- several seasons in the NL (off-and- able replacements for several out- been the shifting of
to quarterback. Neal has
ateur boxer.
on with Milwaukee) and plays standing performers who will not M. Neal
Hodge punched out a three- both the infield and outfield. be around for action when the all the physical equipment —
— to make the
round decision over Louis ColeStevens, a 23-year-old first base- Tigers open a trouble-packed 1958 4" 200 pounds
Tigers a real find at the all-imman to win the Golden Gloves man, split the 1957 campaign be- menu.
portant post. Merritt is hoping
championship in one of the best tween Hollywood (.225 average in
'-tuts on the 31st annual program 76 games) and Columbus (.294 in Key men to be replaced in- that Neal will have as good
was shifted to
staged at the Cuicago stadium.
59 games.) He has power and has clude Captain Ray Self, All-Amer- year as Self who
Hodge rallied in the second and been highly regarded by the Pi- ican center; Ernest "Little Hut" center for one season's play and
third rounds to win a close de- rates. He hit 27 home runs for Williams, "Now you see it, now became the nation's top man at
you don't" quarterback; Curtis the ;mt.
cision over Coleman, a Chicago Hollywood in 1956.
boxer. A crowd of 11,136 fans saw
the program.
In another stirring bout, Gilbert
Higginbotham of Lafayette, La.,
scored a second sound knockdown
to win the 118-pound championship from Gilbert Martinez of Fort
Worth, Texas. The bout went the
full three rounds, with Higginbotham gaining the decision.
The results of the bouts in the
order in which they were held
were:
135 pounds: Billy Collins, Nashville, Tenn., decisioned Adam Ellison, Zanesville, Ohio.
175 pounds: Kent Green, Chicago, decisioned Loomis Oglesby,
K. nsas City.
Heavyweight: Don Hodge, WichLEAD NEBRASKA UPSETS — ita, Kans., decisioned Louis ColeWhen the Cornhuskers of Nebraska man, Chicago.
160 pounds: Wilbur McClure,
university upset Wilt 'The Stilt'
Toledo, dicisioned John Martin,
Chamberlain and his Kansas
Tool appreciate the CRYSTAL CLEAR palerversity crew, 43-41, and then fol- Wichita, Kans.
147 pounds: oave Holman, Tolowed with a 55-48 upset win over
sins and HIGHER PROOF (91,4) of Gordon's.
ENJOY IT
the nation's No. 1 ranked team, ledo, Ohio, decisioned T. J. Jones,
And it's SO SMOOTH YOU CAN
Kansas State, two sepia cagers Billings, Mont.
thanks to superb bqueur quality.
STRAIGHT—
ToYanez
Gil
pounds:
112
nere the main culprits. Wilson
Fitzpatrick (top) a transfer sill- ledo, Ohio, decisioned Ronnie RatLafayette, La.
Ito,
dent from Central State and Her.
schell Turner led the Huskers In 118 pounds: Gilbert Higginboth110 Ciii
the season's top surprises. Fitz- am, Lafayette, La., decisioned
Worth,
Forth
Martinez,
Gilbert
but
year
patrick is in his final
MOWNOONW
'Turner as sophomore has a prom- Tex as.
ChiMorish,
Fred
pounds:
126
ON CO. L111.
IN
following
career
4—.4010
ising collegiate
DIS011t0 ROM ColtAIN •
George Foster,
W1001 • 100% tiWITIIAI. WOWS
his selection as an Indiana All. cago, decisioned
Cincinnati. Ohio.
State prepster.
By

BILL

BROWER

Cold Stymies
Jackson St.
Grid Sessions

Louis Coleman
Loses Golden
Glove Final

WITH MOST IMPORTANT PEOPLI...IT'S

77terl
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cam*chnesiarl cravoth

MISSOURI — A ;pedal program,
was under way in a Kansas City
school to determine the effective
ness of an intensive counseling
Sot., March 15, 1958
program among Negro students
who were judged potentially superior in ability or aptitude.
the first all- think it very probable that this
The possibility
NORTH CAROLINA — Trial was
basketball year will see a unique All-AmeriAll-America
Negro
set for May in the state's first
E ca: -Every person en it will be a
was suggested by
team
thorough going test of a student's
niagazine this week. According to Negro."
pupil
placement
rights under the
an article in the March 10 edi- The other players shown in aclaw. A church-supported college
tion, there are five Negro c o l- tion in the latest issue of LIFE
became the first private instituiege pleyers "whose talents are are Bob Boozer, of Kansas State
tion in the state to admit a Netoo great and too conspicuous to university, playmaker of t h
gro student.
country's number one team;
be by-passed."
OKLAHOMA — Desegregation
choosing this year's teams gin Baylor, of Seattle universit ,
In
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Action of ary follows:
diswas reported in two more
LIFE says "the selectors auto- currently locked in a battle with
the Little Rock, Ark., school board ALABAMA — The segregation tricts, Berwyn and Oakdale, and
matically start out with Oscar Robertson for national scoring
In requesting a postponement of Issue dominated the gubernatorial desegregation was extended in a
Robertson" of the University of honors; and Wilt Chamberlain, of
Integration program it began six campaign with 14 candidates enter- third district for economic reasons,
Cincinnati. "Most coaches s a y the All-American team last year.
Months ago is the first move of ed in the 'Democratic primary. Ob- A college official proposed moles
to
the 197year-old sophomore is LIFE calls him "even more eftone
Supreme
moderating
S.
a
U.
the
saw
since
servers
kind
this
Mg Langston university, the state's
worth two or three ordinary play- fective this season with a weaker
Court decision of 1954 against campaign speeches with warn- only all-Negro institution which is
ers — it takes that many to team."
school segregation, it was report- ings against racial ill will.
under legislative fire, to Oklahoma
Guy Rodgers of, Temple uniguard him, and even then he gets
ARKANSAS — Little Rock's City or Tulsa.
ed here.
versity, is the shortest player in
loose to score."
Surveying the educational scene school board asked the federal disN.
SOUTH CAROLINA — Two
Oscar Robertson is called "not the group selected by the magaIn a 17-state area, Southern School trict court to postpone integragro colleges in Columbia were atonly sure-fire choice for All- zine — only six feet — but it is
News said also that the number of tion at Central High school. One- tacked anksiefended on charges of
America honors. On the basis of claimed that his speed, agility,
desegregated school districts had of the nine Negro children In atCommunist infiltration in their faperformance over the past season and in senious ball - handling
increased by two to 764 with dis- tendance was expelled after a ser. cilities. Two students from one at
it is possible — and coaches make up for any lack in height.
closure of integration in two hither- lea of incidents involving her and
them sought by mail application
to unannounced Oklahoma sits- white pupils.
to gain admission to the all-white
ricts. There are 3,008 school disDELAWARE — The superintend- University of South Carolina.
Joan Johnson, Dorothy Voting,
Ing homecoming ceremonies,
PORTER BASKETBALL
tricts. There are 3,008 school dis- ent of Wilmington's desegregated
Mildred Franklin, Jacqueline
TENNESSEE — Federal District QUEEN — Miss Norish Truewhen the team defeated the
Supreme
the
by
affected
states
schools reported "little friction or Court in Nashville rejected t h e
Gibson, Barbara Wilkins, and
Carver High team 49 to 27.
grade honor
Court decision which have enroll- difficulty." Desegregation problem City school system's proposal for man, a ninth
Ruby Washington. Seated in
Her court, shown from left,
Porter Junior High
ed in them both white and Negro affecting much of the rest of the a "parents' preference plan" to student at
front of Miss Trueman is Cary
are Misses Berbera Lanos,
school, was selected as the
circuit
pupils.
federal
before
came
state
carry out the court's desegrega- 1958 "Basketball Queen" dm
Hoods, the crownbearer.
, Vivian Chaney, Gloria Miller,
The Little Rock appeal to fed- court in Philadelphia.
the
at
tion order, now effective
eral district court, according to
DISTRICT 01? COLUMBIA—Re- first grade level.
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. —
Southern School News, highlight- tiring Supt. Hobart M. Corning
TEXAS — "Upgrading" of Need a month which saw legal and called desegregation in Washing- gro pupils began in Houston as a
(INS) —Dr. Ralph J. Bunche, urlegislative action on several fronts. ton schools "tremendously suc- prelude to desegregation. Four Nedersecretary of U. N., has eliminfronts.
cessful" in his final report. Cong- groes were refused admittance to
ated himself from any candidacy
As outstanding court actions, it ress was concerned with the fi- white schools in a Houston subfor the United States Senate.
listed rejection of a "parents' pre- nancing, policies and personnel of urb. In Dallas, the police chief
Bundle is a resident of New
ference plan" in Nashville, an or- the Civil Rights Commission.
disclosed he had visited Little Rock
York,
der desegregating schools of Owen
dispreventing
of
means
study
to
FLORIDA — A legislative comCounty, Ky., two circuit coert orThe Nobel Prize winner's name
was investigating the role orders in racial disputes.
ders in Louisiana upholding lower mittee
is one of those being presented to
VIRGINIA — The General Ascommunism in racial unrest and
of
court decisions for desegregation
policy committee of the Liberal
school integration efforts. The at- sembly tadopted a "Little Rock
In New Orleans and invalidation
party by Alex hose, one of the
the Uni- bill" and moved to plug loopholes
enter
to
Negro
a
of
tempt
of Louisiana laws which bar Neprominent leaders. of that faction.
versity of Florida Law school, in anti-integration laws as the
gro registration at white colleges,
'Dr. Bunche made the following
circuit court after Fourth Circuit Court upheld defederal
reached
supand a circuit court ruling
six erneet:
district court denied his pe- segregation orders in Arlington
the
of
program
porting a seven-year
County.
talon.
"In view of coneinning publish•e
"gradual" integration contested by
WEST VIRGINIA — The legis...g that I may
ed tee, erts
the NAACP in Ilarford, County, GEORGIA —The legislature endadjourned without passing
lature
be a candidate for an elective ofed a 40-day session with politics
Md.
wit, school segdealing
bills
fice, I ,wish to make the unqualiActivity on the legislative front, rather than segregation the major any
regation - desegregation. Seating
fied statement that there is no
Said Southern School News, was point of interest. It provided for
tournaboxing
a
at
arrangements
basis for ony such report, that I
marked in Virginia and Mississip- stiffer registration requirements
withdrawal of several
to
led
ment
a
have no interest in and no iraenfor new voters and refused to re.
pi. Virginia's legislature adopted
Negro entries,
lion to be a candidate for any
measure — popularly called "A peal the statewide compulsory
RALPH BUNCHE
elective office and would not be
Little Rock bill" — requiring the I school attendance law.
The Girl Scout and Girl Guide
closing of any school to which fedreceptive to any approach in this
KENTUCKY — Owen County
dependent politically and will reeral troops are dispatched. In was ordered by federal district organizations in 46 countries
direction.
Mississippi, the legislature is con- court to desegregate its high school around the world work togther
"I am and always have been in main so."
sidering bills amending the state in September and to make a through the World Association of
constitution so as to abolish the prompt start toward elementary Girl Guides and Girl Scouts to
requirement for 'free public school desegregation — the seventh which .they all belong. Regardless
Schools."
such coert action in Kentucky. of differences of language, religion
"A "Little Rock bill" failed of LOUISIANA — The Fifth Circuit and cultural patterns, members of
passage in Delaware, and in West Court affirmed four lower court all these organizations observe the
Virginia, now wholly desegregated,
use the treEdgar Liggine, Herman
Robert Burk. Players seated
desegregation orders, including one same Scout laws and
A LION'S SHARE of trophies
the legislature took no action on involving
Or. foil emblem.
Wright, Willie Ward, Charles
, from left are Charles Bowen,
the Pot
by
home
Parish
Orleans
(New
brought
was
measures affecting school segregaWalker, Jimmy Locket. HarEdward Robertson, Thierry
leans) and the other involving four 111i01111111nin1111IIIIIIIIIIIIMI111111111111111111111111111111111
ter Junior High school Lion's,
tion-desegregation.
Petton,
ry Smith, Coach Anderson
Andrew
Reynold,
state colleges. Further appeals
when the players raptured
In a special study of school were planned by the defendants
Bridges, and M. Conley, prin.
ROY CAMPANELLA
Charles Powell, and Louis
three of five trophies offered
Coach J. T. Braxton and his1 all kinds of hard luck and bad
reNews
School
Southern
bonds,
cipal of the school (Photo by
Brooks. Standing. same soder,
from these decisions which were
in that division. Seated in foreSHOWS IMPROVEMENT
hard fighting Bulldogs h 3 v el breaks to ring up its current reported that, despite regional pre- considered a sweeping setback to
Hooks Bros.)
are Coach Charles Williams,
ground is the Lions' trainer,
brought Tougaloo Southern Chris- cord of 19 wins and 9 losses for
occupation with segregation - deFROM PARALYSIS
segregationists.
tian its first championship in sev- the season. This record includes
segregation, southern states were
MARYLAND —The U. S.
GLEN COVE, N. Y. —
enteen years. The Red and Blue 2 wins and 1 loss in the SCAC
approving — and rejecting — the
Fourth Circuit Court upheld a discan do no worst than tie for first Tournament.
school bond issues "at about the puted plan for gradual desegrega- A medical bulletin on Roy Caine
At one time Coach Braxton had
place as they have completed
same rate as the rest of the tion and "selective integration" panella said the injured Los An.
their slate in the Gulf Coast Ath- four starters out with injuries. Durgeles catcher has shown "some
country."
in
were
County.
Plans
Harford
letic Conference with seven wins ing the two and a half week span
The publication said that in announced for further integration improvement" over the past two The Porter Junior High school and three losses. Every other that these four were out Tougaweeks and traction has been rettia last quarter of 1957 sceithern. In Frederick County next fall.
Lions recently completed its most team has lost three or more loo suffered five of the nine lossmoved from his head.
era approved $532400 and reMISSISSIPPI — Constitutional
successful basketball season by games and Tougaloo's two near- es on its record.
jected $12,614,000 worth of bonds,
The 36-year-old catcher sufferremoving
requirethe
amendments
capturing three of the five tro- eat competitors, Dillard and Phil
s rejection rate of 19.2 per cent, ment for
'a uni• ed a broken neck In an auto acof
maintenance
phies offered in the Junior High ander Smith, still have t w o
The figure for the nation as a form system of free public schls." cident in Glen Cove Jan. 23 and
games to play.
N. C. The 91st inaugural ceremonies will be con- tournaments,
whole was $565 million approved
CHARLOTTE,
was
the
paralyzed
from
shouldreported
were
favorably for floor
The Lions went undefeated in The Bulldogs had to overcome
and $138 million disapproved for action in the legislature. Other ers down.
Anniversary of the founding of ducted by Dr. Walter L. Moser,
a rate of 19.7 per cent. Data were
Johnson C. Smith iJniversity end president of the university's Board league play, and won the league
measures called en certain organiz
supplied by the Investment Bankchampionship trophy. They also,
11110111111111119111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIialIIIIII the inauguration of its seventh of Trustees,
to file membership lists.
ations
ers Association of America, Washpresident will be combined ieto Dr. Perry was unanimously elect- won the ninth grade trophy,
ington, D. C:
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
streamlined ceremonies on Easter ed by the Board of Trustees last defeated the Hyde Park e i h
A summary of major developgraduate grade champions by a sccre of
a
April 7
is
Monday,
He
aping.
306 Poplar at Lauderdale
FebruMents state-by-state during
48 to 31 in the tournament finals
The services will begin at 10:00 of Johnson C. Smith university in
Phew* IA 1-6341
championship.
the
for
KenDr.
the
morning.
o'clock in the
the class of 1925. He received
The Lions are coached by
oni-, master of science and the doctor
FcouutnivdeatiD
ortEhee
roawnnf,
theBp
nretchtorlrovfng
Charles Williams and Anderson
of philosophy degrees from the Bridges.
St Louis Mo will deliver the ad- State University of Iowa. In 1956
BOSTON , Mass. — (ANP) —
e p ysica equipment — 6
Coach John A. Merritt has sent all
dress in celebration of the 91st his Alma Mater conferred upon
Death and sickness have struck
$125.00 to $200.00 per his ackson State college foot. 4", 200 pounds — to make the anniversary of the founding of the
Docof
degree
honorary
him the
the family of Bishop Reverdy C.
month - Transportation - ball hopefuls hack to work after Tigers a real find at the alLim- university.
tor of Laws.
TOASTERS _ LAMPS
Ranson, elder prelate of the A
Advanced - Free Room & the severe cold weather halted portant post. Mr. Merritt is hop- Following the address, the proDr. Perry taught chemistry and
drills for several days. ing that Neal will have as good
HEATERS
church.
E.
Board. Send References & the spring
The Hertz Corporation has anMrs. Mrritt will have to come a year as Self who was shifted . gram will continee with the inaug- served as director of the Division
VACUUM CLEANERS
Withing the past fortnight, death
exact age. For More Inforup with some capable replace- to center for one season's play i uration of Dr. Rufus Patterson of Arts and Sciences at Prairie nounced it has nearly tripled its
claimed his former daughter-in- RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
mation Write . . .
ments for several outstanding and became the nation's top man Perry as the seventh president of View State college from 1925 to truck leasing and rental facilities
IJohnson C. Smith University. The 1943. He became vice-president, in Jacksonville, Fla., by establish- law, Mrs. Ada Ransom of Bosperformers who will not be at the post.
SELECT MAIDS
Mass. His son, the Rev. Readministrative dean and professor mg new headquarters at 1370 W. ton,
around for action when the TiOF NEW YORK INC.
verdy C. Ransom, jr., pastor of
of Chemistry at Langston univer- State St., effective immediately.
gers open a trouble • packed 1958
337 Central Avenue
Joseph J. Stedem, executive vice Bethel AME church, Pensaukene
menu
sity, Langston, Okla., in 1943. He
of Hertz, said the move N. J., is reported on the critical
Lawrence, N. Y.
Key men who will have to be
was serving in this capacity when president
was made necessary by "increas- list at Cooper hospital, Camden,
replaced include Captain R a y
Johnof
president
elected
he was
ed demands upon our truck leas. N. .T., after suffering a cerebral
Self All - American center; Ernson C. Smith University last spring. ing and rental operations by di- hem morage.
FOR SALE
est "Little Hut" Williams, "NOW
The Founders' Day speaker, Dr. versified Jacksonville businesses."
Mrs. Ransom, who had been ill
you see him, now you don't"
ALSO—
Kenneth I. Brown, received the
CADILLAC
for the past year, died at the Crawquarterback; Curtis Starling. the
and the honorary
Arts
of
Bachelor
REBUILT VACUUM
1955 COUPE DeVILLE
ford
m
Nursing
home
Boston,
folA
Refectory.
to
teams
University
decided
tackle that all
LL.D. degrees from the University in the
lowing several heart attackt. She CLEANERS
11/up
Beautiful Red
run against but gave up in sheer
of Rochester. He received the mas- large number of representatives is survived by six children, in
desperation; and Adrian Lewis,
City Driven - All Power
ter of arts degree and the Ph.D. from institutions of higher learn- eluding Reverdy C. Ransom Ill,
who like his brother, Ulysses, de.
degree from Harvard university; ing throughout the country, from who was with his father at the
BY OWNER - BR 6-7430
veloped into one of the truly
the LL.D. degree from Wittenberg learned and prefessional societies, time he was stricken. He was preBR 8-4927 (Evenings)
; great Tiger performers.
college; and the honorary L.H.D. civic and religious bodies, alumni paring to attend the feneral of his
Wade Sutton, Hebert Ray
degree from Denison University and friends, are expected to wit- mother.
Smith, Lewis Slater, and James
and D.D. degree from the College ness the Founders' Day and InBishop Ransom, 92, is the oldest
Williams, all dependable in the
augural ceremonies and other ac- AME bishop alive.
PIANO
APPLIANCES, INC.
Idaho.
of
rebe
to
have
clutch, will also
tivities
of
day.
the
Dr. Brown has served as teacher
760 Union - IA. 7-2631
placed.
PAY REPAIR BILL
Perry
Mrs.
President
will
and
in the Kalbfus School, Rochester,
be at home to visitors, representa- ,
Chief actintl' taken up by Mer2268 Park Ava.-FA. 3-8507
AND TAKE IT!
N. Y.; assistant in English at Hartives, alumni, faculty, and friends
ritt and his assistants to now has
°Dew Niciluta
free Porkier
vard university; professor fo BibliM.
Willie
big
of
shifting
the
been
4
from
o'clock
o'clock
6
to
Monday
BR 8-4927-W
BR 6-7430
cal Literature, Stephens college,
Neal to quarterback. Neal has
afternoon.
CAN
USE
YOU
Colombia, Mo.; as president of
Denison university, member of
MORE
the Board of Education of the
American
Baptist Conventioli;
president of the Committee on Colleges and Universities, North CenGROUND ROOS!
tral Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools; and executive
STERICK BUILDING
director of the Danforth FoundaV,11filf FOLKS LOKI YOU
tion since 1950.
KENTUPKY SWEETHEARTS
GfT PRTFIllfhITIAL
sweetheart :or 1958. Runners
Slavic!"
— Cordie Shelton (center), soAn inaugural luncheon will be
up are Maxine Brown, Frankfort, and Beatrie Furr (from
ciology and economics major
held at 12:30 Monday' afternoon
-^
at Kentucky State college,
left). Coronation ball Was held
Frankfort, Ky., is cempus
In Bell gymnasium.
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LIFE Sees Negroes As
Basketball All-America

TR1-STATE DEMUR

2 More Districts
Desegregate

Bunche Spurns
Senate Contest

Tougaloo Bulldogs WI
Championship At Last

Occasion To Be
Founders' Day

MAIDS
NEW YORK AREA

Porter Lions
Win 3 Trophies

POPLAR TUNES
gandtiDeath Sickness RECORD SHOP
Strikes Family
Of AME Bishop

Jackson Tigers May Be
Tamed By Graduations

Hertz Florida
Business Triples
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9 straight years.

Asthma Formula Prescribed
MostBy Doctors—Available
Now Without Prescription
Stops Attacks in Minutes...Relief Lasts for Hours!

DARK EYES VODKA
ill

SO MID WWI)ANNA GRAIN MIN/
SPIRITS • PROOVCT Of US a • cti Sir 0511155
DROWNS CO *Wise et LIARS II SIAM DISTILLING
CURISORT, PASITIKKr,

11.5. lap...WI—The asthma
formula prescribed more than any
other by doctors for their private
patients is now available to asthma
sufferers without prescription.
Medical tests proved this formula
stops asthma attacks in minutes and
gives hours of freedom from recurrise, of painful asthma spasms.
This formula is so effective that it
Is the physicians' leading asthma
proscription—so safe that now it ran
be sold — re)lhorft prrArryirbon — in

tiny tablets called Pm:Weil/S.

Primates* opens bronchial tubes.
loosens mucous congestion, relieves
taut nervous tension. All this without taking painful injections.
Thesecretia—Primatenecombines
3 medicines (in full prescription
strength) found moot effective in
combination for asthma distress.
Each performs • special purpose.
So look forward to sleep at-night
and freedom from asthma spasms
... ant Primrose, at any drugstore.
Only 98s-- ninnev-hack-guarente•
Dow
hedMdel Cody•••
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last year.
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Mrs. Bulah Robinson but it is more
painful to state that death has
her from our earthly
Vernal Equinox will usher Spring remand
departed this life Sunto unlock flowers and paint the ranks. She
and was eulogized Thursnight
day
laughing soil. She will hang her
the C. P. church by her
infant blossoms on the trees, rock- day at
ed in the cradle of the balmy pastor, the Rev. William Fowlkea,
assisted by Rev. G. W. Doake and
breeze. Um•mm, have you started
Rev. Jimmy Andrews both of Trenyour gardening yet? Ee'tei hurton. Her son, Mr. Edgar Robinry. With the coming of Spring
son of Indianapolis, Ind., attended
we find an array of travelers and
the funeral as did other relatives,
visitors going hither and thither.
Mr. and Mrs. George Robinson of
Mrs. Hattie Mae Jr it of PaBradford, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rusdarah, o.y is a hi eso guest of
sell of Trenton, Mr. and Mrs. Gus
her faqier, Mr. Tom ficlan. Mr.
Robinson, Mrs. Eva Hague and
and Mrs. Dorsey West, m.pular
daughter, Geraldine of Paducah,
Melrose teachers of Memphis, were
and Mrs. Dewey Corley of
Sunday guests of his mothei. Mrs. Mr.
Rutherford, Mrs. Margaret RogClara West. Who drove the car
ers of Martin, and many others
into the ditch? Mr. and Mrs. Lenthat were closely related. Others
nel Newhouse and mother, Mrs.
Rutherford include Mesdames
Elsie Newhouse, are on an cxtend- from
Sarah Alford, Farrah Ivie, Mae
ed visit to North (or South) CaroAlexander, Estella Ball, Pauline
lina, visitiag the parents of his
Wright and Messrs. Alonzo Ball,
wife.
of
Kelly,
Harold
left
Nashville;
of
From
Initiation speaker.
Menthus Glenn and many of the
SCIENCE STUDENTS HONDetroit, Rowell Ashfort, of
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are Harold Levels,- of Dallas;
ORED - A group of outstandvisiting
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Wright,
Chicago,
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Dr.
now
Welch,
LaudBirmingham;
Fort
of
Wheeler,
Greta
and friends through the years.
ing science students at Fisk
of the well-knows Memphis
of the Ice," a new project of
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, L. Graham, of Danville, Ill..
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Johnson. Anerdale, Fla.; Porter L. Des
University were recently inWillie Holder and mother, Mrs
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Dr.
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Hatother
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ampert,
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home
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tie
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society
CM Scientific
er this week. The sick this week
day on Ice" last Sunday at
came in first in the competiing damsel is Miss Magnilia
chemistry departieent and naOn a sojourn to Chicago is Fred Include Mrs. Virginia O'Daniel.
Esther Langston, of Orlando.
Nashville campus, at which
the Ellis auditorium.
tion for the title of "Princess
Betts, who is shown standing
tional president of the society.
Ellis. Mr. James Robert Ed- Rev. J. H. Overall, Mr. Walter
Fla.; Jacqueline Graves, of
Dr. Stephen J. Wright, seated
front. With her are members
monds of Rockford, Ill., is visit- Belmont, Andrew Belmont, BrenKansas City, Mo.; Jane Fort,
third from right, was the
ing his mother, Mrs. Para ' Lee da Skinner, Lois Faye Skinner and
Edmonds, Mr. Edmonds was call- a few measle cases such as the
ed home of his father, Mr. Cottrell Belmonts, Linda, Barbara, ShearEdmonds, being in the Milan hos- lyn and Danny Kaye. The Young
pital following an auto accident. People of liullum's Temple are
Mr. Arthur Floyd•Barnett, usually
the Fifth
The Rosenwald students that referred to as Mr. Fashion-Plate, preparing a program for
went' to Jackson to take the Inter- was in Jackson recently on a shop- Sunday in March at 3 p. m. Everyto participate.
collegiate Examination on March ping spree, preparing for the Eas- one is invited
4 were, Mtry Badgers and Jessie ter Parade. "Don't step on my Guests of the Overalls in Dyer
Fields representing the sophomore Blue Suede Shoes." Girls, won't be this week are Rev. and Mrs. F.
class: junior class, Maricn McGee discounoged of you can't wear the M. Dickey, and sister, Mrs. MyrBy BARBARA ATKIN'S
and Alfred Ward; senior class, Joe new chemises. I know lots of others tle Butler all of St. Louis. Rev.
Wade, Richard Fields and Willie who can't and won't be wearing Dickey is the popular pastor of
Scruggs Memorial CME church
Wynn.
one In the coming, Easter Parade.
La. - Dr. LiThis examination is a nationwide ...Wear-the dress-that suits your per- there.
High school will
THE FUNERAL OF THE LATE tor at Wender
members of the senior clans next BATON ROUGE,
Hello to all of the guys
program of project and it covers a wide range
R. L. Radford, principal of Rethonel H. Newsom, director of edu:
sonality and you'll be right in
Tri
the
gals
around
year.
area.
State
Carrie Sawyer was held Monday present her annual"The Hit Pa- in
high schools. Well wishes went
erford Elementary school, attendstyle.
Everyone at FCT has been en•
night. Feb. 24, in the chapel of the season entitled
Th seniors are somewhat proud rational activities for Alpha Phi
ed the Tennessee Safety Council
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present
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school.
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March
Friday,
of
Memphis. She was the mother
ebb. Jobs are few and week. Mr. Radford was to have re- the past few weeks.
Prom that is coming up (Dig?)
announced $10,000 in ffcholirships
The tournament takes place next at a low
Mrs. Lillian Morris Announced
lines are longer. Break-ins presented the American Legion
Howard Sawyer, grandmother of
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class
adult
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be
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will
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that
are more numerous. F.veryone
Mr. and Mrs.
but being the only Negro in at. Fayette County Training school the juniors this week and the ten the spring of 1058.
room boldt.
awaiting spring weather
and Howard jr., and stepmother held in the Home Economic
tendance, let us say that he repre- gymnasium saw the FCT Hornettes top tunes are:
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night.
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other
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hope
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every
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of Mrs
sented US. In conjunction with the and the BTW Warriors take
is sponsoring a plate- supper on and
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1. "Maybe," Vashti Jordan.
•••
blossomopportunities
job
Memphis, Ark.
Tennessee State Council, the South- first place in the Region 3 associathe campus Monday night March more
2. 'The Stroll," Janice Brewer. need, irrespective of race, creed
Miss Myrtise Well a very popu- 17. Your presence will be of ut- ing as well as th flowers.
Rev. J. C. McGee officiated and
ern Safety Conference and Expo- tion.
3. 'Angel Smile,' Maggie Thomp- or native origin.
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The Ladies
interment was in
The teams participating in the son.
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most importance.
Dr. Newsom stated that each ap.
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The American Legion is spon- Sales at the American Legion club materials and to hear Mr. Rade tournament, along with the Horn4. "Dedicated to The One I plicant must have an above-aver•••
Ark. is the house guest of her soring an essay contest that is Friday and Saturday nights. This ford tell of the meetings makes ettes, were Hahn, Melrose, Wood. Love," Barbara Atkins.
age academic record and must es.
Wilson of
The Morning star chorus will cousin Miss Betty Jean
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not
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Booker
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Washington, Brooks.
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The final information
He explained further that each
litmilton High
March 16, and all churches are student at the
Those persons from out-of-town be given an opportunity to tell oth- Douglass and Barrett' Chapel.
presented.
6. "Who's Sorry Now?" Bettye high school applicant must be
invited. Mrs Mary Catching is school
the
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from
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The
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of
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organizations
funeral
William.
attending the
sponsored by at leas' one active
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school
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ity.
Mrs. Lorine Harris of S. 14th st
mie Ellington, Mr, Melvin Word, become more safely conscious and we are looking forward to see- 8. Bettye and Dupree," Shirley
The awards are to be given
has returned from the Crittenden
ing our teem take more top hon- Pye.
Mrs. Nellie Miller, and Mrs. Ka- thus, saving more lives.
In three different categories,
Memorial hospital after undergo"Earl Phillips.
"Don't Let nO,
9.
all of Chicago; Mrs. Other persons reported ill last Or3.
Cates
ren
Else scholarships to gradu*
Ins an operation. Mrs. Harris is
The A division of the junior class
10. "College Man," Earl PhilWillie Hunt and Mr. B. M. Con- week are back at work again —
Mg seniors of accredited high
the niece of Mrs. Bertha Shelton
nor of Gary, Ind., Mr. Silas Con- thus more happy people. Rev. and presented an interesting chapel lips Jenkins.
schularships to
of 218 S. 12th at.
The top athletes among the girls high schools; four
nor of Joliet, Ill, Mrs. Mollie Midg- Mrs. Joe Miller and family of program last week. The theme
BOSTON — Archbishop Richard
in undergraduate collegMrs. Izola Reed of 126 S. 13th
Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. and Humboldt were recent guests of was, "Your Duty as a High this week are Gerry Dodson, Glo- students
of
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Lionel H. New.
12th st., has returned home from of Christ.
With our BOYS IN SERVICE, othy Dye, Rozena Neal, and Bar- er, William Seaberry, Moses Wil- citional Activities:
Mrs. Nan Lou Wilkins
Mitchell,
son, Sociology Department, South.
Speaking at the Paulist informathe Crittenden Memorial hospital
and Mr. Laymon Overall all of St. we find Mr. and Mrs. Wilmon Ew- bara Atkins. Mr. Howard Walker liams and Elms Thomas.
ern university, Baton Rouge, La.
where she was a patient for six tion center Saturday, the prelate
See you next week.
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Sr., brother, and a leave you until next week. Be sure Pot Dickerson, Gloria Grandberry,
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against prospective emplayes for members were guests in the new thur Ellington,
AT Peggy Sullivan, Ernestine Hayrace or religion. home of the host pastor, Rev. J. host of other relatives and friends. to read ON THE CAMPUS
Mrs.. T. Durley, music instruc- reasons related to
It is quite painful for your scribe ROSENWALD elsewhere in this slett, Claudette Morrow, Martha
R. Halliburton.
Franklin, Eunice Johnson, and
the long illness of issue.
Julius Lateague, who was re- to write about
Lynn Coleman.
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off mama is a poor marriage risk, The top seniors among the young
has received a deferment, and will
no matter how you look at it. The men are L. C. Granderson, George
not enter military service until
poor guy is an emotional cripple. Smith, Anderson Winston. ThurJune 1.
When you put the reasons togeth- man Catron, Tommy Rosser, Wileducation deThe business
Finds Healing Substance That Relieves Pain,
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Stops Itching as it Shrinks Hemorrhoid
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HIGHLIGHTS
For the first time science has sufferers
him so he will be dependent on JUNIOR
ganized to teach students good'
conditions,
The junior class is 140 strong,
found a new healing substance riety of hemorrhoid standing.
her. She doesn't permit the boy
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to have at least
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert Temple, Jr. that disturb me. He is 24-years-old, ing (called Girl Guiding in the dent Eisenhower.
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1958, will be celebrated by more ing for a heartache?
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Rave
than three million girls and adults, Dear Ann:
Frankly a boy who sleeps until
the largest .nembership in Girl
yew left faith is year husband. wife or irweetheartt Are yes
possibly noon, and bums gas money
Scout history.
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Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
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MADAM BELL

rou

problems, come let MADAM

will read life to you jest as she would read as open book.
reit you why your job or business Is not a success. If roe have

'ailed le the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 Sonth, just over Mississippi State
Use, en tb• way I. Herewith,. Her home Is 2 blocks below
where she use to day right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sere
. leek for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
had so office In West Memphis.)
, all limes. (She
Catch yells's, bee marked Whitehavee State Line and got
,ff at State Liao sad walk I blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
:OME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATI
SATISFACTION4CUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hears 9 a.m. to 9 p.m
Readings Daily. Open on Sundays
I deal make any home calls or answer any lvtters. Re fere
to look for the right alga sad the right name.

HUNTERS, FISHERMEN, BOATMEN, SKIN-DIVERS
— JOIN THE SEARCH —
PIRATES, HIGHWAYMEN, early settlers and explorers often
were forced to bury their valuables for safe-keeping, or when
pursued. It is estimated that lost treasure valued at hundreds
al millions of dollars lies buried along our coasts, rivers and
pioneer trails. Treasure hunters expect to recover millions
of dollars' worth of gold, silver, coin, ivory, church ornaments, and jewelry this year.
We have available valuable information that every outdoorsman should possess. You can share in an exciting adventure
and possibly be one of those who recover treasure. We will
supply you with concise up-to-date material on over 100 lost
treasures, perhaps some of them near you or the landmarks
you pass each day. Send $5.00 cash, check or money order
for "Treasure Trove" today.

SOUTHERN EXPLORERS EQUIPMENT CO.
POST OFFICE BOX 18065 - HOUSTON 23, TEXAS
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LeMoyne Faculty
Beats Seniors
• The "fearless faculty" of LeMoyne college, under the skillful
direction of Coach "Brawny" Barton, soared to victory to the time
of 51 to 31 in the school's gymnasium recently.
The score at half time was very
elose, tanks to the agile ball
handling of such students as Kenneth "Yul Brynner" Cole, Robert
Pamphlet. Willie Weu "Wolf,"
Jimmy Bishop, and several others.
In spite of the manual and, pedal dexterity of the playing seniors,
the "Featless Fosdicks" of the faculty, including the above-mentioned
Barton, "Knock-Proof" Knox
'Brains" Brewster, "Flips" Phillips, "Buster Bursar'' Brandon,
and "Traveling" Thompson, scored an amazing 51 points over the
struggling seniors to win the laurels.

College Teachers
Aid In Workshop

AT THE TOP of the cream
of the scholarly crop at Tennessee A and I State univer.

sky last quarter with all 'A's'
were these five Teenesseans.
The are, from left, Miss Mary

Lillian Braden, a senior home
economics major, from Chapel H111; Miss Levan Broyles,

also a senior home economics
major, of Savannah; James
A. Cohen, a .senior biology

Coke Drinking Registration For College Dedication Set
In '57 Tops In
Classes Begins At BTW For New Merry
12-Year History
High Building

William E. Robinson, president
LeMoyne faculty members in the
of the Coca-Cola company, revealEnglish, science, and education departments participated recently in ed last week that 1957 had been
various workshops for high school the greatest year in the company's
teachers in the Memphis city sys- 72-year history.
tem.
The net income for 1957 was
Two discussions which were led
by faculty members were: "How $29,919,776, with equal shares of
Well The High School Science De- $7.07. This compared with a net
partments Are Preparing Stu- inco me of $29
196 584, or $6.87 a
„
dents," and "The structure of Eng- share in 1956.
lish and How It Helps One to De- The company's operating profit
velop Sound Methods of Teaching, in 1957 was 936.31L.920 compared
English."
with $58,688,550 for 1956.

Registration for college work in education, music, physical educaextension classes at Booker T. tion, health and the social studies.
Washington High school of MempAll classes are conducted on
A dedication service will be held
his will be conducted on Saturday, Saturdays and 6 quarter hours in Jackson at the gymnasium of
may be obtained by students each the new school located on Lane
March 15 and 22, at 9 a.m.
Mg. Harper, and perhaps Mr. quarter. Prof. Blair T. Hunt is di- ave., on Sunday, March 16. C. N.
rector
of the extension school.
school, announced recently.
Carpenter will be in Memphis for
Preceding-the program, at which
that purpose. Any high school
Quill
E. Cope, commissioner of
graduate who wishes to begin his
education
for the state of Tennescollege education is eligible.
see will be the guest speaker, will
Courses will be offered at both
be a program of music by the
the undergraduate and graduate
members of the school's band and
levels. At the graduate level, core Horace Williams, a teacher at
glee club. It will begin at 2 P. m
courses will be offered in educa- the Crenshaw school, and his sisOpen house will be held at the
tion, while on the undergraduate ter, Miss Mattie P. Williams, a
school from 3:30 until 4:30 p. m.
courses will be offered in art, teacher at the Coldwater Junior
High school, spent the week end
in Decatur,'
with her parents

'against Local 74 of the Wood, Wire'
and Metal Lathers International in racial discrimination and inUnion of Chicago and Vicinity. sisted that nine Negroes already
Irving Friedman, president; Wil- belong to the 1,000-member union
liam Eby, financial secretary, and two others have applied.
treasurer of the union; the Em- Atty. George Leighton, who has
ploying Lathers Association and waged a four-year fight for the
two of its officers, Harry Follett plaintiffs, said he did not know of
and Edward Chouinard, were de- , any Negroes belonging to the
union,
fendants.
Judge Perry said as he signed The union signed the decree, it
the decree: "This is a great step was brought out, in order to avoid
forward in race and union rela- $50.000 in legal expenses and a
tions in Illinois, demonstrating six-weeks trial. Both sides agreed
sound thinking on the part of to the decree which incorporated
the provisions of the anti-discrimboth parties."
Atty. Leo Segall, representing ination law.
the union, said it is their conten- Atty. Leighton gave credit to
tion that the union does not engage Judge Perry's earlier expression

and Herman P. Thompson, a
junior industrial major of Williamsport.

Seeks EviipIoyees t
Due Back Wages
I

A year ago, he was seen on a
nationally televised newsreel paying a visit to the old ship a
it was returned to Maryland
ets for permanent residence.

QUINCY, Fla. — Hundreds of pay. Amounts range from $3.40,
dollars in back wages due tobacco to $272.37 for the missing workers. Lee Richardson, Dorothy Scott,
workers who formerly lived here If your name is listed, send
ycur Louis Siler, Della Mae Smith:
are going unpaid because the ex- name, social secur.ty number,
and
Betty Taylor, Lillie Wade, Anemployees can't be found.
nature of your work in 1954, to nette Williams, Bertha Mae WilThe American Sumatra Tobacco Back Pay Clerk, %Nage and
Hour son, Hazel Wilson, Annie Bell,
company, trying to make up mini- Division, 1401 S. 20th st.,
Birming- Janie Brown, Rosa Lee Brown,
mum-wage underpayments to its ham 5, Ala.
Lillie Bryant, Johnnie Cox Rosa
pieceworkers of the 1954 season,
Ex-employees who have not been Willie Mae Hill;
has computed $31,242 in back pay
Elmira James, Georgia Mae
under the supervision of the U. S. located are:
Labor Department. These employ- Louise Akins, Alice Bradley, Fan- Johnson, Amy Lee Love, Mary
ees worked in No. 8 Warehouse nie Bradley, Annie Bradwell, Ten- McSwain, Annie Mae Murphy, Al.
and No. 9 Warehouse, Quincy, Fla. eY Mae Bowers, Dora B u r r, Davis, Lizzie Mae Ellis, Mary Gee,
Much of the money has already Annie Mae Cannon,' Louise Clay- ice Pickens, Mary Rittman, Milbeen paid, but more than $2,800.is ton, Margaret Clem, Rosa Lee dred Robinnn, Annie Shaw, Luestill due former workers who have zier, Jessie Hall, Martha Hicks rassia Warren and Clara Wood.
moved away from Quincy. And Annie Doris Holt, Trudie Howard, ,
The Second Quarterly Conference
there is no local record of their
Johnnie Mae Hughes, Lula Jack.'
was held at the Edward Chapel
present whereabouts.
son, Virmie Lee James,'Mary
church last Sunday, with the P. E. William Warfield, the
famed AMOUNTS DUE
Mims, Aridean Moore, Rosa Lee
Brandely delivering an inspiratIf your name is on the list be- Morris, Josephine Nelson, Juanita
Donal message. Rev. J. T. Jile is American baritone who won international acclaim in "Showboat,' low, you stand to receive back I Ray, Gladys Richardson, Mattie
pastor of the church.
Mrs. Georgia Rose spent the will be presented in a recital on
week end here with .,her mother, Wednesday, April 2, in Bruce Hall r
Mrs. Annie Mae Richard,
at -LeMoyne college. His appearance will climax the school's cutDr. W. W.
Gibson,
acting
on the bench that his attitude join the union and if they are de- tural series.
dean of LeMoyne college, an•
would be different in this case in- nied, Atty. Leighton said he will
Mr. Warfield was celebrated all
nounced recently that the school
volving race discrimination than bring contempt charges.
over the world for his singing of
will initiate a student lean fund
it would be in two other cases
"Ole Man River,” in the MGM
in September, 1958.
. but in a
By EDGAR T. STEWART
Washington, D. C., and Virginia
brought by the anti-trust divis- Under the settlement,
classic, "Showboat," and for his
An appropriation of $200 has
union
sepa$70te order,
loi iso payto t hetheotop
o portrayal
State.
of Porgy in the revival
ion, one against this union andl ing
Like the famous Ringling Brothbeen set aside for the fund, and
complainants
,000
of
the
Gershwin
opera,
On
"Porgy
its
Mid
Western
tour,
the
against the Plasterers Union, Lo- which $4,000 is damages and
it will eventually be ,creased to
era, Barnum and Bailey circus
and Bess."
which leaves its Sarasota, Fla., choir will appear in. St. Louis, a limit of $2.000.
$6,000 is legal fees and court
cal 5.
winter quarters each year and Chicago, Gary, Ind.. come soath
The fund will be used to ielist
111
Judge Perry threw out the plas- costs. The suit has been pending
goes to New York's Madison to Memphis, and. sing in other any LeMoyne student who find(
terers case because the govern. since 1944.
cities
in
Mississippi
before arriv- himself in need of a modest
Square Garden to begin its tour,
rnent had not proved its case The decree restrains both parthe Jackson State College Concert ing back on the campus.
loan during the school year.
about outside contractors, and the ties from entering into or con- Pl
choir
left
Jackson, Miss., on Feb.
lathers case was dismissed by the tinuing any agreement, underaymate
26, and headed straight to New
government. That also involved standing or concert of action by
York's Town Hall to begin its tour.
broader issues.
which:
With the choir are Dr. Robert
The eight complainants are 1. Negroes are dented memberA. Henry, lirector of the choir and
lathers who have tried since 1917 ship in Local 74 solely because of
HAMILTON HIGH SCHOOL - MEMPHIS
DALLAS, Texas — (INS)—Two head of the department of music;
to get into the union. They are race,
color, ancestry or family
THOMAS DOGGETT - Director
Mrs.
Lelia
C.
Davis,
chaperone;
youths
Dallas
are
In
juvenile
the
Jesse Menifree, Henry Blackburn, relationship;
W.0. Robinson, public relations diWilliam Blackburn, Dean Black- 2. Any Negroes who desire to home after confessing to police
WE
SELL AND SERVICE THEM
rector; and Miss Delores Simpburn, David Bedell, John Mat- enroll in a n y apprenticeship they tossed an eight-year-old boy:
son, winner of the "New Yorker"
thews, Edward Matthews and course in lathing or any of it,into a water filled grave pit.
popularity contest. She is a sophoRaymond McKinzie.
allied arts offered in any high "Me and Pancho caught him more, and a member of the popuHOME OF THE BANDS
These men will now attempt to school, vocational high school or and threw him in," one of the lar girls'
singing group called the
other branch of the Board of Edu- boys told police. "He never came "Co-Eds."
111 MADISON AVENUE
4
cation, are denied such enroll- up and we went home."
On its Eastern tour the choir
Phone JA 7-6732 — Memphis 3, Tenn.
ment;
The body of Felipe Hernandez will visit Lincoln university in
3. Any member or employee of stripped of clothing was recovered
•
Local 74 who is an instructor or by firemen from five feet of water.
employee or teacher of the Board The two youths, one 10, the othof Education is required by rule of er 14-years old who were identithe Local to base his determine. lied by witnesse7, merely shrugioge
tnas o. thedeq
suir ifi cation is of d when asked why they pitched
qualifications
Negro who
enrollment
f
n Felipe into the pit.
any class solely upon race, color,
etc.

Lathers Win fight To Ban
Discrimination In Union
U. S. District Judge Joseph Sam Perry yesterday entared a consent decree which attorneys said was one of the
first enjoining a major union from practicing race digcrimination.
The decree was in a suit by eight Negro Lathers

Sewanee; Edward
ma*,
R. Grimes, a senior civil engineering major, of Arlington;

ANNAPOLIS, Mt — Funeral
services were held Sunday. M
2, at Asbury Methodist chure'
for William E. Fletcher .vi I
known Methodist layman, wh, ',ed
on Feb. 26, after an extended illness in the Anne Arundel hospital.
He is Bt.
A native of Prince Georges county, where he was born in 1864,
Fletcher was the oldest active lay„wan in the Washington Conference. He had been a delegate to
general and jurisdictional conferences of the Methodist church, repreeenting his conference, from
1940 to 1952.
In the latter year, at San Francisco, at the age of 88. he was
the oldest delegate in attendance.
An employee of the United States
Naval Academy, Fletcher was the
lest surviving crew member of
tihoen.famed frigate The Constella-

C0Idviater Miss.
Mi...

'Warfield To Give
LeMoyne Recital

L
oan Fund To
Be Established
Town Hall Choir's First At LeMoyne •
Stop In Concert Series

Two Drown
In
Gravel Pit

WE SALUTE THE BAND!
COLIE STOLTZ MUSIC CO.

Gangster
Sought As
Hoffa Thief

HAPPY-UP A HOME PARTY WITH
For sitting and sipping, or served
with meals and snacks, the unique good
taste of Coke adds to the fun of any evening.
Friends dropping in tonight?
Better stock up on Coke today
the best-loved sparkling drink
In all the world,
rm..•
ammo.my mi. ml••••=MN

COKE!

PARTY SUGGESTION: Handy
buffet-way in serve up chicken
salad: heap the salad into splitand-buttered hot-dog rolls, set
'em out on a plattei and team
with ice-cold Coke!
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CONTEST CHARMER: —The
charming little Mies Is saying ,
"I'm Donna Michelle Osborne,
daughter of Mr. and Mm. Fred
Osborne, Jr.. and granddaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Anderson, Sr., and Fred Osborne, Sr.
I'm in a baby contest that will
be held at the annual tea of the
Annie I.. Brown Health Club. Sunday. April 1st, at the Lelia Walker
Club House. Vote for me and come
to the Teal"

Golden fried chicken, piping hot biscuits and butter—
; ni-ni-rn-m, that's good Southern living at its best!
And pass the phone for more good living. Folks in
Dixie just naturally reach for the phone to chat, to
share good news, have fun, renew friendships across
the miles. And it makes us feel pretty good to have
a hand in bringing you Service with a Smile ...
Southern Style/

SERVICE CENTER
936 MISS. BLVD.
Day and Night Service
RES. - BR 8-0229
BUS. PH. - WH 6-6313
All Work Guaranteed MATTHEW HUDSON, Owner
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Settled soder authority at Th• Coco-Col• Company by Coco-Colo Bottling Compile), of Mitutipitit, Tons,

H

WASHINGTON — (INS) — Sen.
Jacob Javits (R) N. Y , says Democratic proposals for across-theboard income tax cuts will not increase consumer b.ying.
Javits said such a cut could only
undermine _onfidence in the economy.

SERVICE ON ALL MAKES

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

4MM

JAVITS AGAINST TAX
CUT TO SPUR BUYING

MIAMI BEACH, Fla. — (INS)—
A former member of New York's
notorious "Matinee Gang" was the
object of a nation-wide alert Monday in 7onnection with a $160,000 jewel rebbery in Miami
Beach.
The jewels were stolen last
Sunday from entertainer Arthur
Godfrey's apartment renthouse in
the plush Kenilworth Hotel at Bal
Harbor, Fla., occupied by Chicago
industrialist Titus Haifa and his
Authorities in Miami Beach reported that they want to question
Albert Abrahamson about the afternoon theft, reminiscent of daylight house robberies by the
'Matinee Gang "
WANTED IN CALIFORNIA
Abrahamson, according to au
thin es, also is wanted in Cal(atria tor jewel thefts
Alit Ala mson
also known is
Abrams, served alin.;st four yea-s
:n Sing Sing ;limn for his plait
in a $23,000 robi‘ery. Ile also served part of a 10-vcai term for a
Miami Beate theft in 1940 and 13
yr,;,,..4 later was identified as ,he
gunman who brake into the home
of a wealthy Pori& couple.
•
arrested in Beverly Hills, Calif.
lie fled Florida and later was
for burglary.
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